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Does our cover look at all familiar? In the midst of the flashing
lights, marching robots, screeching whistles, and tiny televisions
the crucial business of manufacturing is going on. It's all there,
from CAD to product, complete with ECNs.

Our theme in this issue is mechanical engineering, and if we've
exaggerated things a bit in out depiction of an ME, it isn't by
much. Engineers are tinkerers, and tools are a tinkerer's toys. It
may be work, but it's fun, too.

0 To serve as a medium of interchange of technical
information among various groups at RCA 0 To create a
community of engineering interest within the company by
stressing the interrelated nature of all contributions 0 To
disseminate to RCA engineers technical information of
professional value 0 To publish in an appropriate manner
important technical developments at RCA, and the role of the
engineer 0 To help publicize engineering achievements in a
manner that will promote the interests and reputation of RCA
in the engineering field 0 To provide a convenient means by
which the RCA engineer may review professional work before
associates and engineering management 0 To announce
outstanding and unusual achievements of RCA engineers in
a manner most likely to enhance their prestige and
professional status.



Teamwork in innovation
RCA has rightfully earned a reputation for
ingenuity and inventiveness in product
design. Our innovations in circuit design,
solid state processes, television picture
tubes, satellite communications, audio and
video home products, and advanced military
systems immediately call to mind the high
caliber of our electronic and electro-optical
engineers. Working hand -in -hand with these
innovators are our mechanical engineers,
who have been the source of many of our
most advanced engineering
accomplishments.

The articles in this mechanical
engineering issue represent contributions
from many divisions. They illustrate the
mechanical engineer's creativity, which has
been an essential ingredient-and often the
forcing function-in many new products. The
demand for increasingly compact devices,
the development of new and exciting
materials, and the need for operation over
long periods of time under extreme

an ME tradition
environmental conditions all stimulate the
imagination of our mechanical engineers,
who continue to meet these new challenges.
Our future is dependent on their ability to
continue to excel.

Our dependence on mechanical
engineering emphasizes the need for
aggressive recruitment of MEs on college
campuses. Further, we must nurture and
encourage them with continued training and
recognition during their RCA career. They
are an integral, indispensable part of the
RCA engineering community-a community
dedicated to technical excellence.

Eugene M. Stockton
Division Vice -President and General Manager
Automated Systems Division
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in this issue . . .

mechanical engineering

 Leedom: "Some very early signs of mechanical engineering were
found in caves belonging to Neanderthal man, who lived approximately
35,000 to 100,000 years ago."

 Poux/Carroll/Rearick: "Engineers who handle incremental motion
control problems generally have half of the solution before they begin to
solve the problem."

 Whitley: "There is no doubt that systems that employ fixed and dedi-
cated tooling do provide the greatest consistency and reliability, and the
two -plate system provides both . . ."

 Reid -Green: "An Air Force officer finally came up with the idea of
sending back to home base those planes unable to land on the first try,
and the scheduling problem disappeared."

9

Motion curves

 Cahoon/Meliones/McDermott: "All 49 common node locations were
merged together, module weights added as lumped masses, and a
dynamic analysis performed to determine natural frequencies."

 Guyer: "The first system consisted of two rather large electronic
chassis with a combined weight of one -hundred pounds and required a
two -man rangefinder team to operate the equipment."

total span of 14 ft, 6 in."

causing the inconsistent and inferior urethane conformal coating, and
to find an acceptable process method for producing conformal -coated
GRPTFE boards." 38

 Holden: "A research project was initiated to determine what was

 Ghostlaw/McNamee: "Roadside and curbside expansible sides are
25 ft long, opened simultaneously by electric motor or manual drive to a

f
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 Weiss: "We estimate that the new transmission method will save up
to 3000 pounds of cabling per weapon system, an important reduction
for ship stability, because most of the cabling is above the ship's center
of gravity."

 Felbinger/Rouland: "In its expanded role as system integrator or
coordinator, the Functional Analysis activity has solidified the
relationship between system engineering and support disciplines."
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in future issues . . .

technology for the 1990s
PC workstations on the job
laser technology



M.A. Leedom

The oldest profession . .

Or maybe the second oldest . . .

The mechanical engineer at RCA plays
an essential role in the success of new
product and manufacturing designs. Me-
chanical engineering can be found in the
Astro-Electronics, Video Component and
Display, and Consumer Electronics Divi-
sions and in RCA Laboratories. The
products and designs produced by these
areas reflect the influence of the mechanical
engineer.

The oldest profession
If you define mechanical engineering as
that branch of engineering that deals with
motion, force, the production of power
and products, and tools that manufacture
other products, the profession has been
with us for a long time. Why, even the use
of a fig leaf as an article of clothing could
be considered a mechanical engineering
task. Some very early signs of mechanical
engineering were found in caves belonging
to Neanderthal man, who lived approxi-
mately 35,000 to 100,000 years ago. It

Abstract: All fields of engineering today
are, by necessity, closely related To
design a new machine, for example,
requires the expertise of people in the
fields of electronics, chemistry, computer
science, materials engineering, and
mechanical engineering. A company can
create effective and efficient products and
manufacturing processes only by assuring
that all engineering areas work together.

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received August 29, 1985
Reprint RE -30-6-1

was the design of a hearth for protecting
the fire and cooking food. Wherever graves
or living areas of ancient man were opened,
the evidence of human inventiveness was
always present. Early man was an incurable
tool builder. His tools helped him to cook,
eat, work, play, hunt, worship, and fight.
Today, we build tools that perform exactly
the same functions. We even use the same
materials, although we have added quite a
few new ones to the list.

The field of mechanical engineering
evolved from the work of the artisans of
early civilizations. These workers were sim-
ilar to the tradespeople of today in that
they made new products and tools. How-
ever, they were very poorly prepared for
their work because of a lack of knowledge
of the laws of the natural sciences and
materials. As the study of science developed,
the different branches of engineering and
sciences grew. One of these branches
became mechanical engineering.

The relationships among the various
engineering disciplines changed radically
during the last few thousand years. In early
times, there were no identifiable engineering
fields. A few ingenious people used natural
materials to fashion useful tools or goods
for their families. These early technologists
later separated into special interest groups,
each of which be came a specific engineering
field. Mechanical engineering was formally
recognized as a field in Birmingham,
England in 1847, when the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers was formed. The
field was essentially pure at that time,
involving motion, force, tooling, and the
production of power. Today, the design of
a mechanical machine involves so much
more, including electronics for controls,

chemistry for adhesives or corrosion control,
computer science for CAD/CAM work
and control, materials engineering for mate-
rial selection or invention, and mechanical
engineering for the overall machine design.
Modern-day engineering in any one field
requires a close relationship with many
other fields.

Through a separate path of development,
the forebears of our present-day research
scientists were studying and developing the
branches of the natural sciences. These
early scientists were representatives of a
highly educated social class with little inter-
est in such working-class developments as
the potter's wheel or a farmer's tool. It was
not until the nineteenth century that the
engineering world and the scientific world
began to look to each other for help. The
early engineers realized that scientific knowl-
edge was vital because inventions were
becoming more and more complex. Like-
wise, early scientists welcomed engineering
assistance in building apparatus for their
experiments.

Since that time, mutual assistance has
been a major force behind our technological
achievements. Today, a company can create
effective and efficient products and manu-
facturing processes only by assuring that
all engineering and scientific research areas
work together. At RCA, mechanical engi-
neering is a vital part of all divisions. Let's
look at how the mechanical engineer fits
into this company.

Mechanical engineering at RCA
Although RCA is basically an electronics
company, most of its major operating units
(MOUs) employ mechanical engineers. Fig -
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ure 1 shows the number of mechanical
engineers at RCA in relation to other
degreed technical staff. Mechanical engi-
neering assignments vary greatly depending
on the individual division's business.

Astro-Electronics Division

The mechanical engineering emphasis in
the Astro-Electronics Division (AED) is
on product design. The space station plat-
forms and other devices created by AED
are not produced in large quantities, but
they are very complex systems and must
be extremely reliable. AED needs mechan-
ical engineers to ensure the integrity of
basic structures and thermal characteris-
tics and the reliability of "on board"
mechanisms.

Figure 2 shows an excellent example of
the kind of massive design done in AED.
It illustrates a candidate configuration for a
new space station platform that may be
built in the near future. One look at this
drawing should show why AED has such
a high percentage of mechanical engineers.

Video Component and Display
Division

and Display
Division (VCDD), the emphasis for me-
chanical engineers is on manufacturing.
Japan and Korea have become extremely
competitive in the consumer electronics
field. This competition is causing rapid
changes in both product design and manu-
facturing mechanization in VCDD. Unfor-
tunately, the factories in this division are
extremely capital intensive and changes
cannot often be made. Mechanical engineers
in this division, then, must design flexible
manufacturing automation that is simple
enough to allow changes at least cost. The
cost and quality of VCDD's product depend
as much on the mechanical design of the
manufacturing equipment as they do on
the design of the product.

Consumer Electronics Operations

The mechanical engineers in Consumer
Electronics Operations (CE) have an en-
tirely different emphasis. The work of CE
is somewhat similar to the work of VCDD,
except that there are many more variations
in products, and product designs change
more often. Therefore, the mechanical
engineers' talents at CE are divided between
product design and manufacturing.

Mechanical engineering has a significant
influence on the quality and cost of a
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Fig. 1. Mechanical engineering staff at RCA compared with total technical staff.

Fig. 2. A candidate configuration of a space station platform, drawn by a CAD
system at Astro-Electronics. The products shown in the background are not
presently in production at AED.

consumer product such as a television.
Some of you may doubt that there is

anything mechanical about a TV, because
there are no moving parts and no mechan-
ical power is transmitted. However, I would
argue that even the circuit board (after the
circuit has been perfected) is purely mechan-
ical and material engineering until it is

"plugged in." The mechanical design of
this board and the equipment that assembles
it determine the cost in capital and labor
needed to produce the board and assemble
it into the final instrument. The mechanical
design also determines the TV's performance
in a drop test, its repairability, the "feel" of
its front panel controls, the performance

and yield of its molded parts, and the size
of the factory needed to produce it.

On the manufacturing side of CE, high-
speed, flexible automation is becoming a
necessity to compete with foreign -made
products. Here, the mechanical engineer
has the difficult task of designing automated
assembly equipment that can handle today's
known product and tomorrow's unknown
product. Figure 4 shows an example of
such equipment. This software -controlled
machine can install up to 120 stakes (small
posts for test points or wire wrapping)
simultaneously into a circuit board. This
tool is forerunner of a staking machine that
can do "batch of one" manufacturing in

M.A. Leedom: The oldest profession ... 5



Fig. 3. Automatic stake assembly at Consumer Electronics. This machine orients
and presses up to 120 stakes into a circuit board in one step.

which each board can have a different pin
layout. In the future, entire factories should
be laid out with this extent of flexibility to
keep up with the rapidly changing market-
place and to keep our automated equipment
from becoming obsolete before it has paid
for itself.

RCA Laboratories

There are very few mechanical engineers
at RCA Laboratories compared with other
MOUs, as shown in Fig. 1. The majority
of them are located in the Manufacturing
Systems Research Laboratory, which is
one of three laboratories under J.L. Miller,
all of which are dedicated to manufacturing
research.

The Labs' approach to manufacturing
any product is first to test the design of the
product. The Design for Assembly Group
takes care of this task by designing and
building full-size models to demonstrate
new ideas. At the same time, the Assembly
Techniques Group develops the philosophy
of assembling the new product design. As
the product design develops, the prototype
assembly equipment is designed and built
to test basic system principles. All this is
done as part of a team effort with the
MOU responsible for the design and manu-
facture of the product.

To develop the best automated assembly
system for any product, the parts that
make up the product should be considered
an actual mechanical part of the assembly
machinery as well. That is, when an assem-
bly line is automated, the individual parts
of all assemblies should have a dual mechan-
ical function: (1) they should function as a
reliable part of the assembly and satisfy the
product definition, and (2) they should
function as a reliable part of the automation
equipment to permit assembly yields near
100 percent.

CAD/CAM Systems for
Mechanical Engineering
For many years, computers have been
used to aid in electronic circuit and inte-
grated circuit design. Now, in the last five
years, the mechanical engineering profession
has discovered the potential of computer -
aided design/computer-aided manufactur-

- - ing (CAD/CAM) systems. Most of RCA's
manufacturing divisions have at least one
of these systems. The Manufacturing Design
Techniques Group of the Manufacturing

A Systems Research Laboratory is studying
Fig. 4. Control Data CAD station at RCA Laboratories. Here. solids modeling is the effect and application of these tools in

the mechanical engineering field.being used to examine the assembly of a picture tube gun.
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Inventiveness in humans
(and other animals)

When humans first began de-
veloping a technology base
during prehistoric times, animals
were already performing
mechanical miracles. Termites
were building berm solar -
efficient houses before the
earliest humans could conceive
of building any kind of a house.
Outstanding architectural
wonders created by "lower
species" include air-conditioned
beehives, whose honeycombs
appear to have been designed
on a CAD system, and spider
webs. To accomplish their feats,
bees even have to make their
own wax, and spiders must
extrude their own threads. Could
these two species possibly be
the first ones known to form
mechanical parts?

Just as mechanical engineers

depend heavily on the use of
tools, some animals, too, rely on
tools to perform their daily tasks.
There are finches that use cactus
spines to wiggle insect larvae out
of holes in branches, gulls that
open their dinners by dropping
shellfish from great heights,
vultures and sea otters that use
stones to hammer their food out
of eggs and clam shells,
respectively, and spiders that
carry air tanks (in the form of
bubbles) to go scuba diving.

All their modern accomplish-
ments notwithstanding, animals
-unlike humans-are deficient
in the drive and ability to
conceptualize and to improve on
previous innovation. Hence,
though even bees and toads can
plan novel routes, and birds and
primates readily copy innova-
tions of diet and food harvesting,
both the degree of creativity and
the frequency with which animals

actively seek innovation through
experimentation tend to be
severely limited. Animals, to a
greater extent than humans, are
governed by instinct, and each
generation of animals inherits the
instincts that successfully guided
many earlier generations of its
kind. There is usually no
improvement in their designs
from one generation to the next
and, indeed, there is little need.
Even minuscule evolutionary
changes generally take centuries
or longer. Humans, however, can
redesign an existing tool one day
and, on the next, teach the new
art to the world. Inventive
thinking has allowed humankind
to "leapfrog" the animal kingdom.
This situation is likely to continue
at an exponential rate, assuming
that we humans do not put our
most powerful tools to a lethal
use.

It is possible today to conceive of a
design, engineer the characteristics of its
parts (stress, etc.), "draw" it, check its
dynamic characteristics (motion, interfer-
ence forces, etc.), and machine its parts or
the molds to make the parts all without
paper. However, it will take much more
systems integration and better software
before this total design technique can be
commonly used in all divisions.

All of our divisions that have CAD
systems use them at least for drafting, but
some divisions have expanded them even
further:

1. VCDD has integrated its CAD system
with its business system to allow all
areas to work with a common data
base. VCDD also has more low-cost
terminals available for their engineering
staff than any other division.

2. CE has demonstrated the feasibility of
designing plastic parts on its CAD system.
CE then sends the data tapes to mold -
making vendors who have CAD systems.
The vendors return the molded parts
without any need for paper. Using
another software system that is under
joint development with the Labs and
IKV in Germany, CE engineers can
select mold parameters, such as gate

locations, runner sizes, and cooling sys-
tems, to ensure that the mold is correct
the first time.

3. RCA Laboratories has developed a soft-
ware link between its CAD system and

its machine tools that allows a CNC
milling machine to produce about 65
percent more parts per year than a
standard machine, even if they are all
"one of a kind" parts. The Labs is a

Marvin A. Leedom, Director of the
Manufacturing Systems Laboratory at RCA
Laboratories, earned a BS in Mechanical
Engineering from Drexel University in
1957. Since joining RCA Laboratories as a
Member of the Technical Staff in 1962, Mr.
Leedom has spent most of his effort on the
VideoDisc program in the areas of stylus
and player design and disc manufacturing.
In 1975 Mr. Leedom was named Manager
of Mechanical and Instrumentation

Technology and, in 1978, Director of the
Electromechanical Research Laboratory.
In 1980 he was appointed to the position
he now holds.

In 1970 he shared an RCA Laboratories
Outstanding Achievement Award for
contributions to the high -density
technology of recording mechanisms. In
1973 he received a second award for a
team effort in the conception and
development of signal systems and
playback mechanisms for high -density
recording systems. He and his team
received a David Sarnoff Award for
Outstanding Technical Achievement,
RCA's highest honor, in 1981, "for key
contributions to the development of the
CED VideoDisc system."

Mr. Leedom has written or presented
several technical papers. He holds 24 U.S.
patents in the fields of TV design,
Electrofax imaging, and VideoDisc player
designs. He is a member of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers and of Robotics
International.
Contact him at:
RCA Laboratories
Princeton, N.J.
Tacnet: 226-3064
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major partner with IKV and CE in
developing mold design software. The
success of this program will allow CE to
reduce its product design time by half
because the molds will run successfully
the first time.

Die design for forming sheet metal and
the integration of solids modeling are
also important uses for CAD systems in
the Labs.

Conclusion
In the consumer arena, all companies are
competing in a worldwide game of survival.
The players, or companies, in this game
keep changing. The younger, new trained
players challenge the older, established
record holders and hope for an upset. The

rule book keeps changing, too. New product
models appear in half the customary design
time. Manufacturing processes change so
often that factory lines soon become obso-
lete. The only way to win this game is to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Establish simple but excellent product
designs that can be assembled with high
yields that are achieved naturally, and
not by more inspections.
Involve the manufacturing engineers and
vendors early in the design plan.
Design a manufacturing system that
assumes no direct labor and is flexible
enough to assemble all high sales models
for several years. Even if all automation
is not installed, the manufacturing yields
will improve.
Minimize labor costs through the effec-

tive use of computer -aided mechanical
engineering.

To implement this game strategy requires
the talents of people in many technical
and nontechnical fields. This is a team
match-not a singles game. That is, the
engineering, manufacturing, and product
design groups must form one team. Within
each group, the mechanical engineers must
be strong and innovative to ensure that
the product and the manufacturing equip-
ment evolve as one system. Those com-
panies that structure their product design
and manufacturing mechanical engineering
groups so that they do work as one team
will be far ahead of the competition in
producing a low-cost, easy -to -assemble
product and a high -yield manufacturing
system.

Somewhere in the world another engineer has done something
you ought to know about . . . Your RCA Technical Librarian will

assist you in searching any of these online databases,
including RCA's own proprietary database.
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C.J. Poux C.B. Carroll C.C. Rearick

Simplified system design for automated motion

Motion control a crucial task for the design engineer-is
required more frequently as the trend toward programmable
automation continues.

Engineers who handle incremental motion control problems
generally have half of the solution before they begin to solve the
problem. They know what is required of their system: they
generally know how far the machine must move and how fast
it must move to get there. With the additional application of a
system analysis consisting of basic principles of physics, the
determination of the motor torque requirements for the specific
application becomes relatively simple.

Background

In a recent project, we faced an automation task requiring the
movement of an automatic screwdriver to several locations on
an assembly within a limited time cycle. Conceptual development
suggested that a cartesian coordinate (X, Y, Z) robot be used as
the translation/positioning device. However, research in the
marketplace failed to locate a machine with the required speed,
load capacity, travel, and cost to satisfy the project requirements.
Therefore, we elected to custom build such a device.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the device, a prototype

Abstract: The design of a system with a motion controlled
machine component does not have to be difficult. Project
requirements often demand such a system, which must then be
custom built. However, technical documentation of the necessary
design procedure is not available in concise form, and the
design engineer must make a significant research effort. This
article is an account of an incremental motion control design
aimed at a specific project, and features an iterative computer
program for system optimization. The organization of system
requirements and design procedures, leading to individual
component selection and emphasizing motor selection, are
generally applicable. The design analysis and calculations are
simple, straightforward, and will serve as a reference for
individuals who must meet similar requirements.

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received August 9, 1985
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machine consisting of the vertical axis of a cartesian coordinate
robot was designed and built. The basic motion profile for the
prototype axis was defined as a span, or "reach," of at least 20
inches to be traveled in a maximum of one second. Furthermore,
the project dictated that a load of 100 pounds would have to be
moved in the form of the screwdriver, the upper horizontal axis,
and the moving parts of the vertical axis itself. The positioning
accuracy would have to fall within a thousandth of an inch (+
0.001 inch) of a specified location. Quick and accurate linear
movements such as these virtually demanded the use of a dc
motor in a linear position -controlled servo mechanism, as further
design calculations were to prove. Such a servo motor system is
ideally lightweight, responsive, and essentially independent of
load. Furthermore, the motors are available with low rotor
inertias and are capable of delivering useful torque in most
cases at speeds of up to 3000 revolutions per minute.

The mechanical design incorporates a ball bearing lead screw
and nut device to couple the load mass to the motor shaft. Such
devices have a very high mechanical efficiency, significant me-
chanical advantage, and can be made to operate with virtually
zero backlash (no free play). The motor is directly coupled,
axially, to the ballscrew shaft and the driven ballnut produces
the linear motion. A dc servo provides the required precision
position control. A computer -controlled digital servo interface
provides the position and motion profile input information as
well as the servo stabilization function. The load mass is sup-
ported by a table, and rides, with linear bearings, on a pair of
accurately mounted steel shafts positioned on either side of the
ballscrew shaft. The device, at this stage of conceptualization, is
shown in Fig. 1.

System design

After a conceptualized stage was reached, it became necessary
to include the various real world requirements and limiting
parameters. With these included, it was possible to see how
closely the device would support the desired performance goals.
To provide for the 20 -inch travel distance, it was estimated that
the required ballscrew shaft length, when bearing mounts and
shaft coupling were included, would be at least 36 inches long.
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Fig.1. Conceptual form of the prototype vertical axis.

Initial inspection of load life data, critical speed, and compression
load estimates further indicated that the shaft should be at least
3/4 inches in diameter.' Finally, the ballscrew lead had to
permit a linear load velocity of greater than 20 inches per
second when driven at the top speed of the servo motor. Since
3000 rpm is a reasonable (and practically standard) top speed
for dc servo motors, a ballscrew lead of 1/2 inch per revolution
would produce a linear speed of 25 inches per second.

v,, = (0),/)/60 = 25 in/sec
where v,, = maximum linear velocity (in/sec)

w,, = maximum angular velocity = 3000 rev/min

1= ballscrew lead (in./rev.) = 0.5 in/rev

Additional calculations (described below under Motion profile)
then show that to move 20 inches in one second with a
maximum speed of 25 inches per second, acceleration/decelera-
tion times of 0.2 seconds at rates of ±125 in/sec", or approx-
imately 0.32g, are required-all very reasonable parameters to
accept.

To determine the torque necessary to produce this motion, it
is necessary to calculate the load inertias of all the moving
components of the system as seen by the shaft of the motor. To
do this, we recall from basic physics that the torque output of
the motor must at all times be balanced by the torque reactance
of the driven system, expressed classically as:

= Jr (a) + TF
where T,,, = motor torque output (oz -in)

Jr = total of all load polar moment of inertias (oz -in -sec")

(a)= angular load acceleration (radian/sec')

TF = frictional torque (oz -in)

MECHANICAL SYSTEM , SERVO MOTOR REQUIREMENTS -- INPUT DATA LIST
MECHANICAL SYSTEM DATA ENTERED:

TOTAL WEIGHT OF LOAD (1.1): 100
BALL -SCREW LEAD (LEAD): .5
BALL -SCREW DIAMETER (D): .75
BALL-ECREW LENGTH (L): 36
BALL -SCREW EFFICIENCY (EFF): 90
BALL -SCREW PRELOAD (PL): 50
MOTOR ROTOR INERTIA (..1): .0027
MOTOR FRICTIONAL TORQUE (TFM): 3

mAxlmLM MOTOR SPEED (RFM); 3000
ACCEL. TIME TO MAX SPEED (TA): .2

ELECTRICAL/SERVO DATA ENTERED:
MOTOR BACK EMF CONSTANT (KE): 9.24
MOTOR TORQUE CONSTANT (KT): 12.5
MOTOR VISCOUS DIMP'G CONST. (10), .97
MOTOR TERMINAL RESISTANCE (RT): 1.31
SYSTEM AVERAGE CYCLE TIME (TT):
MOTOR MECH. TIME CONSTANT (TM): 2.72
MOTOR ELEC. TIME CONSTANT (TE): .001

IF DATA IS OK: TYPE ill TO DISPLAY COMPUTED RESULTS --
OTHERWISE: TYPE 12] TO EDIT DATA SHOWN

MECHANICAL/SYSTEM VARIABLES
POLAR INERTIA OF LOAD:
POLAR INERTIA OF SHAFT:
ANGULAR VELOCITY ,

ANGULAR ACCELERATION:
MAX. LINEAR LOAD SPEED:
AXIAL FORCE ON LOAD:
FRICTIONAL TORQUE LOAD:
ACCEL. TORQUE-LOAD:
PRELOAD TORQUE:
PEAK TORQUE OUTPUT:

ELECTRICAL/SERVO VARIABLES COMPUTED:
MOTOR PEAK CURRENT:
MOTOR PEAK VOLTAGE:
MOTOR DISSIPATION:
POWER DUTY CYCLE:
MOTOR AVERAGE DISSIP.:

COMPUTED DATA

COMPUTED:

POUNDS
INCHES. TURN
INCHES
INCHES
PERCENT
POUNDS
0:-IN-SEC'2
OS -INCHES
RPM
SECONDS

VOLTS/KRPM
OS-IN/AMP.
00-IN/KRAM
OHMS
SECONDS
SECONDS
SECONDS

0.264E-01 OS -IN -SEC -2

0.137E-01 OS -IN -SEC'S
314.159 RADIANS/SEC
1570.795 RADIANS/SEC'2
25 INCHES/SEC
76.4863 POUNDS
15.88372 OS -INCHES
71.76376 OS -INCHES
9.549205 OZ -INCHES
87.64748 02 -INCHES

7.011799 AMPERES
36.90546 VOLTS
64.40657 WATTS
.4

25.76263 WATTS

TO PRINT TYPE <Shift-PrtSc>;HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Fig. 2. A typical data input/output printout.

Other higher order motional considerations can be added, but
for a first order approximation this will suffice.'

Calculations involving moments of inertia are not complicated,
but the often confusing dimensional units and related unit
conversions can cause errors. For this reason we decided to
program an IBM PC with all the equations and conversions so
that we only had to feed in data and read the answers. A
typical data input/output printout from the program is shown
in Fig. 2. Given the preliminary system data, a motor would be
required to deliver 87 ounce -inches of torque to move the 100 -
pound load the required distance of 20 inches in one second.
We also found from the program that the motor and ballscrew
would exert a 76 -pound axial force on the load. In addition, the
program performs the necessary calculations for motor peak
voltage, current, and power. These results showed us not only
what we could expect from our system, but also what our
system will expect from us. A return trip back through the
catalogues of motor and ballscrew vendors now showed us that
relatively standard components are commonly available to build
the translating/positioning device. Minor changes in system
data, as gleaned from different vendor catalogue options, could
then be evaluated by re-entering the new data. The program
has now essentially evolved into a rather sophisticated system
model. To solve systems of this type, the program can be used
directly. For a deeper understanding of the solution and the
equations used, the following analysis is supplied.

Design analysis
The detailed design of the system falls into three basically
separate but ultimately interactive categories:

1. Motion profile. This determines the ultimate "task" of the
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device, from which the very important acceleration require-
ments are developed.

2. Ballscrew/load configuration. This defines the moment of
inertia (J) and torque (7) parameters, and along with the
angular acceleration (a) parameter, determines the driving
source (motor) torque requirements.

3. Motor torque/power requirements. These determine the
servomechanism constants and electrical amplifier power
requirements.

Motion profile

The first step in determining the torque requirements of our
system is to find the angular acceleration of the motor (a). We
can simplify this process in two ways: (1) we will assume that
in an incremental motion system we are dealing with uniform
(constant) acceleration, and (2) we can draw motion curves of
the system that include the position, velocity, and acceleration
profiles. The motion curves for the system are shown in Fig. 3.

The linear acceleration of the load in this example, therefore,
can be determined from the following equation:

a = (vt-10/1a,

where

vf = final velocity (in/sec)

v, = initial velocity (in/sec)

= acceleration time (sec)

With a quick glance at the velocity profile of our motion curves
we can determine that for a full move the following values are
true:

vf = v,, = 25 in/sec
v, = 0 (incremental motion)

Therefore, we must determine the acceleration time, ta.

The method for calculating the acceleration time, ta is governed
by the physical laws of uniform accelerated motion. While the
derivation of these equations is beyond the scope of this paper,
suffice it to say that we begin with the following equations:

= 21,, (where ta = Id)

s, = Sy+ 2s (where sa = se)

to = 2s./ vr
where t, = total time (sec)

= time at maximum velocity (sec)

acceleration time (sec)

= total travel (in)

s, = travel at maximum velocity (in)

so = travel during acceleration (in)

By substitution and simultaneous solution the following equation
results:

t, = (2s,-sv)/yf

Fig.3. Motion curves.

which is, by rearrangement,

sv = 2 s,-vf t,

For our example:

sv = 2(20 in)-(25 in/sec)(1 sec) = 15 in
Therefore sa = (20 in -15 in)/2 = 2.5 in
and the acceleration time is

ta=2(sa)/vf = 2 (2.5 in)/25 in/sec = 0.2 sec
which results in a linear acceleration of

a = (v/-v,)/ta = (25 in/sec)/0.2 sec. = 125 in/sec2

Now we must convert the linear load acceleration into a motor
angular acceleration value. Since the lead of the ballscrew is
known, the angular acceleration (a) can be calculated from

a = 27r -a/1= 1570 rad/sec2

where a = linear acceleration (in/sec) = 125 in/sec2

1= ballscrew lead (in/rev) = 0.5 in/rev

a = angular acceleration (rad/sec2)

Ballscrew/load configuration

Moment of inertia. The moment of inertia of the system is the
result of the summation of the moments of inertia of the
components. In our example (a ballscrew and load),

JT = JLoad + JShaft Motor
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Since our system is the combination of a linear and a rotary
system, the force of the linear load must be transformed to an
equivalent torque for a rotary system. This process results in a
value that is referred to as the reflected load inertia. For the
case of a ballscrew we have'

Jr = ( WP/47r2g)(100/e)

where W = weight of load (lbs) -= 100 lbs

g = gravitational constant = 386.4 in/sect

1= ballscrew lead (in/rev) = 0.5 in/rev

e = ballscrew percent efficiency = 90

By substitution of our values,

JL = 0.00183 lbs-in-sect

Next, we must determine the moment of inertia of the ballscrew,
Js. The moment of inertia for a cylindrical body about its
principal axis is'

= m,r2/2

= Wsr2 /2g (converting from mass to weight units)

where r = ballscrew radius (in)

W, = weight of ballscrew = volume X density = 7rr21 X p

L = ballscrew length

p = density of ballscrew material (lbs/in')

Therefore n.r2/(p)r2/2g

By substitution of our values and a density (p) of 0.284 lbs/in'
for steer'

J, = 0.00086 lbs-in-sect

Finally, the moment of inertia of the motor rotor, J,,,, must be
determined. This figure is not conveniently calculable, but for-
tunately is provided by motor manufacturers in their product
specifications. The process of selection is an iterative one, where-
by you make a "best guess" for a motor that looks reasonable
for the job, calculate required torque using ./m for that device
and, if the resulting torque requirement exceeds that available
from the motor, select a slightly larger motor, etc., until an
adequate device is found. In this particular case, the estimate
motor had a rotor moment of inertia J, of 0.00017 lbs-in-sect,
which resulted in a system moment of inertia, determined by
summing the moments of inertia of the components, of

JT= 0.0028 lbs-in-sect

Friction torque. The third and final term of the general equation
is the friction torque ( TF). This term accounts for the torque
required to overcome all frictional forces. In a vertical applica-
tion, such as our example, this would include the drive torque
required to lift the load. However, in the preliminary design we
decided to balance the load weight with a counterbalancing air
cylinder. Therefore, the frictional torque requirements included
the friction torque of the load bearing system (TB), the friction
due to the preload on the ballscrew nut to remove the backlash
(TpL), and the motional damping torque of the motor (To).

The frictional torque can therefore be represented as

TF = TB + TN.+ TO + TFM

The motor bearing and brush friction torque, TFM, is found in
the motor specifications to be 0.187 in -lb. The ballscrew preload
torque TpL can be calculated with the following equation':

TpL= (AI 0.2)/27r

where PI = preload force (lbs)

1= ballscrew lead (in/rev) = 0.5 in/rev

For our example, the preload, chosen as 50 lbs, with our
ballscrew lead yields:

Tp = 0.596 in-lbs

Due to the counterbalance in our system, the load is now
denoted by Pf, the frictional load. The frictional torque of the
load bearing system, TB, can be determined from the following
equation.

TB = (Pf0/27re

where P, = frictional load (lbs)

e = ballscrew efficiency (percent) = 90

An analysis of the offset load situation in the vertical counter-
balanced system indicates that the load bearings receive a
normal load of approximately 100 lbs.

Pj = uN = 0.3 lbs

where N = normal force (lbs) = 100 lbs

u = coefficient of friction of linear bearings = 0.003

Therefore, by substitution of our values,

TB = 0.027 in-lbs

Next, the motor damping torque must be calculated from the
following equation:

TD= (KDn)/1000

where KD = motor viscous damping coefficient (oz-in/1000
rev/min)

n = motor speed (rev/min) = 3000 rev/min

By substitution of a viscous damping coefficient (KD) of 0.97
oz-in/1000 rev/min, which was chosen from the motor product
specifications, we now arrive at

TD = 2.91 oz -in

= 0.182 in-lbs
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The friction torque is then

TF= Tp+ TB+ TD+ TFM =
0.596 in-lbs + 0.027 in-lbs + 0.182 in-lbs + 0.187 in-lbs =

0.992 in-lbs

Torque summation. Finally, now that we have determined the
three parameters we can substitute them into the classical
equation and solve for the driving torque required by the
motor:

Tm = JT (a) -I- TF=

0.0028 in-lbs-sec2 (1570.8 rad/sec2) + 0.992 in-lbs =

5.48 in-lbs
Or, converted to oz -in:

Tm = 87.6 oz -in

Looking back to the motor specification sheet from which we
picked the rotor moment of inertia, we find that the motor is
rated at 80.1 oz -in at 3000 rpm, and 690 oz -in at zero speed.
Thus the motor is almost capable of satisfying the peak torque

load of 87.6 oz -in even at its rated speed. Since we are dealing
with an incremental motion application, the drive motor capacity
does not have to be rated at full load. An analysis of the
intended application duty cycle with root -mean -square methods
yields a torque requirement significantly below the motor rating.'

Therefore, the motor, for which the rotor moment of inertia
and viscous damping coefficient were chosen, was selected to
run the prototype axis. The motor has performed as predicted
by the design analysis.

Motor torque/power requirements

The calculations of the electrical requirements for the system
and the motor performance proceed in a similar manner. It is
important to know what maximum terminal voltage and drive
current the motor will require in order to deliver the needed
torque and speed parameters. An adequate driver amplifier
must be designed, and the average power dissipated by the
motor should fall within the rating of the amplifier. Electrical
viscous damping of the motor represents a velocity -dependent
"frictional" torque load on the system, and was evaluated with
regard to the total mechanical torque load (see Friction torque,
above).

The calculation of the electrical factors has been included in
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the computer "model" of the system. These calculations rely on
previously derived parameter values as well as the electrical
input data gathered from the vendor motor specification sheets.

The motor peak power dissipation ( Wd) in watts is calculated
from

Wd = (Ta/ IC,)2Ra

where IC, = motor torque constant (oz-in/amp)

Ra = motor armature resistance (ohm)

Next, the motor peak current (In) requirement in amperes was
calculated as

Ta/ IC,

Then the motor peak voltage (Vu) requirement in volts is

calculated from

Vp = (I,Ra) Ke (n/1000)

where IC, = motor back emf constant (volts/1000 rpm)

Finally, the computer was programmed to generate two addi-
tional parameters. These are average motor dissipation, Wd

(avg.) in watts, and the motor zero speed (starting) torque (T.)
in oz -in. The specific values are obtained from the following
equations:

Wd (avg) = Wdh

and To =

where h = expected duty cycle (percent/100)

The actual values of the motor torque/power requirements
calculations for the prototype vertical axis can be found in the
computed data section of Fig. 2.

The ability to manipulate the many mechanical and electrical
parameters within the confines of the simulation program proved
invaluable in the early stages of the design of the prototype axis.
The technique is easily adaptable to a host of electro-
mechanical calculations, especially where complicated conver-
sions of engineering units cause a high probability of error and
poor confidence in the results.
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G.J. Whitley

Cut -and -clinch innovations in
printed circuit board assembly

Circuit board component insertion doesn't end with the inser-
tion step. The leads or tabs that extend below the board must
be trimmed, and the component must be "clinched."

For both quality and cost reasons it is
advisable to insert components into printed
circuit boards using automatic component
insertion machines, but as yet not all types
of components can be accommodated. One
type of automatic machine inserts com-
ponents having two common wire leads
extending axially from both ends of the
component. The components are presented
to the machine sequentially between two
parallel tapes that hold the leads at their
extreme ends. The machine snips the com-
ponent away from the parallel tapes, bends
the wire leads to a fixed spacing, and
pushes the bent leads into a pair of holes
in the PC board. Following insertion, a
combination tool cuts the protruding leads
and bends them inward, thereby seizing,
or "clinching," the component to the PC
board. This is known as axial component
insertion.

A similar operation is performed with
components having two parallel wire leads
that are usually 0.200 inches apart, center
to center. These extend radially from the
center of the component (0.100 radius
from center for both leads), allowing the

Abstract: For both quality and cost rea-
sons it is advisable to insert components
into printed circuit boards using automatic
component insertion machines, but as yet
not all types of components can be
accommodated This article describes
some of the machines presently in use.
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component to stand upright after inser-
tion. The components are attached to a
wide paper tape that has indexing or posi-
tioning holes in it for proper orientation
and location. The two radial leads are
held accurately by two machine fingers
while the leads are cut away from the
tape. The fingers then insert the leads into
two holes in the PC board. A tool similar
to that used in the axial assembly, located
under the PC board, cuts and clinches the
leads. This is known as radial component
insertion.

These two machines perform very well
within their limitations. They require a lot
of space, which makes it difficult to incor-
porate them within a conveyor system.
Generally, an operator or a "pick and
place" robot loads the bare PC boards
into the machine; after insertion the com-
pleted boards are placed on a conveyor
for further assembly.

However, many components have pro-
files and pin configurations that do not
allow the use of tape. Parts such as trans-
formers, chokes, heat sinks, and metal
shields must be mechanically fastened to
the PC board because as the board travels
from station to station on the conveyor
line, the components experience severe vi-
brations. In addition, the components can
be bumped by operators inserting other
parts into the PC board. If the compo-
nents are not secured to the board they
can tip over, causing one or more leads or
lugs to leave the holes. This condition is
known as "leg out."

If such conditions are not detected be-
fore the board goes through the wave sol-

dering operation, the results can be very
costly, and the following steps must be
taken:

(1) The problem component must be iden-
tified.

(2) The hole in the PC board, now covered
with solder, must be opened.

(3) The component must be hand -soldered
in place.

(4) The PC board must be once again
inspected.

Figure 1 shows just a few of the various
profiles and configurations of mechanical
parts and electrical components that be-
come part of a printed circuit board chas-
sis assembly. Such parts are hand inserted
into the bare PC board by an operator
sitting at the conveyor. Enough space must
be allowed under the conveyor for the
operator's legs.

The mechanisms used by conventional
auto -insertion machines to cut -and -clinch
are very large and require a lot of ma-
neuvering space. These must be adapted
for use on conveyors with manual com-
ponent inserters, and they must meet the
following criteria:

(a) Operations done to the underside of
the PC board must be done in the
space occupied by the channel rails
(approximately 4 inches high) that sup-
port the conveyor.

(b) Such a mechanism must also be lifted
upward to the PC board to perform
the cut -and -clinch operation, and be
dropped afterward to allow the PC
board to travel to the next station
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Fig. 1. Various mechanical and
printed circuit board chassis.

electrical components used in a typical TV

Fig. 2. Cross sections of some cut -and -clinch devices. (a) Exploded drawing
showing pattern of typical assembly. (b) The first passive clinch device. (c) Cross
section showing pivoting rollers in IC device. (d) Cross section showing cutter
and lever for turning the cutter.

without disturbing component leads
that extend beneath the board.

A conveyor -adaptable system
The simplest and least expensive means of
clinching leads under a PC board is to lift
a small square or rectangular post with
tapered sides upward until the top of the
post barely touches the bottom of the
board. The tapered sides of the post are
centered between the two (or more) holes
into which the component will be inserted
from the top of the PC board. As the part
enters, the legs (or leads) of the compo-
nent are bent slightly outward by the ta-
pered post, thereby securing the component
to the board in a semi -rigid manner (Fig.
2b).

This technique is called "passive clinch"
because there are no moving parts, just a
fixed positive post in a fixed location.
Passive clinch is widely used in Consumer
Electronics assembly plants in the U.S.,
Mexico, and Taiwan. It is very simple
and inexpensive to incorporate, and it does
prevent "leg out." This operation does not
secure the component tightly to the top
side of the PC board, but this is often
unnecessary. One limitation is that the
leads of the components must be precut
to desired lengths into
the PC board, because the passive system
only clinches the leads.

The ideal mechanism should cut the
component leads to a short length and
bend them securely against the underside
of the PC board in one operation. This
holds the component tightly to the top
side of the PC board and allows for good
soldering and a good mechanical con-
nection.

The first cut -and -clinch
mechanism

The first cut -and -clinch mechanism (still
in use) is positioned directly below the
PC board. Slots in the mechanism are
aligned with the holes in the PC board.
The operator inserts the component leads
through the holes in the PC board so that
they enter the slots of the mechanism.
Between the PC board and the mecha-
nism is a two -bladed circular knife, or
cutter, that can revolve approximately 60
degrees. As it turns, the bottom edge of
the cutter shears the component leads be-
tween it and the side of the slots, cutting
the leads to length. As the cutter con-
tinues to rotate the top of the cutter bends
the cut leads flush with the underside of
the PC board. A lever arm pulled by an
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air cylinder turns the cutter. Figure 3 shows
an array of cut -and -clinch mechanisms ori-
ented with corresponding holes in a PC
board (not shown). This type of system
allows each mechanism to be individually
positioned to accommodate an array of
holes and to be moved easily to another
location.

These individual units move up and
down on the same lift mechanism as the
"passive clinch" posts, and are also de-
signed to stay within the available space
beneath the conveyor while allowing suf-
ficient leg room for the operator. The
slots of each mechanism in Fig. 3 can be
rotated 360 degrees if space conditions
allow for positioning of the air cylinders.
The air cylinders are controlled either by
an operator foot switch or some other
control device.

These original units required consider-
able planar area beneath the board due to
the size and number of cylinders and the
many hoses required. These conditions lim-
it the number of component leads that
can be cut -and -clinched at each conveyor
station.

The improved system

inders and the yards of hoses and fittings,
a new concept was considered (see Fig.
4). This concept uses two plates. The top
plate (Fig. 4a) holds individual mecha-
nisms, and these mechanisms (4d) are acti-
vated by a moveable bottom plate (4b)
that slides back and forth, powered by a
2 -inch diameter air cylinder (4c) with a
1 -inch stroke. The bottom moveable plate
has numerous "U" -shaped blocks that en-
gage levers (4h). These levers control the
movement of the cut -and -clinch mecha-
nisms on the top plate. Each station on a
conveyor has its own configuration cor-
responding to the types and placement of
components particular to that station.

The top plate contains an array of 3/8 -
inch diameter holes that accommodate a
variety of cut -and -clinch devices. These
holes line up with the centerlines of the
components on the PC board. A compu-
ter layout of the PC board gives the exact
location of each component; this informa-
tion is conveyed to a CNC milling ma-
chine, which drills the corresponding holes
in the top plate. A top plate having eight
to ten cut -and -clinch devices can be fabri-
cated in approximately one hour.

Each individual cut -and -clinch device
can be installed and removed easily using
two small screws on the top plate and

Fig.3. Individual cut -and -clinch mechanisms (top view). Inset: cross section of
lever and cutter.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Side view showing thin profile and lift mechanism channel. Inset: bottom
view of the device.

one hex -nut beneath the device. Since the
device mounting hole is centered on the
component, each device can be revolved
360 degrees to correspond to the orienta-
tion of any component on the PC board.

Every top and bottom plate assembly
must be oriented properly in the "up and
down" mechanism (4f), and must be eas-
ily removed for service. Two different di-
ameter pilot pins orient the two -plate sys-
tem to the "up and down" mechanism in
a pilot hole and a parallel slot (4g).

The small cut -and -clinch devices are
used many times over. Only the board -
specific top and bottom plates are dis-
carded at the end of the production cycle.
Occasional sharpening of cutters may be
necessary. A variety of such devices is

described in the sidebar.
The applications of these devices are

practically unlimited due to the design
concept and low cost of manufacture. It
has been estimated that eight stations, all
different, with varied components, and
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Cut -and -clinch devices in use

(i)
(e) 1

(c)

IN

Air
cylinder

(f)

Top plate

(a) ,44-,

Fig. 5a. Top view of a mechanism showing many varia-
tions of devices used in cut -and -clinch.

Figure 5 (top view) shows an
assortment of devices that are
used in a typical cut -and -clinch
assembly station. The bottom
view shows the levers that acti-
vate each device.

The principle behind all the
bending devices is that of a
rotary disc having cam slots
within. These cam slots control
the position of two or more jaws
that travel in a specific direction
in slots that are milled into the
body of each device. The jaws
are captive in the sides of the
slots, but are free to travel within
them as the rotary disc (with cam
slots) revolves. Figure 5c shows
the rotary disc with cam slots that
are open on their ends. By revolv-
ing the disc until the openings
align with the slots underneath,
the jaws can be removed and
other jaws can be substituted.
Where components are placed
very close to each other, special -
profile jaws can be made to
clinch multiple components.

(a) Cuts and clinches two
component lead wires that
have minimal spacing
between them, even if they
are touching each other.
Leads are cut -and -clinch 180
degrees apart.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5b. Bottom view of the device shown in Fig. 5a
showing typical level orientations and profile of bottom
plate.

Bends all the leads of an
integrated circuit outward.
Leads can be bent inward if
necessary. (See detail
drawing, Fig. 2c.)
Bends the three leads of a
transistor with lead centers
0.050 inches apart. No
prebending of the leads is
necessary. The two outside
leads bend in one direction,
and the center lead bends in
the opposite direction. (See
detail drawing, Fig. 2a.)
Bends three leads of a poten-
tiometer inward.
A standard cut -and -clinch
device for components
having two leads. The
component leads fall into two
slots after they pass through
holes in the PC board. When
the compo-nent is in place
and rests on the top side of
the PC board, a rotary cutter
revolves, cutting the leads
and bending them flush with
the underside of the board.
The excess lead wire (cut)
falls through open holes into
a waste area. (See detail
drawing, Fig. 2d.)
A passive clinch block that
bends leads outward. (See
detail drawing, Fig. 2b.)

(g) Bends four leads of a filter
choke outward. Four jaws
move outward when the
revolving center cam turns.

(h) Holds one side of a boot -
shaped twist tab (see Fig. 1),
and a revolving finger push
bends the extended portion
of the tab, thereby securing
the device to the PC board.
These tabs are usually
mounting feet for heat sinks
or metal frames.
Twists three closely spaced
tabs in any direction simul-
taneously, regardless of how
close they are. In this case
the levers may have to be
formed differently to avoid
slashing. (See Fig. 5 -bottom
view)

(j) Bends the tabs of a
rectangular shield. The four
slides move inward, bending
all the tabs that protrude
under the PC board.

(k) Bend bus wire lead in any
direction (two revolving
devices are shown).

(I) Bends three tabs of a trimmer
capacitor whose orientation
is not uniform with respect to
the component center.

(i)
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various locations handling different PC
boards (for a total of 48 stations) would
cost approximately the same as one robot
assigned to only one station on a con-
veyor line. The robot can only cut -and -
clinch one (lead) part at a time. The two-
plate system cuts and clinches all parts
simultaneously at each station, saving val-
uable time.

Robotic application
The simplicity of design of this approach
allows it to be adapted to many applica-
tions. We are now considering adapting it
to automatic robotic applications. There
is no doubt that systems that employ fixed
and dedicated tooling do provide the great-
est consistency and reliability, and the two -
plate system provides both, along with
flexibility and simplicity, which in turn
allows for inexpensive manufacture.

George J. Whitley received a BS in
Mechanical Engineering in 1954 and a
diploma in Ferrous Metallurgy in 1957,
both from Temple University. He also
holds a diploma in Tool and Die Design
from Spring Garden University, and he
completed a two-year management train-
ing course at Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity in 1961.

Mr. Whitley joined Consumer Electron-
ics in 1956 as a Project Engineer. He left
RCA in 1964, and held various positions in
industry until 1978, when he joined RCA
Laboratories as a Member of the Techni-
cal Staff. Since then he has been working
with Consumer Electronics on product
assurance and reliability. He has also
been assisting various RCA factories in
improving their manufacturing techniques.
In 1980 he received an RCA Laboratories
Outstanding Achievement Award for inno-
vation in the factory environment.

Mr. Whitley holds 11 patents and has
written four technical papers. He is a past
Chairman of Public Relations for SME, and
is a Certified Manufacturing Engineer.
Contact him at:
Consumer Electronics Operations
Indianapolis, Ind.
Tacnet: 422-5648
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K.S. Reid -Green

SUPERCAM

New software and a job -handling technique borrowed from the
1947 Berlin Airlift resulted in dramatic increases in the output of
the RCA Laboratories Model Shop.

For several years, computer -aided manu-
facturing (CAM) of mechanical parts has
been seen as the efficient means to pro-
duce small numbers of identical parts. Tra-
ditionally, CAM filled the gap between
individual parts made on manual equip-
ment, and large numbers, where molding
was usually least expensive. In the sum-
mer of 1985, the Mechanical Design Tech-
niques Research Group completed the
SUPERCAM project, making the com-
puter -aided manufacture of individual me-
chanical parts cost-effective. As far as I
am aware, it is an industry "first" that is
of great value to the Labs and can improve
computerized numerical control (CNC)
anywhere.

Problems in the Model Shop
The Labs' model shop got its first compu-
terized numerical control (CNC) milling
machine in 1980. Early in 1981, a Com-
putervision (CV) CAD/CAM system was

Abstract: To achieve fast turnaround in
a CNC shop, it is necessary to maximize
productive machine time and to develop
an optimum job processing methodology.
Maximization of production requires iden-
tification of all time -wasting factors on-
line coding or correcting of tool paths,
slow loading of tool programs, on-line tool
digitizing, erroneous tool paths, etc. Opti-
mum job processing requires selecting job
sequences to minimize average waiting
time and providing an environment in
which machines can be run unattended

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received August 14, 1985
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installed, primarily for mechanical draft-
ing and design. It seemed to make sense
to use the CV to make parts, but at that
time there were problems in doing so.
One of the most obvious was the amount
of work and time needed to enter a part
into the CV, put tool paths on the part,
and then convert the tool path data into
the language of the controller on the CNC
machine. Eventually, somebody had to
ask, "Is CNC cost-effective in a prototype
shop? In 1982, Mary Leedom, the Director
of the Manufacturing Systems Research
Laboratory, asked me to find out.

The most obvious problem involves the
availability of productive CNC machine
time. Common use of a CNC machine
requires no computer other than the on-
line controller. To make a part, a tool
programmer converts a drawing into a
handwritten set of instructions that are
entered one step at a time through a key-
board mounted on the controller. To test
the program, the machine operator must
"cut air" to be sure that there are no
dangerous errors, then run it again, cutting
a practice part out of wood or some other
inexpensive material. If errors are found,
the program is modified in the controller
and the test repeated until the practice
part is correct. Then the operator uses the
controller to punch a paper tape contain-
ing the correct program. After all this, the
operator is now ready to cut real parts.

If the machine is to be used to make
100 parts, there is some justification for
all the unproductive machine time needed
to debug the program-it adds maybe 5
or 10 percent to the cost of each part. If
only one part is to be made, program
debugging and paper tape generation can
easily take ten times as long as part pro-

duction, and in fact, often takes much
more. Actual tool setup time, in which
tool lengths are measured and the machine
is fixtured to hold the stock from which
the part will be made, is likely to add at
least another 19 non-productive hours, just
to prepare for one hour of productive use.
We determined that the actual figure is
almost twice as bad, partly because of
mistakes that are not detected until a sup-
posedly finished part is checked. In other
words, in a prototype shop, using stan-
dard CNC machine practice, we could
except one productive hour per 40 -hour
week. Either we should use CNC equip-
ment only for runs of at least 100 parts,
or we should make radical changes in our
method of preparing jobs. Since we rarely
saw long runs, a new methodology was
essential.

Mike Massara, left, and Duane Piper
testing the postprocessor program that
links into Monarell milling machine to
the SUPERCAM system.
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Remedial measures
We decided as a first step to use a Tek-
tronix 4052 desk -top computer to prepare
controller programs off-line, and to down-
load them into the controller electroni-
cally. This not only simplified error detec-
tion and correction, but also eliminated
the time spent punching paper tape. Did
it make sense as the next step to use
Computervision, or any CAD/CAM sys-
tems, to produce CNC parts? In 1982, no
off -the -shelf CV -compatible program was
available to convert tool paths into the
language understood by the controller of
our CNC machine. (These programs are
called "postprocessors" because they are
used to convert general-purpose data into
specific controller language, usually the
last step in the computer process.) We
learned that it would take about a year to
get a post -processor from the vendor. Fur-
thermore, most of the jobs to be done in
the shop were designed manually, not on
the CV. Converting a manual drawing to
a Computervision model would be an
extra step, adding to the cost of producing
the part in terms of both dollars and time.
Nevertheless, we were using the CV to
design some parts that were to be made
in the shop; it would be necessary to
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make a post processor available. We de-
cided to use the Tektronix computer to
read tool path files directly from the Corn-
putervision system and then postprocess
and download them into the CNC con-
troller.

We also built two special-purpose pro-
grams on the Tektronix computer, one to
make cams and the other to make link-
ages. Each program was self-contained in
that it generated and downloaded code for
the CNC controller. It was at this time
that the Model Shop decided to get a
second CNC milling machine, prompting
us to look at the direction we were taking
and to propose a unified system based on
the Tektronix programs already developed.
Two factors influenced the proposal-CNC
controllers do not all speak the same lan-
guage, and there was no existing software
package that could be used for the major-
ity of parts made in the shop. We also
wanted to build a system that would be
transportable to any RCA division with a
minimum of effort.

Naturally, the first order of business
was the invention of a suitable acronym. I
came up with the name "SUPERCAM."
The meaning of the letters has been lost to
history, but the name has a nice ring to it,

and it also contains the letters "CAM" for
computer -aided manufacturing, and
"RCA." SUPERCAM would provide for
fast addition of new CNC machines and
new CAD/CAM systems with a minimum
of additional coding, and at the same time
would minimize training requirements for
CNC operators.

While a good software package was
needed, an equally big problem was how
to optimize productive use of CNC ma-
chines. In a manual shop, each machinist
is provided with his own machine. He
does jobs one at a time, not starting a
new job until the previous one is finished.
Usually, he does almost all the work him-
self. On CNC equipment, the essential
element in cost-effectiveness is maximiza-
tion of productive time. In 1983, a group
of five machinists responsible for opera-
tion of CNC machines was transferred
from the shop to Mechanical Design Tech-
niques Research in order to exercise a
cost-effective methodology for prototype
computer -aided manufacturing. SUPER -
CAM was developing as an effective soft-
ware product, but to prove the value of
CNC in the model shop it was also neces-
sary to change the way in which the
equipment was used.

If we were to make CNC pay off, we
had to remove from the machine all func-
tions that were not necessary in the manu-
facture of actual parts, and perform them
off-line. Furthermore, we had to use all
the available machine time-if the machine
stood idle while jobs were waiting to be
done, then it was just as wasted as if it
were being used unproductively.

Experimental control
The first thing we did was to stop sched-
uling the CNC machines. It was obvious
that when the machine was scheduled on
a job -by -job basis, any delay in one job
caused a delay in all jobs backed up behind
it. Oddly, this reminded me of the Berlin
Airlift. In 1947, when the Russians block-
aded Berlin, President Truman instituted
an airlift of supplies into the city from
West Germany. The landing schedule was
so tight that if a plane failed on its first
attempt to land, other aircraft would stack
up while waiting for it to go around again,
resulting in a hopeless tangle. An Air Force
officer finally came up with the idea of
sending back to home base those planes
unable to land on the first try, and the
scheduling problem disappeared.

We decided to use a modification of
the Berlin Airlift in dealing with job fail-
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John Margicin, left, CNC group leader, works with Frant Bennett on the Monarch
filling machine.

Jim Coleman, left, and Dennis Quardt monitoring the operating system of the
Control Data mainframe computer.

ures in the CNC shop. Instead of doing
jobs in the order in which they arrived,
we set up a box for each job. When a
box contained all the necessary pieces
drawing, fixtures, raw stock, and tools-
and the program had been generated in
the Tektronix system, then the job was
ready for the machine. Machinists worked
on jobs in the order in which they were
received (barring high priority), but if
something delayed the completion of a
box it would be bypassed in favor of a
completed one. Every effort was made by

the machinists to detect errors in tool
paths in the Computervision and/or the
Tektronix computer by careful evaluation
of the graphical and numerical displays
provided by the software. In the event of
an error that could not be rectified imme-
diately, a job was to be removed from the
CNC machine and the next one started.
The job in error would return to the
machine as soon as all the contents of its
box had been correctly replenished. Tool
lengths, needed for the computer to calcu-
late movement, would be measured by a
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Keith Reid -Green has an MSCS from
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Contact him at:
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Princeton, N.J.
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tool gauge, not by using the machine's
controller. Automatic tool changers would
be ordered as part of all new CNC ma-
chines, so that once a job was initiated,
the operator could leave the machine and
prepare a new job. The operator would
now work at the computer terminal more
than at the CNC machine. When several
boxes were waiting to be processed, the
CNC group leader would select the next
job to be cut based on minimization of
total waiting time-in general, the short-
est jobs would be done first.

Jobs that could be done in SUPER -
CAM would be entered by the machinist
from the engineering drawing provided.
The machinist therefore would have com-
plete responsibility for the accuracy of the
part. Jobs originating on a CAD/CAM
system would also be the machinist's re-
sponsibility, so he would specify the tool
paths to be put on the model by the CAD
terminal operator. He would then check
the finished tool paths on the CAD/CAM
terminal, and he would check them again
when they appeared on the Tektronix
screen.

Dramatic improvements
As the software and the method of opera-
tion matured under the direction of Den -
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nis Quardt, I monitored productivity in
the CNC shop by collecting data reported
by the group leader on job processing
steps. I used a spreadsheet program on a
PC to summarize results. Beginning in
April, 1984, I watched a steady improve-
ment in the number of parts completed
per day. In the nine months ending De-
cember 31, 1984, five machinists, using
three CNC machines, completed 996 parts.
That worked out to about one part per
machine every five working hours, or eight
parts per 40 -hour week. Allowing two of
those five hours for machine setup, by
traditional CNC methods those eight parts
would have required 24 weeks.

A new record was set, however, on
March 4, 1985, when the CNC shop turned
out is thousandth part since January 1-
an astounding seven parts per day per
machine. A close look at the data revealed
a biasing factor; three long runs of close
to 200 parts each occurred in the period.
However, it is safe to assume that the
SUPERCAM methodology is successful
not only in a prototype shop but maybe
even more so where long runs are involved.

The return of the CNC shop to the
Model Shop on August 1, 1985, marked
the end of the experiment. It is entirely
accurate to say that an essential part of
the success of SUPERCAM has been the
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active and interested cooperation of the
CNC shop staff. Mary Leedom, speaking
to the entire shop, told them that he had
seen many machine shops in his business
travels, but none with the response time
of the RCA Laboratories Model Shop.
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CAM II beginning in 1986, making it
more transportable and easier to use. It
will be written in Fortran 77 and imple-
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Our author's guide gets right to the point . .

If you are writing an article
for the RCA Engineer's
multidisciplinary engineer-
ing audience, the 48-
page "Guide for RCA
Engineer Authors" can
show you practical ways
to attract and maintain
reader interest. The mate-
rial specifically applies to

RCA users. Experienced
and novice authors can
use many of the univer-
sally applicable principles,
methods, and examples
given here. Each chapter
presents a series of Pre-
mises, Goals, and
Methods that lead you
through the writing effort.

The first chapter, "Article
Mechanics & Specifica-
tions," defines the parts of
a complete article pack-
age. The second chapter,
"Article Content," con-
tains idea starters that will
help you to gather the

right information and art-
work, organize the mate-
rial, establish and keep
audience interest, and
write for the reader. The
third chapter, "Writing
Style," illustrates by exam-
ple the five major ways to
improve written expres-
sions by making them
active, lean, clearly quali-
fied, symmetric, and
specific.

Send your request for a
free copy of the "Guide
for RCA Engineer Authors"
to the RCA Engineer
Magazine, Technical
Excellence Center, 13 Ros-
zel Road, P.O. Box 432,
Princeton, NJ 08540-0432.
Call Tacnet: 226-3090.
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R. Cahoon N. Meliones B. McDermott

Computer -aided design
of a lightweight electronic rack

At ASD, the dynamic visual display of flexural characteristics,
prediction of natural frequencies, and portrayal of stress
distributions were valuable tools in the design of a rack for an
electronic test system.

The rapid creation of an innovative design
in a competitive situation requires aggressive
application of skills and tools. The tradi-
tional trial and error, build and test method
is frequently costly in time and money,
and in many cases ineffective as a prediction
tool.

The proposed highly mobile electronic
test system for forward combat areas
required a unique packaging concept and
critical control of weight so the system
could be transportable over cross country
terrain without exceeding limiting truck
capacities. Structural integrity was manda-
tory over a broad range of dynamic
conditions.

Computer -aided design using the finite
element method can be applied to rack

Abstract: Computer -aided design using
the finite element method resulted in a
lightweight, structurally optimized rack
for housing electronic equipment in a
highly mobile military application. The
approach permitted corrections and
improvements in advance of fabrication.
The dynamic visual display of flexural
characteristics, prediction of natural
frequencies, and portrayal of stress
distributions were valuable tools in
converging the design. The method
resulted in significant time and effort
reduction. Physical confirmation of design
was made by fabricating a mockup and
vibration testing it with satisfactory results.
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and chassis design to produce a lightweight,
structurally optimized rack design.

Objectives

The objectives were to develop, in a min-
imum amount of time, a lightweight, rugged,
low-cost rack design that will be the stan-
dard rack for a highly modular automatic
checkout electronic system. The shelter -
installed electronics are to be transportable
by road, air, rail, and water to and within
all active theaters of operations. When
mounted, the system must be able to with-
stand movement without any adverse effects
on its operational ability. Furthermore, the
system must be transportable over main
and secondary roads at speeds commen-
surate with existing road and traffic condi-
tions up to 55 mph and to be able to
withstand movement over unimproved
roads, off roads, and cross country terrain.

Approach
The approach is to describe the rack concep-
tual design, define the anticipated dynamic
environment, detail the CAD equipment
and software package use, report on com-
puter results and adjustments, and report
on dynamic results on a mockup that had
been tested.

Conceptual design
The general shape of the rack was influenced
by the shelter's geometric restrictions. Figure
1 is a functionally operating mockup used
for human factors optimization. Some of

the shape influencing factors were as follows:

 Short racks to provide large work surface
areas for units under test.

 Shallow -depth racks along the curb and
road sides to allow one operator to pass
another operator in the aisle while carry-
ing a unit in hand.

 Deep racks at the forward wall to accom-
modate chassis of greater depth.

 Rack backplanes adaptable for plug-in
module reconfiguration.

 Recessed module panels to allow for
connector indentation.

The structural characteristics of the design
concept are as follows:

 Standard rack assembly features:
Lightweight welded tubular aluminum
extrusions with stiffened, riveted, and
gusseted corners.

Module guides at standardized levels.
Short racks for most electronics.
Rack -to -rack attachment at front.

 Standardized rack attachments:
Through common rails which are secured
to a shelter floor.
Through common wall brackets which
are secured to shelter walls.

 Standardized Plug -In Module Features
for Structural Integrity:

Alignment and shear pins at rear.
Module guides along the module depth.
Quick turn captive fasteners at front
panel.

Brazed construction.
Recessed front connector panel.
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1a

1b

 Standardized module backplanes rigid-
ized with frame tying into rack structure.

Dynamic environment
The dynamic environment that the equip-
ment must meet is detailed in Table I,
along with anticipated rack input levels.

Required shock survivability levels are
anticipated to be 22g (minimum) based on
available test data taken at a variety of
locations during qualification tests of the
AN/TSC-86 tactical communication sys-
tem. This peak g level will be used for
ultimate strength adequacy considerations
longitudinally and transversely. Transit
drops using skids also resulted in shock
levels of similar order (20g).

In the past, MIL -STD -810 vibration
testing for this equipment would have been
±1.5g sinusoidal vibration sweeps. With
measured transmissibilities of 10, the ex-
pected g level would be 15 at critical
resonance. The current MIL -STD -810
dynamics testing approach is to specify
random vibration. The axis taken for critical
analysis is the one perpendicular to the
front face of the rack. Assuming three
standard deviations and transmissibilities
of 10 also results in response g levels of
approximately 22g. This level would be
exceeded only 0.3 percent of the time.

1c

Fig.1. Test set configuration.

CAD equipment and software
Applicon's Graphic Finite Element Model-
ing (GRAFEM) and Integrated Finite Ele-
ment Analysis and Design (IFAD) software
packages and Applicon's Engineering Work
Station were used in conjunction with a
DEC VAX 11/780 computer. The
GRAFEM software package provides the
following features:

 Rapid construction, editing, and display
of 2-D or 3-D finite element models.
Automatically generated 2 -D -planar,
3 -D -surface, and 3 -D -volumetric meshes.

 Comprehensive editing capabilities for
loads, boundary conditions, and element
properties.

Full user control over node and element
distribution; automatically numbered
nodes and elements.

 Automatic facilities for model checking
and verification.

 Editor commands for geometric creation,
manipulation, and display.

 Direct interface with the Integrated Finite
Element Analysis and Design (IFAD)
package.

 Displayed results of analysis as deflected
shapes, mode shapes, and stress/strain
contours highlighted by color contour
plots.

The IFAD software package provided the
following features:

Furnishes an integrated, easy -to -use
facility for finite element analysis.

 Performs linear static analysis on finite
element models created with Graphic
Finite Element Modeling (GRAFEM)
package.

 Performs dynamic modal analysis on
linear structures.

Contains a library of finite elements,
including bar, beam, spring, shell, planar,
and solid elements.

 Outputs directly to GRAFEM package
for results interrogation and display.

The initial steps of analysis, in simplistic
form, are as follows:

1. Geometry definition.
2. Physical properties definition (materials,

geometric shapes, type of element).

3. Forces definition.
4. Restraint definition.
5. Results portrayal.

Computer procedure
In conjunction with a layout, a computer
model was created of a basic rack design
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Table I. Dynamic environment

Requirement Test procedure invoked
Anticipated

rack input g level

Methods of transportation
-Worldwide transport/shipment

by air, ship, rail and ground
without damage or degradation

-Railway humping up to 10 mph

Vehicular transport across
cross country terrain

Random vibration individual
Equipments, MIL -STD -810D
Procedure 1 shedules per random
Vibration figures
514.3-1 vertical 1.04g rms overall
514.3-2 transverse 0.20g rms overall
514.3-3 longitudinal 0.74g rms overall

Transit drop assemblage, MIL -STD -810D,
Method 516.3, Procedure IV, transit drops 18 inch
bottom, edge and flat

Assemblage, MIL -STD -810D Method 514.3
Procedure II Aberdeen Proving Ground
Coarse washboard 6 inch waves 5 mph
Belgian block 20 mph
Radial washboards 2 inch to 4 inch waves 15 mph
2 inch washboards 10 mph
3 inch space bump 20 mph

1.04g rms*
0.20g rms*
0.74g rms*

20g peak (skid mounted)

22g peak (shelter corner)

3.5g peak (cargo bed)
5.5g peak (cargo bed)
No data
lOg peak (cargo bed)
11g peak (cargo bed)

*Synthesized levels on variety of vehicles and transport

I

0.269 TYP

14-0.135 TYP

0.031A TYP 8 PLACES

TYP 4 PLACES

0.031 R TYP
8.620 TYP

TYP 1.-1.175.4
8.758

TYP

Fig. 2. Extrusion cross section.

that had the following design goals:

1. Structural integrity for mobile military
environment.

2. High resonant frequency.
3. Lightweight.
4. Low-cost fabrication techniques.
5. Complete accessibility of electronics from

front for operation and maintenance.

The initial computer model consisted of a
basic rack framework with nodes and
meshes. No internal structure or repre-
sentative mass was included. All six shelter
attachment points were assumed to be
rigidly restrained.

A family of extrusions was reflected in
the model that provides mounting flanges
for electronic chassis and modules, mounting
flanges for side, top and rear panels, a
degree of stiffness, and a fit within the
budgetary spatial restrictions of the shelter

and the necessity of accommodating a 19 -

inch wide standard chassis. A representative
extrusion cross section is shown in Fig. 2,

and the properties of this extrusion are in
Table II.

The purpose of this model was to estab-

Table II. Section property calclilations

Area
Xbar
Ybar

= 0.3288 inch2
= 0.4962 inch
= 0.4962 inch

Properties about the reference coordinate system

Moment of inertia about x-axis
Moment of inertia about y-axis
Product of inertia
Ref. x-axis to princ. x-axis angle
Maximum moment of inertia
Minimum moment of inertia
Maximum radius of gyration
Minimum radius of gyration

1.3174X10 inch'
1.3174A10'inch4
5.7092'x.10 inch'

45.00 degrees
1.8877 K 1 0 I inch'
7.4714X10 inch4
7.5776X10 inch
4.7672 ><10 ' inch

Properties about the centro.dal coordinate system

Moment of inertia about x-axis
Moment of inertia about y-axis
Product of inertia
Cent. x-axis to princ. x-axis angle

5.0795X10 inch'
5.0795X10 inch'

-2.3919X10 inch4
45.00 degrees

Properties about the princi,al axes system through centroid

Maximum moment of inertia
Minimum moment of inertia
Maximum radius of gyration
Minimum radius of gyration

7.4714 x10 inch'
2.6876: 10 inch'
4.7672"10 inch
2.8592 10 ' inch
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Fig. 3. Combined model

lish a reference natural frequency of the
basic rack frame structure. This was dynam-
ically calculated to be 126 Hz. Subsequent
analyses were then compared to the ref-
erence frequency.

A model of the front frame and backplane
support assembly was developed next. This
assembly fits within the rack frame but
was modeled separately so that its mode
shapes could be viewed easily. There are
49 common node locations with this model
and the basic rack frame work. These
nodes represent rivet, fastener, and weld
points that secure the two together. Elec-
tronic module weights were included by
adding lumped masses at the front frame
attachment points and at the dagger pin
receptacle locations in the backplane sup-
port structure. A dynamic analysis was
performed of this model to determine nat-
ural frequency. This was computer calcu-
lated to be 38 Hz (first modal frequency)
into and out of backplane. Both models
were then combined into a composite
model. Figure 3 depicts the combined
model.

All 49 common node locations were
merged together, module weights added as
lumped masses, and a dynamic analysis
performed to determine natural frequencies.
The first modal frequency of the front
frame/backplane support assembly was com-
puter calculated to be 36 Hz. This was
expected since the rack frame is not as stiff
as the 49 fixed nodes. The rack frame first
modal frequency dropped from the reference
frequency of 126 Hz to 44 Hz. As expected,

Table III. Model frequency summary

Model Name: NICKRAC2

Model Description: Fully loaded rack with front module panels

Modal
Shape Number

1

Freq. (Hz)

36.7

2 43.8

3 50.2

4 57.1

Description

Backplane/front frame moving in
synch. See Figure 4. Some main frame
movement due to back tie down flex.

Backplane/front frame moving in
synch. S-shaped deflection. See
Figure 5. Some main structure
movement due to back tie -down.

Backplane/front frame moving in
synch. S-shaped deflection. See
Figure 6. Some main structure
movement due to back tie -down.

Main frame movement (left to right)
considered 1st nat freq. of major
struct. See Figure 7.

the module weights caused the drop in
frequency.

The next computer model added module
front panels. The effects of this addition on
the front frame/backplane support assembly
were small, raising the first modal frequency
to 37 Hz. Rack frame stiffness was elevated
to 57 Hz.

Finally, a 40g shock load was applied to
the +Z direction to determine backplane
support deflection that could result in disen-
gagement of electrical connectors. A 0.40 -
inch backplane deflection was produced
from dynamic loading, and was considered
unacceptably high.

The conclusions that were derived from
this initial phase of computer analysis were
as follows:

1. The module structure must be added to
the combined model and reanalyzed.

2. The backplane/front frame assembly
must be stiffened. This can be done by
either stiffening the backplane, the front
frame, or both. It was recommended
that the backplane support be stiffened
with ribs combined with a weight saving
reduction in backplane support thickness
from 0.19 to 0.12 inches. In addition, it
was recommended that horizontal beams
(channels) be added to the front frame
assembly. This would raise the natural
frequency of both the rack frame (later-
ally) and backplane assembly (trans-
versely), while reducing backplane
deflection.

3. A rack frame/shelter wall attachment

plate exists between two horizontal struc-
tural members in the back of the rack.
This plate can be eliminated and the
lower of the two horizontal members
elevated for shelter wall attachment stiff-
ness. The addition of small corner gussets
will replace the lost shear strength.

4. Structurally secure the rack frame to
the shelter wall by a direct tie to the
rack frame rather than to an intermediate
rack plate or structural member.

5. The rack frame first natural frequency
can be elevated from 57 Hz by securing
adjacent racks together.

6. The +Z direction shock load must be
reduced to a more reasonable level.

The computer -calculated natural frequencies
for various structural assemblies before the
implementation of the recommendations
can be found in Table HI, and some
associated modal shapes are depicted in
Figs. 4 through 7.

To examine each of the recommended
conclusions from the initial computer
analysis, a new model was prepared. The
backplane/front frame assembly had expe-
rienced excessive backplane deflection and
therefore potential disengagement of elec-
trical connectors, and the low first natural
frequency provided justification for the
addition of stiffness. Aluminum channel
stiffeners were added as horizontal beams
immediately behind the backplane support.
See Fig. 8 for a description of the channel
geometry and Table IV for the sectional
properties.
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Fig. 4. Mode shape 1. Fig. 5. Mode shape 2.

Table IV. Channel section property calculations

Area = 0.4686 inch2
Xbar = 1.8988 inch
Ybar = 0.2956 inch

Properties about the reference coordinate system

Moment of inertia about x-axis
Moment of inertia about y-axis
Product of inertia
Ref. x-axis to princ. x-axis angle
Maximum moment of inertia
Minimum moment of inertia
Maximum radius of gyration
Minimum radius of gyration

8.4824X10 inch'
7.4424 X10 I inch'

= 1.3849X10'inch'
11.38 degrees

7.7213X10'inch"
5.6398X10 inch"
1.2837X10" inch
3.4694 X 10 inch

Properties about the centroidal coordinate system

Moment of inertia about x-axis
Moment of inertia about y-axis
Product of inertia
Cent. x-axis to princ. x-axis angle

4.3348X10 inch'
2.7569X 10 inch'

-2.7638 X 10 " inch'
0.00 degrees

Properties about the principal axes system through centroid

Maximum moment of inertia
Minimum moment of inertia
Maximum radius of gyration
Minimum radius of gyration

2.7569X10 inch"
4.3348X10' inch"
7.6705 X 10 inch
3.0416X10' inch

Fig. 6. Mode shape 3.

Fig. 7. Mode shape 4.

Fig. 8. Channel geometry.
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Fig. 9. Rack assembly on vibration table.

The rack assembly in mockup form was
mounted on a horizontal shaker table for
vibration in a direction perpendicular to
the front face of the rack (see Fig. 9).
Sinusoidal vibration was used to establish
a natural frequency. It was applied at a
constant acceleration level of 1.0g through
the range of 5 to 200 Hz. This level was of
sufficient magnitude to excite the structure
but not cause unwanted damage. The results
indicated a good degree of correlation to
the computer calculated value. The first
resonance (along the Z axis) occurred at
35 Hz, with a measured magnitude of
about 10g.

To simulate the movement of this elec-
tronic system via military truck over road
conditions encountered during mission and
field transport, the electronic rack assembly
was subjected to the random vibration
profile described in MIL -STD -810D, Fig.
514.3-3, for the longitudinal axis (X axis
depicted in Fig. 10). Accelerometers
mounted on the base of the rack assembly

measured 0.7g (rms) magnitude during
this test, and the rack assembly survived
without any damage.

A study of the computer model analysis,
graphic display, and the testing results con-
cluded that the entire assembly was rocking
about the mounting rails at the rack base.
A computer generated right -side view of
the rack assembly depicts the magnitude of
deflection of the mounting rails and the
front shear plate superimposed on the unde-
formed structure (see Fig. 11). A computer
generated static analysis was performed.
The entire rack was modeled at the follow-
ing loading:

X direction +20g
Y direction +20g
Z direction +20g

Figure 10 orients the axes. We felt that the
acceleration levels imposed in the rack
model more accurately reflect "real world"
loadings encountered by electronic systems
during the various transportation modes.

The maximum deflection of any node in
the model due to the above loading was
computer calculated as 0.0737 inches. Typ-
ical rack frame elements were subjected to
stress levels of 8000 psi. The backplane
stiffeners were subjected to stress levels of
slightly under 5000 psi.

When tested dynamically, the computer
model of the new backplane/front frame
assembly first modal frequency occurred at
62.8 Hz. The stresses encountered by the
stiffness during a 30g shock load (a more
reasonable magnitude than previously)
applied in the +Z direction reach a maxi-
mum of 30,000 psi, which is below the
material yield strength of 35,000 psi for
6061-T6 aluminum.

The stresses encountered by the back -
plane support plate were found to be com-
paratively low. The extreme stress values
range from -1000 to +1000 psi. These
values are certainly within a safe operational
range. The maximum backplane assembly
deflection for a 30g load was determined
to be 0.36 inches. This is still considered
excessive because of potential disengage-
ment of electrical connectors.

The rack frame/shelter wall attachment
plate was removed from the rack model
and replaced by four gussets, and the lower
of the two horizontal structural members
elevated. The rack frame was then secured
to the shelter wall from the two rear
vertical structural members with short sec-
tions of 2 inch by 2 inch aluminum channel.
A dynamic analysis of the modified bare
rack frame indicated that resonance oc-
curred at 70 Hz.

When the modified bare rack frame and
the backplane/front frame assembly with
lumped masses were merged together and
subjected to a 30g load (-Z direction),
certain frame members were subjected to
stresses at or greater than the material yield
strength. The area of greatest stress occurred
in the rear wall attachment members, just
outside the restraining points. These stresses
exceeded the ultimate strength of the mate-
rial, so additional analysis is warranted.

A rack frame containing a front frame
and backplane support assembly was fabri-
cated. Modules containing weights to simu-
late electronic assemblies were also fabri-
cated and installed in the rack assembly, as
was a cooling system. The object of this
model was to verify the computer data
through dynamic testing on a vibration
table. The weight of fabricated model was
268 pounds.

These results indicate an adequate design
with satisfactory margins of safety and a
deflection in the backplane that will not
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Fig. 10. Mounting rails added.

allow connector contact disengagement. A
study of fatigue strengths of the rack corner
structural members when viewed with the
computer calculated stress levels was then
initiated.

Figure 12 is a stress versus number of
cycles to failure curve for the material of
the rack structural extrusions, 6061-T6
aluminum alloy.'

We noted during the static analysis that
the computer calculated maximum stress
levels of 8000 psi occurred on the vertical
rack structural members. This occurred
during the triaxial shock loading of 20g.
The random vibration of this rack assembly
developed 0.7g (rms) in the most susceptible
direction (Z axis). This value, when con-
sidered at 3 sigma limits at a transmissibility
of 10, is comparable to the 20g Z axis
static loading, and therefore will produce a
stress level of 8000 psi. This stress level is
below the stress -cycle curve asymptote of
10,000 psi. Therefore, the fatigue life of
any structural member is never greater
than the critical value.

The next computer model contained
rack mounting rail reinforcement sections.
A dynamic analysis of this configuration
indicated that the first modal natural fre-
quency occurred at 47.9 Hz, a substantial
increase from earlier predictions. In addi-
tion, the graphic animation of the static
loading effects on the base structure indi-

cated very little rocking action compared
to that depicted in Fig. 11.

Additional computer models are pro-
jected for the future to study the effects of
securing each rack assembly to adjacent
rack(s) and the augmentation of stiffer rear
attachment brackets. The existing hardware

Fig. 11. Mounting rail deflection.

model will be revised to reflect the computer
directed changes, and it will be tested once
again in the vibration table. We predict
that this configuration will have a first
natural frequency above 50 Hz.

Fig. 12. Stress versus number of cycles to failure.
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Conclusion
Computer -aided design using the finite ele-
ment method resulted in a lightweight,
structurally optimized rack for housing elec-
tronic equipment in a highly mobile military
application. The approach permitted correc-
tions and improvements in advance of
fabrication. The dynamic visual display of
flexural characteristics, prediction of natural
frequencies, and portrayal of stress distribu-
tions were valuable tools in converging the
design. The method resulted in significant
time and effort reduction. Physical confirma-
tion of the design was made by fabricating
a mockup and vibration -testing it with
satisfactory results.
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R.C. Guyer

Mini Laser Rangefinder

This new laser rangefinder is less than half the size and weight
of its predecessor, which was the most successful instrument of
its type in industry.

Today, the number of AN/GVS-5 laser
rangefinders built by Automated Systems
Division exceeds 7000, and we have
assumed the position as the world's leading
manufacturer. First developed in 1975,
the success of the AN/GVS-5 is a result
of its high performance and reliability at
an affordable price. A second generation
production laser rangefinder-half the
weight and 60 percent smaller (see Fig.
1)-is now being manufactured by Auto-
mated Systems Division with the same
success criteria. It is called the Mini Laser
Rangefinder, and its first users will be the
U.S. Army Special Forces Teams.

Abstract: The Mini Laser Rangefinder,
a second -generation production system
designed for the Army, accurately
measures and displays the distance to
battlefield targets. Designed to fit in a
field jacket pocket, it is half the weight
and 60 percent smaller than its
predecessor, the AN/G VS -5. The Mini
Laser Rangefinder was designed for
complete interchangeability of modules
without realignment or readjustment. It
was designed to minimize production costs
by eliminating unnecessary parts and
precision interfaces, by incorporating a
simpler, more easily made optical system,
and by using precision plastic molded
parts wherever possible.

This paper describes the design
evolution, performances vs. weight trade-
offs, and packaging/material innovations
of this new production laser rangefinder.

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received September 9, 1985
Reprint RE -30-6-6

History
In 1961, accurate distance measurement
from an observer to a target without coop-
erative reflectors was the first military use
of the newly invented laser. RCA received
the first military contract to develop a
portable laser rangefinder in 1962. The
first system consisted of two rather large
electronic chassis with a combined weight
of one -hundred pounds and required a
two -man rangefinder team to operate the
equipment. Evolutionary advancements in
microcircuit electronics and laser and detec-
tor technologies at RCA and in competing
equipment made the AN/GVS-5 possible
in 1975, and the Mini Laser Rangefinder
possible today. RCA won initial design
and production contracts for each of these
lasers.

By 1981, however, considerable compe-
tition for the AN/GVS-5 began to develop
by foreign and domestic companies. Draw-
ings of this laser were government -owned,
and RCA had to compete with other U.S.
companies to obtain production contracts.

The time to introduce a new model is
when the competition begins to catch up
and the market for the earlier model begins
to be satisfied. Design of an improved
laser, designated the Mini Laser Range-
finder (MLRF), began in 1981 by essen-
tially the same design team of laser, optical,
mechanical, and electronic engineers that
created the AN/GVS-5. The successful
criteria of the MLRF's predecessor were
retained while incorporating years of mar-
keting, manufacturing, and operational
experience.

Clearly, the new laser should be smaller,
and RCA's competitors were demonstrat-
ing small prototypes, one the size of a
pack of cigarettes. But small is not neces-
sarily better. These prototypes suffered reli-
ability problems and were so light they
could not be held on target. The bounds
of a new design were set, then, by the
AN/GVS-5 and a pack of cigarettes.

To fully appreciate the performance/size
tradeoffs necessitated by these new bounds,
and the design innovations that overcame

Fig.1. AN/GVS-5 laser rangefinder (left), and the new Mini Laser Rangefinder.
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Fig. 2. Electro-optical schematic operation.

some of them, it is first necessary to under-
stand the constituent parts and operations
of a laser rangefinder.

A laser rangefinder (LRF) determines
distance to targets in the following way
(see Fig. 2):

O A short burst (4 nanoseconds long) of
well-defined, spectrally -pure light is

directed at and transmitted to a visible
target.

O The LRF collects laser energy reflected
from the target with receiving optics.

O Detectors within the LRF register the
times of laser pulse transmission and
reflected energy return.

O The elapsed time recorded by a high
speed clock and the known speed of
light defines the round-trip distance the
laser energy has traversed.

The major components/subassemblies of
an LRF are:
O Power supplies and prime power

sources.

O A laser transmitter module and trans-
mitter circuits.

O An optical assembly consisting of bore -
sighted visual sighting telescope (Sx),
beam -compressing transmitting telescope
(Tx), and receiver/detector telescope
(Rx).

El Laser detectors, pre -amplifiers, and
amplifiers.

0 Range counter and display circuits.

The conditions of design of the AN/GVS-5
were that (1) all components and subassem-
blies be manufactured for complete inter-
changeability of parts without readjustment
or realignment, (2) the LRF must operate
over adverse worldwide and battlefield
environments, (3) it must be repairable by
U.S. Army depots, and (4) its unit cost,
determined by competitive procurements,
must be affordable to the Army.

The AN/GVS-5 and MLRF are pri-
marily designed for the artillery forward
observer. As such, the maximum required
range is 10 kilometers and range accuracy
is ±5 meters. It should discriminate targets
0.75 milliradians or larger and indicate
range returns from more than one target
in the receiver field of view. Regarding
visibility-if you see the target you should
be able to range to it. Table I delin-
eates the salient specifications of each
rangefinder.

The AN/GVS-5 was configured around
a 7X, 50mm diameter clear aperture roof
prism binocular design manufactured by
Ernst Leitz Canada. These compact and
stable sighting optics were integrated by
Leitz into a single thin -walled aluminum
housing along with the transmitter and
receiver telescopes. The most challenging
opto-mechanical problems of the AN/
GVS-5 (and the MLRF) were in maintain-

ing the closely aligned boresight among
these three telescopes over a -46° C to
+71°C temperature environment with
rugged shock and vibration requirements.
All critical optical elements were resiliently
mounted to prevent drift over these ex-
tremes. Also, telescope and laser transmitter
modules were cantilever -mounted with
mounting surfaces normal to the optical
axes, and structures were designed for
symmetry around these axes. This provided
uniform symmetical expansion/contraction
along optical axes over temperature vari-
ation with little radial temperature
gradient-a prime cause of mechanical
deflection of optical axes (boresight
misalignment).

The major structural parts-the tele-
scope housing, a control panel, and the
cover-were all machined thin -wall alum-
inum investment castings (the telescope
housing was later converted to aluminum
high-pressure die casting). The material
choice was made for reasons of stability,
strength, EMI suppression and manufac-
turability.

The major electronics-detector/pre-
amplifier, video amplifier, and range
counter circuits-were hybridized, and the
power supplies and laser triggering circuits
with attendant high voltage and magnetics
were left as conventional printed circuit
boards.

The MLRF was designed to do the
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same job but to be lighter, smaller, and
potentially less expensive. Its weight is
about the same as a pair of Army binocu-
lars (2.5 pounds) and is small enough to
fit in a field jacket pocket. It can be
tripod -mounted, and through an interface
connector, powered, fired, and read-out
remotely. And, it can be held and fired
with either hand (see Fig. 3.).

The AN/GVS-5 had been conservatively
designed so that its range capability far
exceeded specified requirements. Detector
sensitivity improvements added to that
margin. A smaller MLRF, closer to design
requirements, was attained through a trade-
off study involving reduced laser output
energy (smaller laser, power supplies, and
batteries), and a smaller sighting/receiving
telescope. Although the design of the
MLRF was multi -disciplined, its form
began with the optical designer.

Optical design
The MLRF sighting/receiving telescope
was the starting place for the redesign.
The erecting prisms of the AN/GVS-5
were difficult to make and mount and
were, therefore, expensive. After consider-
ing many designs and their effect upon
the MLRF layout and shape, a simple
roof penta-prism/right-angle prism erector
was devised. The innovative telescope de-
sign, it was later learned, actually dates
back to 1897 and the German optical
designer Moritz Hensoldt.

The sighting and receiving telescopes
share the same objective lens; a beam
splitter between the lens and its focus
separates the laser return from the sighted
image for efficiency of design and optical
stability.

The objective clear aperture was reduced
from 50mm diameter to 30mm. While
this reduced the collected energy to 36
percent of the AN/GVS-5, improved opti-
cal transmission of the new optics modified
the energy to detector to 45 percent. Laser
output was reduced from 10 millijoules to
6 millijoules, so comparable performance
of the MLRF is about 27 percent that of
the AN/GVS-5.

Mechanical design
While reductions derived from laser elec-
tronics and optics reductions were impor-
tant, other design changes were also signif-
icant. The control panel and optical hous-
ing were combined, eliminating redundant
structures and their costly machined inter-
faces. The erector prisms were left exposed

Table I. Rangefinder characteristics

Mini LRF AN/GVS-5

Range performance
Range accuracy/resolution
Probability of ranging

Energy output
Sighting optics:

Magnification
Field of view
Eye relief
Light transmission
Display (in eye piece)

Size
Volume
Weight
Temperature operation

50 to 9995m
5m

99% to 5 km target
with 7 km visibility

5-7 mJ

6X
7.

20.8 mm
60%

Range
Battery low indicator

Multiple target indicator
1.65 X 6.0 X 6.2 in.

55 cu. in.
2.5 lb.

-46°C to + 71°C

200 to 9995m
10m

99% to 5 km target
with 5 km visibility

10 mJ

7X

17mm
50%

Range
Battery low indicator

Multiple target indicator
3.5 X 6.0 X 8.0 in.

135 cu. in.
5 lb.

-46°C to + 71°C

Fig. 3. Mini Laser Rangefinder.

within the MLRF, requiring more attention
to cleanliness in assembly but providing
additional reduction in structure. Two sets
of built-in alignment mechanisms were
eliminated-one because the need to opti-
cally align to a mounting surface was
eliminated, the other because the alignment
is accomplished with external tooling. The
regrouping of optics and control panel
allowed the elimination of a protective
window and its structure. Simple elimina-
tion of parts is the most effective means
of weight and cost reduction. (see Fig. 4.)

Again, stability is the essence of a good
rangefinder. And in the optical industry,
low expansion metals, like Invar (density:
0.3 pounds per cubic inch), are considered
the ideal mounting structure. Invar, though,
is expensive, heavy, and difficult to ma-
chine. Instead of trying to contain absolute
movement of optics with Invar, our ap-
proach is to restrict relative movement.
For optical stability in conditions with
thermal variation, the important figure of
merit is defined by the ratio of thermal
expansion to thermal conductivity. All de-
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Fig. 4. Mini Laser Rangefinder with cover removed. Laser pulse generation
electronics (left), laser cavity (center), optics and signal processing electronics
(right).

Fig. 5. Laser transmitter module assembly. Opened, above, and closed below.

sign factors being equal, the figure of merit
for aluminum is slightly better than that
for Invar. The movement is greater, but
uniform growth is better controlled. Hap-
pily, aluminum is lighter than Invar, so
most lightweight rangefinders are made
with aluminum structures. The GVS-5 has
machined, cast -aluminum optical housing
panel and cover. The MLRF combines
the optical housing and control panel into
a single structural element, a machined
aluminum investment casting.

Some new plastics promise similar sta-
bility (and strength) with lower fabrication
costs. But are they really stable enough?
Boresight retention involves controlling
micro -inches of movement.

The MLRF is the first production laser
to use plastic in a key structural element
(the cover), and it does provide adequate
stability. The three optical axes maintain
their tight 0.1 milliradian alignments
throughout the thermal, pressure, and
shock/vibration environmental ranges.
Ultimately, other optical structures and
mounts may be made from injection
molded plastics to further reduce fabrica-
tion costs. The plastic used here is poly-
phenylene sulfide (PPS) with nickel -plated
carbon fiber additive for strength and elec-
trical conductivity (the enclosure must be
EMI tight for covert field operation).

We perform only one secondary opera-
tion on the cover after molding-(threads,
inserts and 0 -ring grooves are molded
in); we lap the cover/front optical housing
interface flat to within 0.001 inch to help
maintain boresight alignment.

Since the MLRF will be used by Special
Forces and underwater Seal teams, we
designed the cover to withstand depths of
at least fifty feet (about 25 psi) without
damage or leakage. The old aluminum
AN/GVS-5 cover, 0.035/0.040 -inch thick,
cannot withstand this pressure without
deformation.

The increased stiffness comes from the
fact that the MLRF is smaller, has thicker
walls, and has extensive internal ribbing
to increase cover section modulus. At the
same time, the cover design eliminated
external protrusions from switches and
mounting bosses keeping it from catching
on clothing or brush and minimizing
crevasses that would capture mud and
chemical/biological warfare agents. The
entire rangefinder must withstand harsh
cleaning solvents to remove these latter
agents. Light ridges, shallow grooves, and
a textured surface provide a secure grip
even when the MLRF is wet.

Prototypes and models help configure a
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compact, functional design. Two early pro-
totypes were built in 1982 to prove the
MLRF concept. The placement of electri-
cally noisy power supplies and laser pulse -
forming circuits so close to sensitive hybrid
detector circuits always requires shielding
and filtering changes by the electronic de-
sign engineer. The hard -wired prototypes
thus influenced the design of the production
model. Mockups and wooden models of
the production design were then invaluable
in establishing component placement,
accessibility, and the design of flexible,
printed -circuit wire harnesses. The models,
furthermore, took the risk out of mechani-
cal interferences and allowed more compact
packaging. A device is usually considered
compactly packaged if, when placed in
water, it sinks. At 55 cubic inches and 2.5
pounds, the MLRF has a specific gravity
of 1.26 and does, indeed, sink.

Laser design

An interchangeable laser transmitter mod-
ule was one of the most successful features
of the AN/GVS-5. The module consists
of a cantilever -mounted laser resonator, a
flash lamp, and an injection molded plastic
laser cavity (see Fig. 5). The cantilevered
resonator (laser rod, film dye Q switch,
end mirror, and tiny alignment mecha-
nisms) maintains its stability under all
environmental and operational conditions.
Since the design was so successful and all
the manufacturing and alignment tooling
was amortized, the MLRF was designed
similarly. The resonator length, lamp, and
cavity are shorter since we require less
power output energy, but the same tooling
is used for both lasers.

The laser engineer scaled down the
power input and storage capacitor require-
ments, providing great volumetric and
weight savings. He simplified the laser
triggering circuits for further reductions.
The net effect was a highly producible,
easily aligned and maintained laser
transmitter.

Bob Guyer, a Senior Engineering Scientist
in the Product Engineering Group at
Automated Systems Division, joined RCA
in 1959. He was Lead Mechanical
Engineer on the Apollo Program Laser
Altimeter for NASA and the Laser Range
Pole Surveying System for the U.S. Forest
Service. He was Principal Mechanical/
Optical Engineer on the mini -laser
rangefinder, the AN/GVS-5, and many
other military laser rangefinders and laser
target designators.

Mr. Guyer received his BSME from
North Dakota State University in 1956 and
did graduate work at MIT. He is a member
of Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, and Sigma
Xi Honorary Engineering Societies, and is
a Registered Professional Engineer in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Contact him at:
Automated Systems Division
Burlington, Mass.
Tacnet: 326-3838

Electronic design
Throughout the production of the AN/
GVS-5 the electronic engineers had been
working to improve the receiver electronics.
Updated hybrid design technology, new
custom LSI devices, and improved detec-
tors were first tried in "special" AN/GVS-5
rangefinders. When proven, the MLRF
incorporated these components. The old
range display would not fit in the MLRF,
so a new custom hybrid LED range display
was created.

The electronic operation was simplified,
with positive effects on the power supply
size. Fewer voltages were needed, less
power was required, and its size shrunk
drastically.

The hardest task for the electronics engi-
neer is to take the newly created optical/
mechanical/laser/electronic hardware and
make it all play together. Changes were
made; better shielding and isolation,
improved grounding, improved perfor-
mance at low and high temperature. When
the first system is made to work, do the
next three "just like it" also work? Obvi-

ously, they must, and they did. Complete
module interchangeability without adjust-
ment in a production system requires fool-
proof design for all conditions.
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K. Ghostlaw 1 J. McNamee

Lightweight expansible semi -trailer van for military
systems

On the outside it looks just like an XM995 Army van. On the
inside it has 65 percent more space when deployed.

Abstract: The Army required a highly
mobile enclosure to house the electronic
equipment test facility that supports the
AH-64A Apache Helicopter. Automated
Systems Division, under subcontract from

Douglas Helicopter, examined
possible methods for housing and trans-
porting the integrated automated test
system, but found existing military
enclosures such as S -280s, ISO shelters,
and military semi -trailer vans too small
and confining to mount this large
electronic test system. The commercial
trucking industry offered one interesting
alternative: a television van with sides that
expand open at site to provide a 65
percent increase in interior space. Since
existing expansible vans were oversized,
heavy vehicles suitable only for highway
use, ASD implemented a development
program to design, build, and test a
ruggedized expansible semi -trailer that
would meet demanding Army specifica-
tions or size, weight, payload, environ-
mental control, climatic extremes, and
transport by land, sea, and air. This new
expansible van, with the AH-64A test
system mounte4 has been successfully
qualification tested for mobility and
climatic extremes, adding to the military
inventory of mobile enclosures a new
option with significantly improved
available interior space compared to
standard military semi -trailers.

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received September 9, 1985
Reprint RE -30-6-7

The AH-64A automatic test equipment
(ATE) consists of three major subsystems
operating together as an analog, digital,
and electro-optical test system. Figure 1
shows the nine racks of electronics, a

interface accessories, and interconnect ca-
bling. The system weighs 14,450 lbs and
has an equipment volume of 870 ft'.
Several methods of housing this system
for transport and operation in a military
environment were examined: splitting the
system into several S-280 shelters mounted
on 5 -ton trucks, using two 2:1 ISO shelters
on flatbed trailers, and sharing side -by -
side semi -trailer vans. These enclosure
configurations were awkward for operator
interface and cumbersome for cable hook-
up. The concept that best met Army criteria
for setup and teardown time, weight and
volume for air transport, and compatibility
with military deployment was mounting
the ATE system in a single semi -trailer
van. Although standard Army trailers such
as the XM991 could accommodate the
payload weight, there was insufficient floor
space to arrange the system for testing
and maintenance actions. An innovative
method to provide this needed workspace
was to add expanding sides to the fixed
van body (see Fig. 2). Expansible vans
have been used for years by the television
industry to provide spacious mobile facil-
ities for TV crews at sporting events and
remote news areas. Evaluation of various
television vans indicated that applying the
principles of commercial expansible van

technology to solve a demanding military
enclosure design would require creative
new approaches to structures, weight sav-
ings, environmental control, and human
factors.

Requirements

Development of an enclosure for use by
the military is controlled and governed by
several interrelated specifications for trans-
portation, deployment, configuration, and
environment. Specific system requirements
were established defining major van design
objectives as follows:

House and protect non -militarized AH-
64A ATE equipment during all phases
of operation, transport, and storage.
Interface with, and be fully compatible
with M818 and/or M931 tractors.

 Meet MIL -M-8090 Type III mobility
for semi -trailer vans.

Meet MIL -A-8421 for air transport in
C141 and C5A aircraft.

 Meet AR70-47 for transport by ship
below deck.
Protect ATE during exposure to environ-
mental limits of AR70-38.

 Meet size, shape, and parts requirements
that are compatible with standard mili-
tary semi -trailer vehicles.

These design objectives dictate a set of
specific van requirements, including:

 Size-the expansible van must be 35 ft
long to match the appearance of stan-
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Fig. 1. AH-64A automatic test equipment.

dard military vans. Van width (closed)
of 8 ft nominal is defined by transport
requirements of MIL -M-8090. Overall
van height from the road to rooftop of
150 in. assures bridge clearances in
European and Asian countries. The van
body, less all undercarriage components,
must not exceed 102 in. in height for
fit in a C141 aircraft.

O Weight-weight of the fully assembled
expansible test van must be compatible
with towing, lifting, and transport speci-
fications. The limiting factor becomes
the lift capacity of standard Air Force
"K" loaders used to lift and install
heavy cargo into C141 aircraft. When
the van is prepared for C141 transport,
all undercarriage components are disas-
sembled to provide a flat undersurface
to mate with aircraft pallets. In this
configuration, the van weight including
pallets and tiedowns cannot exceed
40,000 lbs. An additional weight limita-
tion is the towing capacity of truck
tractors, and for the AH-64A applica-
tion, a fully assembled van ready for
towing must not exceed 43,000 lbs.

O Transport loads-the fully assembled
expansible van must withstand transport
loads defined in Table I. Also, the van
must provide protection for the non-
ruggedized ATE so that electronic
equipment loads do not exceed 1.5g.

O Thermal performance-the expansible
van must function, be transported, and

AH-64A AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

EO AUGMENTATION

EXPANSIBLE
TEST VAN

A

AH.64A PECULIAR

EQUIPMENT

AN/USM-410

Fig. 2. AH-64A test van

stored in temperatures between +125°F
with full solar load and -65°F. Also,
it must provide thermal protection for
the ATE to enable operation at these
external extremes while maintaining an
internal van temperature +65° F to
+75° F.

RCA/ASD and the Gerstenslager Co.,
Wooster, Ohio, under subcontract from
the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Com-
pany, initiated an effort to design and
build an expansible van based on commer-
cial van concepts but with new design
approaches tailored to meet demanding
military requirements.

Weight budget
Controlling the weight of the expansible
van is very important because the van
must be transported and handled without
exceeding capacities of standard military
equipment. The weight estimate, based on
commercial expansible van data and the
fixed payload, was approximately 60,000
lbs. It was apparent that available commer-
cial designs for body structure, roof, folding
roofs, folding floors, and fixed floors would
not solve the expansible van weight re-
quirement. Budgets were assigned to each
van component in a scaled -down manner,
and the final van weight is in accordance
with values shown in Table II.
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Table I. Transport shock loading Table II.

Transport mode
Static

equivalent loads Vibration
Van component Total weight (lbs.)

9.270Van body, structural

Over the road Fore
Aft

= 0.4g
= 0.4g

0.5 g -p
5-200 Hz

Fixed roof panel
Expansible side (roadside)

735
1,780

Lateral = 0.6g Vert/lat/long axes Expansible side (curbside) 1,780
Up = 0.6g Folding roof assembly (2) 490
Down = 3.0g Interior air ducts 550

Expansible side drive (2) 525
Air* Fore = 3.0g 0.5 g -p Electrical assemblies 840

Aft = 1.5g 5-200 Hz Interior walls/accessories 920
Lateral = 1.5g Vert/lat/long axes Main floor 885
Up = 2.0g Undercarriage/jacks 6,100
Down = 4.5g Doors 535

Miscellaneous hardware 2,775
Marine Pitch = 0.4g Total expansible van 27,185

Roll = 0.6g Not applicable Payload ATE system 14,465
Down = 1.8g
Pitch & Heave = 0.8g Total test van 41,650

*g levels apply to static and dynamic loads.

Fig.3. AH-64A test van-open, with expanding sides.

Expansible van configuration
Figure 3 shows the production AH-64A
expansible van in its expanded, operational
configuration. The van body is 35 ft long
with a 2 -ft overhang to mount air condi-
tioners. Roadside and curbside expansible
sides are 25 ft long, opened simultaneously
by electric motor or manual drive to a
total span of 14 ft, 6 in. Suspension is
provided by a standard military airride
fifth wheel and an airride undercarriage
dolly consisting of military tires, wheels,
and airride components in conjunction with
rugged commercial dual axles. Personnel
doors are located at mid -span of the road -

side expanding side and at the rear. Equip-
ment access doors are included at the rear
and at mid -span of the curbside expanding
side. Figure 4 shows the van in its closed,
transport configuration. When the van is
closed, it has the size, shape, and appear-
ance of a standard Army XM991 semi-
trailer van.

Van structural design

The expansible van must be capable of
withstanding any combination of loads
resulting from road, sea, and air transport
and snow and wind. Table I indicates

worst case loading of the van during the
transport modes. The van has been de-
signed to withstand a 2g vertical load
with a factor of safety of 1.5. It would
take a 3g equivalent static load to initiate
a structural failure. The relatively severe
air transport load, which would only be
experienced in emergency landings, is re-
sisted by using external bracing in the C5 -
A aircraft and load spreading pallets in
the C141 aircraft. Road transport loads
are transmitted from the wheels through
the undercarriage and fifth wheel to the
chassis, with load isolation provided by
the airride suspension system.

ASD, in conjunction with E.A. Botti
Associates, Waltham, Mass., developed a
structural computer model for the light-
weight AH-64 van. The concept utilizes a
three-dimensional rigid frame system con-
sisting of longitudinal tubular members
connected by a series of vertical tubular
struts located along the longitudinal center-
line of the van, as shown in Fig. 5. Struc-
tural steel is welded into a frame connect-
ing all primary structural elements. The
tubular steel skeleton is covered with a
lightweight 0.050 -in. thick aluminum skin.
Vertical columns located at the front, back,
and stepped area (gooseneck) integrally
attach the roof structure to the chassis.
The tubular members are connected by
using a welded slip -fit insert that interfaces
the end of one tube to the surface or wall
of another tube. The van stresses are ob-
tained by imposing the various load condi-
tions and appropriate boundary supports
to the finite -element model using computer
analysis. A major factor in the successful
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Fig. 4. AH-64A test van-closed.

design of the lightweight structure was the
ability to repeat the model until each struc-
tural member had a minimum allowable
cross section to match a maximum allow-
able stress.

The backbone 'of the lightweight AH-
64 expansible van is the chassis structure
shown in Fig. 6. The chassis frame consists
of three square tubular members that
extend the length of the van and form the
primary structural load path. Lateral joists
are spaced approximately two ft on center
to support the main floor and provide
lateral support for the primary longitudinal
tubular members. The joists are 6 in. light-
weight M beams. Lateral bracing is pro-
vided at key locations to stabilize the chas-
sis frame. The primary lateral bracing is
located forward of the 5500 -lb electro-
optical bench (part of ATE payload) where
the maximum chassis bending moments
occur.

The "gooseneck" is designed to behave
as a "deep" box beam with a continuous
horizontal diaphragm located at mid height
to prevent local buckling of the plate ele-
ments that form the section. The vertical
columns at the gooseneck extend continu-
ously from the roof to the lower level of
the chassis. Bracing is also used at the
front and back exterior vertical walls to
transfer fore/aft loading from the roof to
the chassis.

Lightweight, rigid, honeycomb core alu-
minum skin sandwich panels are used for
the van fixed roof, folding roofs, folding
floors and fixed floors. The fixed roof is
riveted to the van structure and is capable

Fig. 6. Chassis structure.

of supporting a 25 lb/ft' snow load and
the concentrated load of two service per-
sonnel. Folding roofs will withstand snow
loads and wind loads to 80 mph. The
honeycomb floors will support rolling
equipment loads of 1200 lbs and concen-
trated loads of 250 lbs/ft'. The fixed floors
have built-in hat sections that mount elec-
tronic equipment and provide reinforced
attachment directly to chassis structure.
The use of honeycomb panels provided a
weight savings of 2:1 compared to existing
commercial designs for similar items.

The structural configuration of the ex-
panding sides consists of lightweight steel
hat sections spaced approximately two ft

Fig. 5. Structural model.

on center covered by a 0.050 -in. thick
aluminum skin. The structural stability
(buckling) of the skin is significantly en-
hanced by a 2 -in. layer of polyurethane
foam that is sprayed on and bonds to the
walls.

Thermal
The system specification requires the assem-
bled expansible van to operate in categories
1-6 of AR70-38, which includes desert,
tropical jungle, and arctic climates. External
temperatures can range from -65°F to
+125°F and the relative humidity (RH)
can vary from near zero to saturation.
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The van's environmental control system
(ECS) must maintain interior conditions
at 70°F + 5°F and 20 to 70 percent RH
(non -condensing) for proper operation of
system electronics.

By evaluating the impact of the structural
design on the thermal characteristics of
the van, it was determined that a "U"
factor of 0.34 BTU/ft'/hr was achievable.
This value was used in all thermal analysis,
and careful attention was paid throughout
the design effort to maintain and/or im-
prove upon this value. The most severe
thermal load occurs when the van is oper-
ated under desert conditions (125°F, with
360 BTU/hr/ft' solar radiation), requiring
the ECS to reject more than 98,000
BTU/hr. A roof tarpaulin reduces the ther-
mal load to 87,000 BTU/hr, and two
MIL -A-52767 60,000 BTU/hr, 208V/3 -
phase environmental control units (ECUs),

* Units are specified 60,000 BTU /hr at 120°F
ambient, 80°F return air, free flow. Units were
tested at 125°F, 75°F return air and reduced
flow to simulate ducting losses.

each capable of 45,100 BTU/hr* cooling
at 125°F, meet the worst case load with a
calculated 3000 BTU/hr margin.

At -25° F, the van requires more than
0.2 gal/hr of water to maintain 20 percent
RH. This is provided by a steam humidifier
supplied by a modular water tank system.
In cool/wet environments, dehumidifica-
tion is provided by using ECS heater coils
to reheat conditioned air.

In addition to the manual GFE ECS
controllers, the ECS has an independent
automatic control system with its own
thermostat circuit, two humidistats, (one
for humidification, one for dehumidifica-
tion), a sequencer, and several interlocks.
Two of the interlocks located in the air
ducts are airflow switches that prevent
cooling or heating where there is no air
flow. Others prevent humidification below
40°F and ECU compressor operation
below +10°F. Both the automatic and
manual controls are merged in a single
panel and linked to the ECUs through a
multipole wafer switch. This is another

unique and useful feature of the expansible
van design.

The air distribution system is designed
to establish an air flow pattern that would
prevent hot spots from developing over
the equipment and in the corners of the
25 -ft expanding sides. The ECUs force
conditioned air into two parallel ceiling
ducts that run the full length of the van.
At points along this duct, air exits through
diffusers that direct the flow outward along
the ceiling to the outer walls of the van,
where the air circulates to floor level and
enters the equipment. Rack blowers force
heated air through the top of the equipment
where it is carried forward to the return
air registers located in the front of the
van. Fifteen percent of the flow is carried
through the 7X14 -in. hollow structural
tube that runs down the center of the van
between the two supply ducts. The re-
mainder travels in the space between the
equipment and the ceiling, which is a
virtual return air duct. To maintain the
van's "U" factor, the tubular structure and
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Fig. 8. Expansible van plan view.

van walls are filled with 2 -lb density closed -
cell foam, and thermal breaks are incorpo-
rated where practical. Precision thermostat
sensors, controllers, and alarms assure that
air inlet temperature at equipment rack
blowers is maintained at 70°F ±5° F. In
use, the ECS has performed well, maintain-
ing temperatures within ±2°F of set point
in steady state conditions and lowered the
van interior temperature from +125°F to
70°F in 45 minutes.

Expanding side drive
Each expanding side is 25 ft long, 7 ft
tall, and 3.3 ft wide. The assembly consists
of a three -sided wall, a folding floor hinged
along the lower edge of the 25 -ft section,
and a folding roof hinged to the header
beam of the van. Each expanding side
with its attached floor weighs 1780 lbs,
and each folding roof weighs 245 lbs. The
sides can be expanded and/or retracted
by electric power or by hand crank. The
electric portion of the drive consists of a
1.5 HP three-phase motor with an attached
30:1 reducer that connects to the main
drive train through an electric clutch.

The main drive system shown in Fig. 7
consists of four 1:1 miter boxes, four 60:1
reducers, and eight rack and pinion sets.

The electric drive and hand crank meet at
the first miter box, which drives the three
remaining miter boxes, which in turn drive
four 60:1 reducers, one on each end of
each expanding side. Each 60:1 reducer
drives a vertical shaft with two 3.5 -in.
pitch diameter pinion gears that are meshed
with racks affixed to the short wall sections
of the expanding sides, one at the top and
one at the bottom. The final drive shaft
acts as a torsion spring, reacting to the
moment induced by the cantilevered weight
of the expanding side. The shafts are also
restrained by bearings attached top and
bottom to the fixed structure of the van.
The drive mechanism was modeled on a
computer using a BASIC program that
computed torque values at each inch incre-
ment of extension to assure that the peak
torque and average running torque capac-
ities of the drive train components would
not be exceeded. The torque values mea-
sured on production units correlated closely
with the values predicted by this model.
All components of the drive train are
packed with low temperature grease (MIL -
G -23827A) to allow for operation in cold
environments. The design goal for the
expanding side drive was to extend or
retract the sides in five minutes or less at
temperatures as low as -25°F. In tests,

the expanding sides opened and closed in
less than 4 minutes at -65° F.

Human factors
The expansible van is designed for the
convenience and comfort of the operators.
Lighting intensity, noise level, aisle space,
interlocks, and alarms are based on MIL -
STD -1472 human factors specifications.
Opening and closing the van is a one -
person operation under pushbutton control
using electrical power. Clearly labeled elec-
trical panels provide operator interface for
power, facilities, and ATE control. Proper
placement of control and interface panels
was critical because there is no access to
85 percent of the van interior when the
sides are in the closed position.

Electrical panels

Figure 8 shows the locations of the van's
four electrical panels. To minimize wiring,
three panels are located in the front end
of the van: the Power Entry on the exterior
roadside, the ATE Control on the roadside
interior, and the Facilities Control on the
curbside interior. The fourth panel, the
Expanding Sides Control, is located in the
aft vestibule interior roadside. Prime power
is connected to the van at the Power
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Entry Panel, which contains phase se-
quence indicators and primary breakers.
The panel contains secondary breakers with
power -on indicators for the following
circuits:

 ECS Main Control
 Tech Main Control
 ECS Monitor
 Tech Monitor
 Expanding Sides and Winches
 Exterior Lights
 Auxiliary Lights
 Exterior Lights
 Exterior 20 VAC Outlet
 Support Van Power

The operator uses these controls to assure
that primary power is connected properly
and to turn on auxiliary power, exterior
and interior lights, and the Expanding Sides
Control Panel before entering the van.

The Expanding Sides Control Panel con-
tains switches that operate the motor that
expands the sides and the winches that
lower the floors. It also has switches that
control the front and rear exterior lights,
the interior lights, and a row of indicator
lights that show critical conditions asso-
ciated with the extension or retraction of
the expanding sides. Located in close prox-
imity are two large cards that give step-
by-step instructions for opening and closing
the expanding sides.

The Expanding Side Drive is designed
for simplicity of operation. The operator
sets the select switch to the "out" position
and holds a spring -loaded toggle switch
on until either one of the "expanding side
out" lights is illuminated. With a turn of
the hand crank, the sides are adjusted so
that both lights are on. At that point the
motor drive is automatically de -energized,
and the winches lower the folding floors.
Once the floors are lowered, the winch
cables are disconnected and the floors are
latched in place. Finally, the roof latches
are engaged to secure the folding roof
against the wall section of the expanding
side.

Retracting the sides is essentially the
reverse. The floor and roof are unlatched
and the folding floors are raised by the
winches to the "up" position. A pair of
microswitches sense that the floors are up
and automatically transfer power from the
winch circuit to the expanding side drive
motor, which then retracts the sides. The
motor circuit is de -energized when one of
a pair of microswitches senses that a side
is in and one "expanding side in" light is
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the AH-64A expansible test van, which
has proven to be a key component in the
successful deployment of the AH-64A
Electronic Equipment Test Facility.
Contact him at:
Automated Systems Division
Burlington, Mass.
Tacnet: 326-3251

James A. McNamee received his BSME
from Northeastern University in 1962.
Commissioned in the corps of engineers
after graduation, he served as a fixed -
wing Army aviator until he joined
RCA/ASD in 1965. He has been
responsible for product design and
development on AN/TSM-153 Cal,
REMBASS battlefield sensors, STE/ICE
vehicle test equipment, and LOSS and
AN/USM-410 electronic test equipment
programs. He has earned five technical
excellence awards. In the military, he
became rotary -wing qualified with the
Army National Guard in 1970, and is now
a Lt. Colonel in the Army Reserve. In 1971
he received his MSME from Northeastern
University, and was later promoted to
Senior Project Member, Technical Staff.
He was the RCA/ASD Project Engineer
responsible for the 35 -foot expansible van
design, resident at Gerstenslager Co.,
Wooster, Ohio during its design and
production.
Contact him at:
Automated Systems Division
Burlington, Mass.
Tacnet: 326-3616

illuminated. At this point, the hand crank
is used to adjust the sides so they are
firmly seated against their seals and both
"expanding side in" lights are illuminated.
Then the exterior expanding side latches
are used to lock the lower edge of the
folding roof securely against the wall sec-
tion and it, in turn, against the fixed portion
of the van. Compressible seals along all
interfaces provide a reliable weathertight
seal.

The ATE Control Panel contains the
circuit breakers that control the ATE, E/O

subsystem, LRU cooling, E/O bench isola-
tor air, convenience outlets, and fluorescent
lights.

The Facilities Control Panel contains
the controls, indicators, and alarms for the
Environmental Control System, gages to
monitor primary input power, and switches
that control interior lights. Both the manual
and automatic ECS controls are built into
this panel and linked to the ECUs through
a three -position wafer switch. In the "off"
position, there is no connection to the
ECUs. In the "manual" position the GFE
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controllers are each connected to their
respective ECUs. In the"auto" position,
the automatic control circuit controls both
ECUs through a sequencer. This arrange-
ment provides both backup control if the
automatic system fails and a means of
fault isolation between control and ECU
failure.

All panels are functionally grouped and
supplied with appropriate markings that
are readable in low light levels in accor-
dance with MIL -STD -1472. Finally, at
each panel location and near each door,
there is an Emergency Power Off button
that disconnects all power in the event
this becomes necessary.

Acoustics and vibration

With two large military air conditioners
attached to the van, it was necessary to
isolate the workspace from A/C noise
and vibration. Each unit weighs 620 lbs
and has a large compressor and a 2 -ft
diameter fan that operate constantly, pro-
ducing an operating noise level of 85 dBA.
Ear protection is required for personnel
working on the units while they are
operating.

Each ECU is mounted in an isolation
mount having a natural frequency of about
10 Hz, which provides substantial attenua-
tion of structure -borne noise and vibration.
These mounts were designed to have no
rocking mode oscillations because they
suspend the ECU symmetrically about its
center of gravity in all planes. They also
have a lockout for transit and are of a
failsafe design.

Airborne noise is reduced by using
leaded acoustical foam barriers to attenuate
transmission through the walls of the ple-
num that face the interior. Transmission is
also reduced by providing two sharp 90 -
degree bends in each transmission path
between the ECUs and the interior, and
by lining all reflecting surfaces with acous-
tical foam. Although the ECUs each gener-
ate noise levels of 85 dBA, the sound
pressure level at the operator's primary
workstation is only 72 dBA, 3 dB below
the requirement of MIL -STD -1472 for
general workspaces.

Lighting

The lighting requirement is 100 1m/ft' at
the work surfaces as specified in MIL -
STD -1472, Table XIX (fine bench work),
with 10 1m/ft' in walkways and 30 1m/ft'
at console surfaces. The fluorescent lighting
system in the van delivers 120 1m/ft' at
work surfaces, 30 1m/ft' in walkways,
and 35-60 1m/ft' at all electrical panels.
The system uses high output 20W and
40W fluorescent tubes with low temper-
ature ballasts that allow operation down
to -15°F. Below this temperature, an
auxiliary incandescent system automatically
cuts in. There is also an emergency light
system, battery operated with a built-in
reset delay, that comes on immediately
when the primary lighting circuit loses
power, and turns off automatically 15
seconds after power is restored.

Qualification testing
Qualification Climatic and Mobility Tests
were conducted by RCA on the expansible
van for the Army Apache Program. The
climatic test phase, which consisted of
high/low temperature, humidity, rain, and
dust exposures in both the operational
deployed configuration and the transport
configuration, was conducted at the
McKinley Climatic Laboratory, Eglin Air
Force Base, Florida. Mobility Type III
(Modified) endurance and mobility tests
were conducted at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland. These tests consisted
of endurance exposure to Belgian block,
gravel, paved roads, secondary "A" and
Perryman No. 1 courses, braking, ramp
tests, handling, gradeability, fording, flexi-
bility, weight, weight distribution, center
of gravity measurements, and a safety eval-
uation of the system. The expansible test
van was also subjected to service and
parking brake tests, emergency breakaway,
turning ability, suspension flexibility, lifting
attachment and tiedown device test, an
accelerometer -instrumented road shock and
vibration test, and a fording test.

The primary objective of the tests was
to qualify the van to the climatic and
mobility requirements imposed by the
AH-64A system specification. The results

show that the system meets climatic re-
quirements and is suitable for operation
over terrain comparable to Mobility Type
III (Modified) road courses. The expansible
van met requirements for high and low
temperature, including deployment at
-65°F. Internal van air temperatures were
maintained between +65° F and +75° F
during maximum equipment thermal dissi-
pation at +125°F external temperature
with full solar load. Actual van weight,
fully assembled, was recorded at 41,880
lbs with a weight distribution of 13,020
lbs on the fifth wheel and 28,860 lbs. on
the undercarriage dolly. During instru-
mented road testing at Aberdeen, max-
imum shock loads were 1.6g on the van
body and 1.5g on the ATE electronics.

Conclusion
Automated Systems Division has devel-
oped, built, tested, and fielded an expan-
sible van compatible with M8I8 and M931
5 -ton tractors and qualified to AR70-38
environmental extremes, MIL -M8090,
Type III (Modified), Mobility, MIL -A-
8421 air transportability in C-5 and C-
141 aircraft, and AR70-47 marine trans-
portability. Optimized for strength, weight,
and structural performance, the van appears
almost identical to a standard XM995
Army van and has 65 percent more interior
space when deployed. Interior van design
provides lighting, heating, air conditioning,
and equipment arrangement for efficient
operation. Deployment of the expansible
van is accomplished by a team of trained
personnel in less than one hour. The simple
task of expanding van sides, lifting expand-
ing side roofs, and lowering expanding
side floors is accomplished automatically
in approximately ten minutes. This newly
developed military vehicle is proven as a
qualified enclosure for operation, transport,
and storage of sensitive electronic equip-
ment. The ratio of van weight to payload
capacity and available operational work-
space in the AH-64 expansible van offers
system designers a unique option in enclo-
sure selection.
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W.K. Holden

Mechanical design problems associated with
glass -reinforced polytetrafluorethylene
printed -wiring boards

Material problems solved, coated boards exceed military
requirements.

The first question an engineer will ask
after reading the title of this paper is,
"Why use glass -reinforced polytetrafluo-
rethylene (GRPTFE) for printed circuit
boards?" The two main reasons are:

1. It maintains an almost isotropic dielectric
constant over a wide frequency range.

2. It has a low (current) dissipation factor.

Some other advantages of GRPTFE are it
can be used over a wide range of tempera-
tures, it does not absorb water, and it is
funginert.

But the use of GRPTFE for military-

standard printed circuit boards also presents

Abstract: Glass -reinforced polytetra-
fluorethylene (GRPTFE) printed -wiring
boards offer desirable circuit performance
characteristics, but present several me-
chanical design and production process
challenges. Two major problems are the
instability of the polytetrafluorethylene
(PTFE) or teflon component at room
temperature, and the resistance of the
glass/PTFE composite to bonding. This
paper describes a procedure that the RCA
Missile and Surface Radar Division
developed to solve these problems. It meets
the mechanical design constraints of a
printed circuit product and accommodates
the unique properties of the GRPTFE
material
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some unique engineering challenges. The
two design/production related problems
encountered by RCA Missile and Surface
Radar Division in using this material for a
single -layer circuit board were associated
with the conformal coating and annular
ring -forming processes.

Annular ring formation

The first problem we experienced was the
expansion of the GRPTFE boards during
the fabrication process (described in the
sidebar on this page). Dimensional changes
averaged 0.010 inch in the X axis and
0.005 inch in the Y axis (see Fig. 1). These
changes resulted in the loss of an acceptable
annular ring, defined as 0.015 inch (min-
imum) in MIL -STD -275D for single -layer
boards.

We began our investigation of this prob-
lem by carefully measuring the boards
after each step in the fabrication process.
Board expansion occurred at Step 4, the
vapor -hone cleaning procedure (see sidebar).

Vapor honing uses water and pumice
granules released from a point nozzle at a
line pressure of 80 psi. The operator ran-
domly scans the board and, with the water/
pumice stream, roughens the through holes.
We determined that the pressure of the
honing stream and the instability of PTFE
at room temperature-glass transition tem-
perature (Tg) 19° C, or 66°F-caused the
GRPTFE board to peen, producing the
dimensional change. When we eliminated
the vapor -honing process step, the dimen-

sional change did not occur. Consequently,
manual scrubbing with water, pumice, and
a brush was substituted to maintain good
through -plating quality.

Conformal coating
According to MIL -STD -275D, PTFE
boards are exempt from the conformal
coating requirement. However, we wanted

12.400..

IA) Before Vapor Hontog

V

t_.
12.410

18) After Vapor Monona

Fig.1. Average dimensions of GRPTFE
printed circuit boards (a) before and
(b) after the vapor hone cleaning
process.
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to exceed this standard and coat the board
to protect exposed tin/lead traces and com-
ponent leads against moisture, and eliminate
the possibility of moisture bridging across
the 0.010 -inch spaces between traces.

Parylene and polyurethane testing

The first order of business was to determine
what to use as a conformal coating. After
referring to MIL -I-46058, we selected pary-
lene (XY) and polyurethane (PR) for test-
ing. Parylene was quickly eliminated from
consideration. It flowed into restricted
spaces and deposited insulation on the
conducting surfaces, thus isolating com-
ponent bases from the wiring board ground
plane. We, therefore, focused our attention
on polyurethane.

Testing was done to assure that the
polyurethane coating would not signifi-
cantly affect the impedence of the circuit
board module. Dielectric -withstanding volt-
age tests were performed on the boards
following the standard moisture and humid-
ity test (MIL -STD -202, Method 106; seven
cycles). There was little or no change in
the mean voltage value (106 megohms).
The individually coated boards used in
these tests exhibited good urethane coat -
ability and adhesion.

However, when a second set of boards
was coated in an engineering qualification
cabinet, we obtained poor coatability, evi-
denced by the appearance of large voids in
exposed PTFE areas (see Fig. 2).

A research project was initiated to deter-
mine what was causing the inconsistent
and inferior urethane conformal coating,
and to find an acceptable process method
for producing conformal -coated GRPTFE
boards.

Polyurethane coating process
research

We began by studying the raw materials
used in making the single -layer board prod-
uct. Boards, fabricated according to the
process detailed in the sidebar, were 0.031 -
inch thick GRPTFE with one ounce of
copper 0.0014 inch thick on each side and
two layers of polyurethane.

From discussions with our material ven-
dors and the results of our own analyses,
we could find no compatibility problems
between polyurethane and GRPTFE. How-
ever, there were some gray areas regarding
the vendor's manufacturing process for the
GRPTFE laminate. Understandably, the
vendor was reluctant to reveal just how
the copper was applied to the board. We

The glass -reinforced polytetrafluorethylene (GRPTFE)
printed circuit board fabrication process.

1 Prebake board (1 hr at 300"F)
2. Drill board

3. Deburr holes
4. Clean board (pumice and

water)

5. Bake in oven for one-half
hour at 250°F

6. Plasma etch

7. Electroless copper
8. Copper flash (fine -coat

copper)

9. Clean surface
10. Apply photoresist

11. Print
12. Develop
13. Copper plate
14. Solder plate
15. Strip photoresist
16. Copper etch
17. Bake board for one-half hour

at 250' F

18. Solder reflow
19. Route board to size
20. DITMCO test
21. Laminate heat sink to board

11111111111

Fig. 2. Engineering qualification assembly. Arrows indicate board areas with
poor coating.

did learn that some type of chemical etching
process is used to prepare the GRPTFE
board surface, and that a direct heat -fusion
process (700°F) bonds the copper to the
laminate.

We prepared unassembled sample circuit
board sets according to the original process
for use in two tests.

Boards in the first test group were taken
directly from the vapor -degreaser process
step and sprayed with the polyurethane
conformal coating according to the proce-
dure outlined in the sidebar. Although we
had previously experienced poor results in
the engineering qualification cabinet with

this approach, we were surprised to find
that this time results were fair, with good
adhesion and some small voids in PTFE
areas. A second test board set was cleaned
with acetone and sprayed. Results were
again fair, showing good adhesion and
minor voids in the exposed PTFE areas.

Boards in the second test -sample group
were taken two steps further along the
production process. A heat sink was lam-
inated to the ground plane, and various
components were assembled on the boards.
The first sample set in this second test
group was vapor degreased after assembly
and then sprayed. From this procedure, we
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The conformal -coat spray
application process.

Conditions:

Material: 2 parts urethane
Pressure: 30 psi

Procedure:

1. Heat board in oven for 60
minutes at 150°F.

2. Spray fog coat (two passes
urethane).

3. Air dry for 30 minutes.
4. Oven dry for 10 minutes at

150° F.
5. Spray finish coat (urethane).
6. Air dry for 30 minutes.
7. Oven dry for 120 minutes at

150° F.

obtained good adhesion and fair coating
(see Fig. 3a). A second set was plasma -
etched and sprayed. Coatability was excel-
lent, but the urethane separated from the
PTFE board when we subjected the board
to a peel test (see Fig. 3b). The third set of
boards was etched with a proprietary so-
dium solution. Sodium etching breaks the
fluorine -carbon bond on the PTFE, produc-
ing a wettable surface. The result achieved
from spraying polyurethane on the sodium -
etched board was excellent in terms of
coverage (coatability) and adhesion (see
Fig. 3c).

Results of coating research

Generally speaking, the surface of PTFE-
based boards must be etched to bond
anything to it. The results we obtained
from testing various GRPTFE board prep-
aration techniques generally support this
principle, with one interesting exception.
The untreated boards in the first test group

Fig. 3. Samples from the second set
of polyurethane board coating tests.
(a) This board was vapor degreased
before spraying. (b) This sample was
vapor degreased and plasma etched
before spraying. Arrow points to area
of peel test. (c) The third sample from
the second test set was vapor de-
greased and sodium etched before
spraying. Arrow points to area of board
where peel test was attempted.
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The shrinking master

Another problem commonly
encountered in board production
is shrinkage of the mylar artwork
master, which produces hole/
pad misalignment. To avoid this
shrinkage, which is caused by
changes in temperature and
humidity, the environment in
which the artwork is used must
be carefully controlled. In some
cases, glass artwork masters
offer an alternative to mylar and
its related atmospheric control
problems.

performed nearly as well as the sodium -
etched boards in the second test group.

The only explanation we have for this
finding is that the etching process used by
the vendor prior to the bonding copper to
the PTFE leaves a residue that remains
after the copper is etched off at RCA/
MSRD to produce the printed circuit. This
residue apparently helps bond the polyure-
thane to the GRPTFE board, producing a
conformal coating similar to that obtained
with sodium etching. (The poor results we
initially obtained with the engineering -qual-
ification -cabinet boards were a result of
either water or oil in the sprayer air lines.)

Because the board coating results with
no etching were comparable to those with
sodium etching, and because the sodium
etching solution is hazardous to handle, we
decided not to include etching in the produc-
tion process. We did allow for an optional
touch-up step to ensure complete conformal
coat coverage.

Summary

Special design and process allowances may
be needed to adapt a new board material
to an existing manufacturing process for
printed circuit boards. In introducing glass -
reinforced polytetrafluorethylene boards,
we were able to identify these material -
related problems and make the allowances
necessary to produce a product that exceeds
military specifications.
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H.R. Weiss

A new peripheral computer interface
for the AEGIS weapon system

Serial communication reduces cable weight and improves
system performance.

What is the effect of increased use of
shipborne computers? We are finding that
the complexity of communications between
computers and peripherals means more
cabling and connectors. But a new group
of computer interfaces will considerably
reduce the weight of this electronic cabling
being installed in the new ships. Simpler
connections should improve reliability and
permit greater communication distances.

The AEGIS weapon system, currently
in development at Moorestown, is a good
example. It includes a network of shipborne
computer -controlled and controlling periph-
erals. United States Military Specification
MIL -STD -1397A prescribes how "periph-
eral equipment" on warships communicate
with the assigned computer. Generally,
information is passed between computers
and peripherals in 85 -wire coaxial cables,
two per port of communication. However,
MIL -STD -1397A now permits communica-

Abstract: A recent change in the
Government specifications now permits
low-level serial transmission, instead of
parallel, between digital computers and
peripherals. At Moorestown, this change
is making a significant difference in the
development of new shipborne automated-

weapon systems. The change will decrease
the weight of weapon -system cabling,
improve reliability of the connections,
increase transmission distances, and lower
data -error rates.
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tions in serial form rather than parallel, a
change caused by another specification,
STANAG 4153, that binds equipment used
in NATO countries.

Advantages of serial transmission

What is the advantage of converting to this
new transmission method? Initially, it is
weight reduction. Serial transmission re-
quires triaxial cables, which have an outer
shield enclosing two concentric inner con-
ductors. Triaxial cables vary from 1/4 to
1/2 inch in diameter, depending on the
required communication distance, while
85 -wire coaxial cables are generally 1 inch
in diameter. By using triaxial cable for
short distances, we can reduce the cross-
section area as much as 16:1. For long
distance the reduction is 4:1 for the thicker
cables. We estimate that the new transmis-
sion method will save up to 3000 pounds
of cabling per weapon system, an important
reduction for ship stability, because most
of the cabling is above the ship's center of
gravity.

Another advantage is the increased com-
munication distance now possible. For par-
allel transmission, the typical maximum
distance is 300 feet for slow data flow and
150 feet for fast. For serial transmission,
the cable length can be 985 feet (300
meters). This increase permits wider latitude
in the design of manned computer displays
for management and coordination functions.
These greater communication distances also
allow us to maximize the ship's survivability
under battle conditions by putting redundant
computer bays farther apart.

Usually, the remote end of a cable must
be connected on the ship during limited
visibility conditions in cramped quarters.
But connecting multiwire cables to 85 -
connector pins has caused problems even
in manufacture. The use of lightweight
prefabricated triaxial cables will reduce the
number of failures resulting from bent
connector pins, open wires, or incorrectly
seated connectors. Thus, serial input and
output systems should be more reliable.

Parallel inputs and outputs
The parallel input and output system re-
quires "handshaking" signals. The computer
and peripheral exchange special signals
over selected lines of the 85 -wire cables to
control any data transmission.

For example, in Fig. 1, one line is the
input data request (IDR). To send input
data, the peripheral sets IDR to logic 1

and also sets its 32 data -signal lines and
their returns. In response the computer
raises an Input Data Acknowledge (IDA),
a separate line, to logic 1, causing the IDR
to drop to logic 0.

Other lines are designated for data
output-output data request and output
data acknowledge. Similarly, separate lines
handle interrupt signals (requests from a
peripheral for immediate attention) and
external -function signals, as well as their
acknowledgments.

In the parallel mode of communication,
control signals stay in the logic 1 state until
the sender's logic circuit senses the acknowl-
edgment. The request signal then drops to
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0 and the acknowledge signal, sensing the
drop, also drops to 0.

Serial inputs and outputs
Reliability of serial transmission for military
computers has not been fully tested, there-
fore the error -rate values under certain
conditions are not known. To provide
some protection against accepting faulty
data, several error -detection schemes are
used. In the AEGIS system we use a 35 -bit
message that contains a parity bit. The
message will be screened for correct parity
(is it a 1 or a 0?), the proper number of
bits, the correct word identification and, in
some specific cases of the received clock,
whether the three most -significant bits are
zero. If any check fails, logic circuits will
raise a flag for the AEGIS operational
readiness test. This flag alerts the com-
puter and the operator that something is
malfunctioning.

MIL -STD -1397A describes the new low-
level serial communication as Type E.
This new type needs only one triaxial
cable between the sender and the receiver,
even though control signals must travel in
both directions (half duplex). However,
transmission of data in two directions re-
quires two triaxial cables. The 34- or 35 -
bit information frame (IF) and the 4 -bit
control signals are sent at a 10 -MHz bit
rate. Transmitted data (for synchronizing
the transmission) accounts for 32 bits of
the IF. The remainder are a sync bit, word
identification (is it a data or interrupt
word?) and, in the 35 -bit IF, a parity bit
(for detecting errors).

Serial transmission of information also
follows a predescribed protocol or hand-
shaking sequence (see Fig. 2). A 4 -bit
coded SOS (Source Status Control Frame)
initiates the transmission, and the called
peripheral or computer replies with a 4 -bit
coded SIS (Sink Status Control Frame).
The reply indicates if the receiving device
is ready (or not ready) to accept the data
or an interrupt.

Depending on the reply, the sending
device transmits the data word or the
control -interrupt word (CIW)-or none
(if the reply stated: Not Ready to Receive
Either Data or CIW)-as a 34- or 35 -bit
IF. The receiving equipment must reply
again with an SIS to acknowledge receiving
the message and state whether it is ready
to receive more data.

In contrast with parallel protocol, the
serial handshaking signals are transmitted
serially (one after the other) over the com-
mon triaxial line (Fig. 3), and do not
remain on the line. Maximum and mini-
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Fig.1. Parallel output/input protocols.
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Fig. 2. Serial protocols.
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mum response time to the SOS are 150
microseconds and 0.5 microseconds,
respectively.

The new technique appears simpler, but
imposes some communication restrictions
for interrupts and forced functions. The
equipment cannot be interrupted or forced
to accept a function without immediate,
prior consent in the handshaking protocol.

Modes of transmission
We can use different prearranged modes
of serial transmission. The choice is impor-
tant, because it affects throughput, which
is the amount of data that can be transmitted
per time unit.

In the slowest mode, single -word trans-
mission, the sending device sends an SOS
before every IF.

A faster mode is the ping-pong mode in
which only an initial SOS is sent. Thereafter,
the sending device transmits an IF in reply
to the SIS.

The fastest possible mode is burst mode.
Only one SOS and as many as 32 data
frames are sent without interruption or
waiting. However, current hybrid circuits
cannot handle transmission and reception
in the burst mode.

Throughput
Throughput is a measurement of the total
amount of intelligence transmitted per time
unit. Besides the significant bits that convey
the intelligence of the message, the data
transfer contains control bits, sync bits,
and parity bits. Time is the interval between
receipt of a message and reply.

If the computer or a peripheral responds
to protocol signals in 0.5 microseconds,
(the minimum permissible time in MIL -
STD -1397A), then the throughput of serial
transmission can equal that of parallel trans-
mission. For practical considerations, how-
ever, the computer may take as long as
150 microseconds (the maximum permis-
sible time) to reply. If the longer cable
length introduces an additional 3 micro-
seconds per round trip, then the available
throughput of regular single word trans-
mission and of ping-pong mode are severely
curtailed (see Table I).

Only an improvement in the time it
takes for the computer to open a buffer (a
temporary storage device) can increase the
throughput. For example, the gyro data con-
verter uses random amiss memory (RAM).

What is the throughput if we neglect to
consider the time delay of the cable and
allow for a minimum response time to
control signals and information frames?
Because transmitting 34 -bit words (no par-
ity) shows a negligible improvement over
35 -bit words (with parity) our calculations
ignore word size.

As Fig. 4 shows, the throughput for the
serial mode varies from an optimum of
294 words per millisecond in a system that
uses the burst mode over lines short enough
to cause no cable delay to a low of 78
words per millisecond for a system that
uses single -word transmission over 300 -
meter lines.

By comparision (Table H), if we neglect
cable delay, throughput for the parallel
mode of data transmission is 333 words
per millisecond on input and 294 words
per millisecond on output. The permissible
cable length is not well defined in the
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military specification, but with the same
300 meter length, the throughput for parallel
transmission input or output is 261 words
per millisecond. All these results assume
minimum response time by both computer
and peripheral.

The Manchester Code

Serial communication uses digital,
Manchester -encoded data. The Manchester
Code is a biphase-level code (Fig. 5), the
result of the exclusive OR of a non -return
to zero (NRZ) signal with the signal's
clock. (The result is a logic 0 unless either
NRZ or the clock, but not both, is a 1.)

Decoding NRZ data requires clock infor-
mation, and NRZ data contains a large dc
level if there are more ones than zeros.

Type E requires that the Manchester
Code's waveform, Fig. 5B, be balanced on
both sides of the zero voltage line. A logic
one results in a negative level change at the
mid -bit interval, while a logic zero results
in a positive level change at the mid -bit
interval.

While the resultant bilevel Manchester
Code does not possess any intrinsic error -
detection schemes, it has several advantages
over the NRZ waveform:

0 The clock signal does not have to accom-
pany the transmission because we can
derive the original clock directly from
information contained in the Manchester -
coded signal.

0 The Manchester -coded signal's dc level
is zero, and the signal can pass through
a high -frequency transformer in either
direction. This creates the half -duplex
mode that requires only one cable for
transmitting data and two -directional
control signals.

Manchester encoding has been used for
many years at lower frequencies in modems
(modulator/demodulators) that transmit the
serial message over telephone wires. Also,
since 1975, local area networks have been
using Xerox Corporation's Ethernet high-
speed (10 megahertz) computer communi-
cations network that uses Manchester Code.
However, except for the 10 -megahertz
transmission frequency and the Manchester
Code, Ethernet network does not resemble
the military computer's communication.

Equipment undergoing redesign
At present, we are redesigning two pieces
of AEGIS equipment by converting most
of the computer interfaces from a parallel
form to a low-level serial exchange.

Table I. Typical throughput calculations, ping pong mode

No cable delay

Time= 1800 + nX 4900 ns

300 meter delay

Time=4837+ frX 7937 ns

4 bit SOS 400 ns 400 ns
Transmission delay 0 1518.5
Delay to reply 500 500
4 bit SIS-4 400 400
Transmission delay 0 1518.5
Delay to reply n times 500 500
35 bit IF 3500 3500
Transmission delay 0 1518.5
Delay to reply 500 500
4 bit SIS 400 400
Transmission delay 0 1518.5

Delay to reply 500 500

Table II. Throughput for different modes of transmission (words per milliseconds)

Serial transmission (300m cable)

Number of words
per message

Single word
transmission

Ping-pong
modes

Burst
mode

Parallel transmission
(300m cable)

1 78 78 186

2 78 97 217

5 78 113 241

10 78 118 251

25 78 123 256

32 78 124 278 257

50 78 124 258

64 78 124 282 259

96 78 124 286 260

100 78 124 260
128 78 125 287 260

0
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300
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50 100 150

BURST MODE TRANS
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Fig. 4. Throughput.
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Fig. 5. Manchester Code. (a) is an NRZ level code. A logic 1 is represented by a
high level during the total clock period and logic 0 as a low level during the
total clock period. A string of ones is a high dc level; a string of zeros is a low
dc level. If the NRZ level data is one input of an exclusive OR, and the clock is
the other input, then the negated output of this logic forms a waveform (b) that
corresponds to the Manchester code.

One unit is the digital clock that synchro-
nizes all the ship's computers to the time of
day with an accuracy of 1 millisecond. It
generally transmits one 35 -bit data frame
simultaneously to as many as 22 computers
in 1 millisecond in single -word mode. Once
every eight seconds, it also transmits a
second message, the control -interrupt word
using the rules of the ping-pong mode.

The other unit undergoing redesign is
the gyro data converter that collects data
from the ship's gyros. Its microprocessor
performs the necessary arithmetic and con-
verts the data into a transform matrix for
the computers and signal processors.

The gyro data converter must service
eight computers with one control -interrupt
word and 17 data words for each within 3
milliseconds. So it uses the ping-pong mode
for higher throughput. However, it also
uses the ping-pong mode to transmit 93
array data words to one of two computers.
While the gyro data converter waits for a
reply after completing one transmission it
can load the next set of data into its
transmitting device.

The unit that houses the digital clock
and the gyro data converter, among others,
is the clock converter cabinet.

Electronic circuits

Five different hybrid circuits, developed
by Circuit Technology Incorporated, form
the low-level serial interface. Three of the
five circuits form the transmission circuitry,
and another set of three receives the data.
The CT 1469 input/output device, common
to both, converts the internal Manchester
Code to a bilevel signal for transmission,
and converts the received bilevel signal to
Manchester Code for decoding by another
module.

It is desirable to disable the transmission
path of the unit, except during transmission

of data. During that transmission period,
we inhibit reception to avoid feeding back
transmitted signals to the receivers. This is
not necessary, and other users may prefer
the opposite.

A full-scale decoder (CT 1497) converts
the received 4 -bit control signals (SOS)
and 35 -bit data signals from serial words
to parallel words, while an abbreviated
encoder replies to the received words with
a 4 -bit SIS.

We combined two transmitter/receivers
into a standard AEGIS printed circuit board
with 70 output pins. The full encoder and
abbreviated decoder form a second printed
circuit board, and the abbreviated encoded
and full decoder form a third.

Logic circuits on all three boards perform
auxiliary functions. For example, when a
control word or a full-size data word has
been received, logic decodes it by combining
the encoder's trailing end of the transmission
envelope with its internal counter of less
than five or more than five bits (SIS/SOS
FALSE). The required 100-400 nanosecond
encoder -enable pulse output starts the
transmission.

Every board includes a 40 -megahertz
crystal oscillator. While one well -buffered
oscillator could drive all 22 boards of the
encoders, letting this high frequency spread
from one end of the backplane to the
modules could cause crosstalk problems.
Separate oscillators avoid the problem.

Heat sinks over the encoder and decoder
dissipate up to 3.25 watts from each of
these compact hybrids.

Cable and impedance matching

We are matching the 50 -ohm triaxial cables
to the transformer -coupled transmit/receive
unit. Any mismatch creates disturbances in
the coded message and could cause errors
if the cable is the right length to include

these disturbances with the message. We
consider 50 -ohms (±2 ohms) a suitable
match.

If one cable is long enough and not
terminated, then a valid outgoing SOS will
be reflected with little attenuation and, to
the sender, will appear to be a returned
SIS (the codes are alike). The sender could
then transmit data whose reflections may
again appear to be a valid message.

Coding the unused fourth bit of SIS and
SOS might help, but this bit is used now
for other purposes in equipment specified
by STANAG 4153.

Cost of new complexity
From the beginning, we expected the new
electronics to increase design program com-
plexity. One estimate of the complexity is
the number of logic circuit boards used for
a particular system. The AEGIS construc-
tion uses a backplane with component
boards plugged in at right angles. Generally,
the boards carry several integrated circuits.

For example, the previous digital clock
provided parallel outputs using 120 circuit
boards. The new clock that provides both
serial and parallel outputs will use 131
circuit boards. Similarly the gyro data con-
verter, which previously used 40 logic
plug-in boards, now requires 91. Of the
additional 51 boards, we use 40 to provide
more output ports. We use the other 10
boards to change the parallel interface to a
serial one.

Testing
We plan extensive testing of the new units
and system. We will test transmission and
reception of control signals using the newly
designed electronic circuits. A small labora-
tory test setup will show how well these
boards function under different environ-
mental conditions and cable connections.
It will also point to critical connections
between the units.

The redesigned equipment will be tested
using a Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-11 computer that we will program to
send and receive data and test validity.
Logic circuitry will perform the liaison
between the unit under test and the com-
puter. These circuits will simulate the low-
level serial handshaking of the AN/UYK-
43 computer with the AEGIS equipment
and the prescribed PDP-11 computer's
handshaking with the AEGIS computer.
Timing and performance will be tested at
this level.

Finally, the total system will be con -
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netted to the AN/UYK-43. A systems
test will show systems -performance through-
put, shortcomings due to crosstalk, or
pickup from electrical disturbances.

A look into the future
We believe that fiber optics may replace
transmitters and receivers in low-level serial
transmission, reducing weight and power.
The optical link should be a very stable
transmission element, because it is not
subject to disturbances from ordinary
electromagnetic radiation. The reduced
weight of optical fiber cables, as compared
to triaxial cables, is another advantage in
this future development.

Where throughput of the device is impor-
tant, we must also develop hybrid circuits
to perform in the burst mode. Figure 4
shows the great advantage of this mode
over the ping-pong mode. Other major
throughput improvements must be made
in the computers themselves.
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R.J. Felbinger H.G. Rouland

Improved system engineering support of instruction
modes, technical manuals, and training courses

How can developers of training courses and manuals derive
information about complex systems? Functional analysis
provides an understandable translation for writers, instructors,
and trainees.

RCA's Functional Analysis group-work-
ing closely with the Technical Manuals
activity-recently embarked on a program
to enhance the quality and improve the
currency of functional descriptions of the
combat system. These descriptions form at
least one volume of the AEGIS Combat
System Technical Operations Manual
(CSTOM) that is used at the Combat
System Engineering Development (CSED)
Site and to train and indoctrinate Navy
personnel.

Functional analysts improved informa-
tion accuracy and completeness. They also
reformatted the functional data into tactical
engagement sequences, a new method of
presenting functional analysis information.
Such sequences refine the data presentation
and help instructor and trainee understand
and retain functional data.

Abstract: As prime contractor for the
US Navy's AEGIS program, RCA must
develop and maintain an accurate,
comprehensive, and up-to-date description
of the AEGIS combat system. Without
such documents, the Navy could not
properly train and orient personnel who
manage, operate, and maintain the system.
A new approach to describing an evolving
system like AEGIS has proven that
maintaining current materials to preserve
manager and operator proficiency is a
challenging but achievable task.

©1985 RCA Corporation.
Final manuscript received October 23. 1985
Reprint RE -30-6-10

This new method, combined with a
highly adaptable and up-to-date database,
offers a promising approach to producing
effective technical manuals in both site and
shipboard operational training. With it, we
can develop and format functional -analysis
information and products that serve different
users with a variety of information needs.
This paper focuses on how we used func-
tional information as engineering input to
the AEGIS Combat System Technical
Operations Manuals and to the Technical
Manuals and Training activities.

Improving a relationship
The AEGIS system engineering and logistics
activities-Functional Analysis, Technical
Manuals, and Training-always maintained
a cooperative working relationship (see
sidebar). But we are strengthening this
association because RCA and Navy man-
agement are dedicated and committed to
improving the quality and timeliness of
engineering input data. To make this
happen, we took several important steps to
increase the involvement of system engi-
neering in the technical manuals and train-
ing data development process.

For example, we appointed the Func-
tional Analysis activity as a key interface
in the system engineering organization.
Thus, we had a single point of contact for
coordinating information requests from tech-
nical manuals and training. To handle and
expedite these requests we established the
System Information Request System. We
also secured management support for con-

ducting technical reviews of training course
outlines, lesson plans, CSTOM and ship-
board technical operations, and mainte-
nance manuals. In addition, engineers
audited selected training courses to learn
what problems confront the instructor and
trainee who use the engineering information
we provided.

In general, these combined measures
have increased cooperation between system
engineering and logistics disciplines.

A fresh approach to the problem
In its expanded role as system integrator or
coordinator, the Functional Analysis activity
has solidified the relationship between sys-
tem engineering and support disciplines.
To achieve this, we first established a basic
framework for discussion. Functional anal-
ysis was the catalyst. The information it
produced had to be portrayed in a way
that the system engineer, technical writer,
instructor and, most important, the trainee
could relate to and readily understand.
Moreover, the information had to be pre-
sented in "digestible chunks," easily assimi-
lated by each individual, yet not simplified
to the point of having no real substance.

The solution seemed to lie in some form
of functional sequence approach, but opera-
tional sequence and timing diagrams did
not appear to be the answer. They were
scenario -based and time -dependent, and
depicted multisensor and weapon system
interactions. Thus, they offer more complex-
ity than was really needed.

After considerable trial and error, we
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adopted a single -thread approach that linked
one sensor to one weapon system in a
serialized stream of tactical events and
sequences. (The sidebar gives some defini-
tions used in functional analysis.)

The solution: TSDs

The resulting products, known as tactical
sequence diagrams (TSDs), cover search,
detection, tracking, and identification of a
target and weapon assignment until the
weapon intercepts and destroys the target.
They present the functions in the sequence
in which they are performed and show
message flow between function blocks.
Also, they show that system elements,
such as a SPY -1 radar or standard missile
(Tier 1 level of analysis), initially perform
functions, and that functions are subse-
quently allocated to individual operator
stations, computer programs, or equipment
(Tier 2 level).

This new way of organizing the material
offers several distinct advantages over the
previous method of formatting functional
information in the CSTOM. For example,
suppose a person requires training in search
and detect functions associated with anti-

air warfare. We provide a complete set of
tactical threads (TSDs) for the anti -air
warfare mission. Each thread portrays the
simple sequence of functions that accom-
plishes engaging a particular anti -air warfare
sensor -weapon system. Complex feedback
loops and input/output messages are mini-
mized in the flow.

Both primary and secondary support
functions involved in a thread are identified
and allocated to specific manned operating
stations, equipment, and computer pro-
grams. Descriptions of each function pro-
vide the user with detailed events covered
by the function. In a logical, serial fashion,
the individual learns only what is necessary
to perform effectively in a specific job
assignment. This should not only noticeably
improve the quality of training, but should
also decrease the total time required to
train an operator or maintainer.

The TSDs are constructed initially as
functional segments or clusters of function
blocks for a mission. Only when TSDs are
tied together serially do they constitute a
tactical engagement sequence. A given mis-
sion area, such as anti -air warfare, comprises
several such sequences, each pairing a single
sensor with a single weapon system. Seg-
ments are linked in a logical sequence
according to a preestablished set of scenario
parameters or options.

Figure 1 shows a typical segment of the

anti -air warfare mission, employing the
SPY -1 radar for search and detection. This
segment portrays the simple sequence of
functions involved in establishing a passive-

angle rack candidate. While this segment
and TSD pertain to the anti -air warfare,
the same segment could be used in another
tactical engagement sequence in another
mission area, such as anti -surface warfare.

In other words, we have to describe a
unique functional segment only once, even
though it may be used with more than one
mission area. Therefore, we do not have to
duplicate segments-an obvious savings in
engineering manpower, time, and costs.
Another advantage of the TSD is that it
enables the user to focus rapidly on a
specific area of interest, such as the portion
of the engagement sequence that starts
with an engagement order and ends with a
missile launch.

To help the user link segments together
in tactical engagement sequences, we pro-
vide a logic tree network (see Fig. 2). We
prepared trees for a mission area and listed
the valid set of parameters that the user
must adhere to in a tactical engagement
sequence. Associated with parameters are
up to three options that the user selects.

When selected, the options obligate the
user to follow a particular path or branch
down the tree. As he or she descends a
single branch of the tree, the options avail-
able for the particular tactical scenario
narrow the paths to specific TSDs that
may appear on more than one branch,
filling out the tree.

Figure 3 shows how several segments
might be linked to form a complete tactical
engagement sequence.

Help for developers
The TSD approach simplifies the descriptive
process and enhances analysts' ability to
describe a complex system, a most signif-
icant advantage. By using the TSD building
blocks, we make it easier for users to
understand the total system.

When used in a working group environ-
ment, the TSDs provide a basic framework
for discussing key issues that affect system
design. They stimulate technical discussion
and foster effective technical interchange
among engineers. TSDs can clarify func-
tional alternatives and return the discussion
to system functional requirements when
digression or controversy arises.

The TSDs and accompanying text de-
scriptions can also be modified easily to
reflect the collective inputs and decisions
of the group. As a design engineer so aptly

Definitions

Function block (FB)-A function
performed by either an equip-
ment group, a computer program,
or a manned operating station.
Defined by inputs/outputs and
title/numbering scheme.
Functional segment (FS)-A
group of two or more functional
blocks that performs a portion of
a tactical engagement sequence.
Partial tactical engagement
sequence (PTES)-A group of
functional segments that consti-
tutes a portion of a tactical
engagement sequence.
Tactical engagement sequence
(TES)-A complete sequence of
tactical engagement segments
that shows how a single sensor
paired with a weapon system
performs a tactical engagement.
Tactical sequence diagram
(TSD)-A functional flow diagram
that portrays a tactical engagement
sequence at the FS, PIES, or
TES.

put it, "Functional analysis and, in partic-
ular, the TSD technique offers a disciplined
way of thinking about systems and convers-
ing in system terms rather than about
individual subsystems or elements."

When developing the TSDs, functional
analysts follow certain ground rules that
are designed to improve the overall quality
of information, primarily from the trainee's
perspective.

As already indicated, we use simple
graphics-functional sequence diagrams-
backed up by descriptions that augment
the information presented on the diagrams.
We use the automated database manage-
ment capabilities of the Functional Informa-
tion Control System (FICS) to modify
facile data when revisions are required.

In both graphics and text, we organized
the functional material so the user will not
have to page back and forth to follow a
particular sequence of events.

FICS, an RCA -developed set of data -
management programs, stores functional
analysis information such as function,
element, and message data, and provides
for its selective retrieval. These programs
also can automatically generate graphic
plots-functional-flow and element -inter-
face diagrams-as well as printed reports.
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Fig.1. Typical segment of tactical -engagement sequence.

Functional analysts also used other
ground rules to improve the usefulness of
the graphics and text material:

1. Functional information is combined or
integrated where possible to reduce repe-
tition across mission areas.

2. Information is cross-referenced so it

can be related between sections of all
CSTOM volumes, not just within the
primary functional analysis volume.

3. There is a consistent level of detail in
the document's functional descriptions.

4. The terms used in presenting the informa-
tion are familiar to the Navy trainee.
For example, engineering terms are
avoided whenever possible, and more
commonly used Navy operational terms
are used.

SPY

GENERATE
R.F. PULSES
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SPY VIDEO

SIG. PROC.

sPr
VIDE

C&D
EORMRT AND
DISTRIBUTE
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PAT -1 DETECTION DATA (SANPIING ENVIRONMENT)

These rules are a direct outgrowth of lessons
we learned from earlier editions of the
CSTOM. Comments from trainees and
instructors on course -critique forms pro-
vided a valuable source of input. Recom-
mendations from training working group
and special committee forums, including
the reports that they issued, provided other
valuable information. Overall, trying to
understand and satisfy the trainee's needs
was the most useful, guiding objective.

Other applications of the TSD
approach

Although the TSD in Fig. 1 depicts a
typical sequence of tactical operations, it
could describe maintenance functions just
as well. For example, a system fault or

5.2.12

5.1.6,

failure message could provide the stimulus
input that initiates certain maintenance
functions such as detect, isolate, adjust,
remove, replace, and repair. Obviously,
we need to investigate the specifics of how
to do this.

Another, but nonetheless important, use
of the TSD technique is to highlight critical
points or nodes in the system where a
hardware or software failure or human
error would most likely occur. The sequence
threads help us focus on points in the
sequence that show the effects of failure on
the mission. Possible cases are:

1. A specific tactical mission cannot be
performed because it requires the failed
set of sensor/weapon system elements.

2. The mission loses part of its capability
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Team effort

At Moorestown, Functional
Analysis, Technical Manuals,
and Training help to design and
develop the AEGIS combat
system. The U.S. Navy's most
modern and sophisticated
combat system, it was first
installed in the AEGIS guided
missile cruiser USS Ticonderoga
(CG 47), the first in a new class
of multimission ships. Ticonderoga's
mission is to search, detect, and
destroy attacking or hostile
aircraft, missiles, surface ships,
and submarines. Future ships of
this class may also possess land
attack or strike capabilities.

Functional Analysis, a system -
engineering discipline, uses rigid
rules and conventions and proven
tools and techniques to analyze
system functional requirements.
The analysis starts with identify-
ing top-level requirements. It
ultimately defines detailed
functional performance require-
ments and allocates them to
people, equipment, and computer

programs. Analyzing functions
permits tracing system perfor-
mance and design requirements
specifications. It also imposes
checks and balances during
system development to ensure
that the design incorporates all
functions.

This activity produces a data-
base for generating functional
flow diagrams and descriptions,
operational sequence and timing
diagrams, and tactical sequence
diagrams. The database and its
products have traditionally
supported design trade-off
decisions and problem -solving
efforts. Other system engineering
and logistics activities also adapt
functional analysis techniques
and products to develop their
own program documentation.

Technical Manuals, a logistics
support project activity, develops
and produces ACS technical
manuals, such as the CSTOM,
for the AEGIS combat system.
Separate operations and main-
tenance manuals contain more
detailed technical information.

Basically, these technical
manuals serve two major
overlapping purposes. In the
classroom, they are used for
training Navy personnel, who will
be assigned to operational billets
aboard ship. The manuals are
also used to orient newly
assigned shipboard personnel
and maintain proficiency in the
design of the combat system for
operation in its various tactical
engagements.

Training, a logistics support
project activity, formulates
training plans, develops
procedures, and administers
both individual and team training
at the CSED site to prospective
Navy crew members who will
eventually manage, operate, and
maintain the combat system
aboard ship. Just as the Technical
Manuals activity relies heavily on
System Engineering for basic
source data, Training also depends
on Technical Manuals for data
and materials for training
courses.
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Fig. 2. Sample logic -tree network (partial), AAW mission, Fig. 3. Functional linking of segments to form tactical-
SPY-SM engagement.

because particular sensor/weapons sys-
tem elements failed, but the mission
objectives can still be met.

3. The mission objectives are not affected

engagement sequences.

at all by the failure of the element to
operate effectively.

For example, if the SPY -1 radar were to
fail completely (the first type of failure), a

target could not be engaged by a standard
missile. lf, however, only one of the two
illuminators failed (the second type of fail-
ure), the mission could still be satisfactorily
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accomplished. Finally, if the interior com-
munications system were to fail (the third
kind of failure), the SPY -1 radar and stan-
dard missile elements could still perform
their functions. The mission could be carried
through to completion without interior
communications.

Determining these critical points in
advance will help the analyst structure the
information to highlight these areas appro-
priately in the sequence for the instructor's
and trainees' attention. In some cases, it
also gives the trainee alternative courses of
action should one course not be possible.

Conclusion

Since its introduction to the AEGIS pro-
gram, Functional Analysis has been part of
the system engineering design, definition,
control, and auditing process. The Technical
Manuals and Training activities have bene-
fitted from the end products of functional
analysis: functional flow diagrams and
descriptions, operational sequence and tim-
ing diagrams, and TSDs. But until recently,
we had not tailored these end products to
the specific needs of training or manuals
users. For example, although the flow dia-
grams and descriptions were basic engineer-
ing input to the system description in earlier
versions of the CSTOM, little of the original
input had been modified specifically for
training or technical manuals applications.
Now, we are reformatting and updating
functional information to enhance its effec-
tiveness as a learning tool.

TSDs, with their simplicity and logical,
sequential, flowing structure, offer a signifi-
cant improvement over the standard flow
diagrams and descriptions currently found
in the CSTOM.
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Patents

Aerospace and Defense

Coyle, P J
Apparatus and method for reducing
shock and vibration caused by cartridge
loading -4532623

Advanced Technology
Laboratories

Hudson, K.C.
Automatically adjustable aperture stop for
optical scanning system -4516024

Schanne, J.F. I Elliott, L.D.
Adaptive analog -to -digital
converter -4540974

Tower, J R
Reducing noise in introducing bias
charge into charge transfer
devices -4541068

Americom

Kaplan, G.S. Setzer, R.G.
Apparatus and method for reducing
telephone channel power
loading -4531208

Astro-Electronics
Bingley, J.D.
Cold start surge current limiting system
for a hydrazine thruster augmentation
heater -4523429

Hawkes, T.A.
Carrier recovery loop for reception of
quadraphase shift keyed
signals -4538120

Morrison, M.M.
Planar microwave circuit component
mounting system -4538124

Automated Systems Division

Carvalho, J.A
Multiple input voltage power
controller -4540892

Broadcast Systems Division

Bendell, S.L.I Johnson, C.A.
Exposure time control for a solid-state
color camera -4532550

Hamalainen, K.J.
Automatic tracking system for multitrack
recorders -4525750

Hurst, R.N.
System for synchronizing a video signal
having a first frame rate to a second frame
rate -4523227

Hurst, R N
Color modifier for composite video
signals -4533938

Wood, R.F., Jr. I Monahan, J.F. I Levine,
P.A.
Dark current measurement and control for
cameras having field -transfer CCD
imagers -4525743

Communication and
Information Systems
Division

Basile, P.C.
Switching circuit which is self -biased in
one mode of operation -4532433

Bendell, S.L.
Solid-state color TV camera image size
control -4521804

Crowley, A.T.
Fast tuned phase locked loop frequency
control system -4528523

Haworth, R.F.
Repeater for fiber optic bus distribution
system -4527286

Consumer Electronics
Operations

Chen, K.J.
Video sync validity detector -4543614

Fernsler, R E
Television receiver having different
receiver synchronizing characteristics in
response to television signal -4536794

Fitzgerald, W.V., Jr.
Television receiver power supply
regulation responding to beam current
changes -4525739

Harger, M A
Tuning control system for a pair of tuners
employing a common channel skip
memory -4539711

Harlan, W E
Non-linear dynamic coring circuit for
video signals -4536796

Murphy, W.W., 3rd I Naimpally, S.V.
Demodulated chrominance signal filter
with peaked response -4536787

Naimpally, S.V.
Demodulated chrominance signal filter
using impedance mismatched
sections -4536788

Nigborowics, J.J. Friedline, K.L.
Video source selector -4521810

Parker, R.P.
Additive pulse sampling circuit -4536800

Olsen, P.C.
Tuning coil structure -4531109

Stoughton, J.W.1 Willis, D.H.
Beam current limiting arrangement for a
digital television system -4521811

Tallant, J.C., 2nd
Automatic bias control system with
compensated sense point -4523233

Tamer, G.G.
Synchronization input for television
receiver on -screen alphanumeric
display -4524387

Willis, D.H.
Regulated power supply circuit -4524411

Willis, D.H. I Fuhrer, J.S.
Digital signal processing apparatus
having digital dither -4524447

Willis, D.H.
Switched capacitor s -correction
circuit -4533855

Willis, D.H.
Analog -to -digital conversion appartus
including double dither signal
sources -4543599

Microelectronics Center

Dingwall, A.G.
High speed sense amplifier --4521703

RCA Laboratories

Abdel-Megeid, M.M.
Clock regenerator using two on -off
oscillators -4523158
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Acampora, A.
Digital signal separation filters -4524423

Acampora, A.
Sampled data filter system as for a digital
TV -4542475

Adelson, E.H.1 Oakley, C.B.
Compatible high -definition television
system utilizing hadamard basis
functions -4523220

Ader, J.R.
Digital color matrix for a digital television
receiver -4542402

Alig, R.C.
Cathode-ray tube having electron gun
with three focus lenses -4528476

Aschwanden, F.
SECAM modulator -4528527

Babcock, W E
Multiple scan rate deflection circuit
incorporating scan
compensation -4536684

Bolger, T V
Television receiver having picture
magnifying apparatus -4528585

Bolger, T V
Digital signal peaking apparatus with
controllable peaking level -4538178

Bolger, T V
Digital signal phase measuring apparatus
as for a phase -locked loop -4543600

Botez. D
Semiconductor laser with non -absorbing
mirror facet -4523316

Botez, D.
Semiconductor laser with reduced
absorption at a mirror facet -4523317

Brown, R
Method of fabricating an electronic circuit
including an aperture through the
substrate thereof -4520561

Carlson, C.R. Adelson. E.H. I Anderson,
C.H.
System for coring an image -representing
signal -4523230

Chin, D. I Batterman, E.F. I Bolger, T.V.
TV receiver circuitry for performing
chroma gain, auto -flesh control and the
matrixing of I and O signals to (R -Y), (B -Y)
and (G -Y) signals -4523221

Connolly. J C Botez, D.
Semiconductor laser having high
manufacturing yield -4523318

Cope. A.D.
Suppression of edge effects arising in
CCD imager field registers -4528596

Covey, R.L. I Gale, M.T.
System for positioning a body -4523850

Desai, N.V.
Record turntable and polymeric coating
thereon -4524109

Dieterich, C.B.
Digital FM ratio detector with gain -
controlled filter -4528513

Dischert, R.A.
Adaptive digital signal coring
circuit -4538236

Dischert, R.A.
Methco and apparatus for aligning a
chuck for holding an information
containing disc stylus -4536238

Elabd, H.
CCD imagers with interleaved image
registers using opposed directions of
charge transfer -4539596

Faith, T.J., Jr.
Method of lowering contact resistance of
implanted contact regions -4536223

Firester, A.H.
Method for eliminating defects in a
photodetector-4543171

Fisher, A.W.
Method of making a multi -level
metallization structure for semiconductor
device -4520554

Gale, M T
Standardized multi -stack dielectric -layer
filter blank and method for fabricating
color -encoding filter therefrom -4534620

Gange, R.A.
Cathode structure for a
cathodoluminescent display
devices -4532452

Haferl, P.E.
Television receiver standby
circuit -4532457

Hanak. J.J.
Method of controlling the deposition of
hydrogenated amorphous silicon and
apparatus therefor -4525375

Hanak, J.J. Nostrand, G.E.
Series -connected photovoltaic array and
method of making same -4532371

Hawrylo, F.Z.
Flux -free photodetector
bonding -4540115

Jastrzebski. L.L. I 1pri, A.G.] Kokkas, A.G.
Method for fabricating a sell -aligned
vertical IGFET-4530149

Jose, D.L. Craft, J. Pike, W.S.
Full wave rectifier circuit for small
signals -4523105

Kane, J.
Method of fabricating a silicon lens
array -4524127

Kane, J.
Method of fabricating lenticular
arrays -4528260

Kane, J.
Photodetector with enhanced light
absorption -4532537

Kumar, M.
Frequency multiplier circuit for producing
isolated odd and even
harmonics -4531105

Labib, M.E. Poll, R.F. Wang, C.C.
Capacitance electronic disc molding
compositions -4522747

Labib, M.E. Poliniak, E.S.
High -density information disc
lubricants -4525402

Labib, M.E.Wang, C.C. Poll, R.F.
Capacitance electronic disc molding
composition -4532074

Levine, P.A.
Automatic adjusiment of the amplitudes of
plural -phase CCD clocking
voltages -4524450

Lewis, H.G., Jr.
Apparatus for demodulating sampled data
chroma signals -4527188

Lewis, H.G., Jr. I Limberg, A.L.
Automatic tint correction with reduced
color saturation error -4528586

Lewis, H G . Jr
Digital variable group delay equalizer for
a digital television receiver -4531149

Lewis, H.G., Jr.
Digital deghosting system -4542408

Mangulis, V.
System and method employing two HOP
spread spectrum signal transmissions
between small earth stations via a satellite
and a large earth station and structure
and method for synchronizing such
transmissions -4532635

Maturo, R.J. I Chin, D. Henderson, J.G.
Television receiver with auxiliary on-
screen display -4536797

Moss, H.I.
Method for lapping diamond -4532737

Nelson, J.R. Bogner, B.F.
EMI RFI shielding
composition -4528213

Nelson, J.R. I Funari, R.A.
Impact test apparatus -4531401
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NY, N.O.
Mechanically -actuated touchbars and
touchplates using multiple -closure
switches -4543562

Poliniak, E.S.
High -density information disc
lubricant -4540615

Powers, K.H.
System for generating and displaying a
compatible high definition television
signal by progressive scanning -4533951

Raychaudhuri, D.
Distortion reducer for companded analog
systems -4536846

Samuels, G.
Intaglio printing plate for printing serial
markings -4530286

Sandercock, J.R.
Technique for verifying genuineness of
authenticating device -4526466

Sinniger, J.O.
Multiplex bus system for controlling the
transmission of data between a master
control unit and a plurality of remotely
located receiver -transmitter
units -4538262

Steigmeier, E.F. I Auderset, H.
Method for determining the phase
transformable light scattering
material -4526468

Vaccaro, F.E. I Kowalik, J.
Shielded electron beam guide assembly
for flat panel display devices -4521714

White, L.K.
Multilayer planarizing structure for lift-off
technique -4532002

Whitley, G.J. I Rayl, M. I Squire, W.
Multiple component lead processing
apparatus -4520549

Wine, C.G.
Teletext set -top converter with
transparent mode -4532540

Wine, C.M.
Frequency synthesis tuning control
system for a double -conversion
tuner -4521916

Wine, C.M.
Mechanically -actuated transparent
touchbars and touchplates-4543563

Wolkstein,
Optoelectronic multiposition RF signal
switch -4530573

Wu, C P
Alloying of aluminum
metallization -4525221

SelectaVision

Crooks, H.N. I Kelly, M.J., Jr.
Detection of defects in a circular or spiral
diffraction grating -4541716

Eide, D.L.
Shaft seal -4521026

Freeman, E.J. I Economou, J.E. I Pecorari,
J.G. I John, G. I Halter, J.B. I James, J.E.
Castle, R.M. I Palmer, R.C.
Disc record with tapered
groove -4525751

Harris, G.E.
Apparatus for thermoforming dome -
shaped actuating elements for membrane
switches -4533555

McNeely, M.L.
Method of making a voided disc from a
disc preform -4532095

Prusak, J.J.
Method and apparatus for the
manufacture of record
stampers-4522659

Prusak, J.J.
Electroforming apparatus -4534844

Westerman, H.H., Jr.
Apparatus for use in trimming of molded
records -4535224

Westerman, H.H .,'r.
Apparatus for use in trimming molded
records -4535223

Solid State Division

Armer, J.
Complementary FET ripple carry binary
added circuit -4523292

Bismarck, O.H.
Fast switching circuit -4532436

Butterwick, G.N.
Silicon target support assembly for an
image sensing device -4521713

Faulkner, R.D. I McDonie, A.F.
Photoemissive cathode formed on
conductive strips -4521715

Fitts, R.W. I Smith, E.M.
Electrostatic shutter tube having
substantially orthogonal pairs of
deflection plates -4528447

Ford, R.T. I Neilson, J.M. I Wheatley, Jr.,
C.F. I Brackelmanns, N.W.
MOSFET with perimeter
channel -4532534

Gillberg, J.E.
Transient signal suppression
circuit -4525635

Reilly, R.J. Gillberg, J.E.
Detection circuitry with multiple
overlapping thresholds -4529892

Reusch, R K
Method for grounding a pellet support
pad in an integrated circuit
device -4534105

Shwartzman, S.
Megasonic cleaning apparatus and
method -4543130

Video Component and
Display Division

Chen, H.
Cathode -Ray tube having asymmetric
slots formed in a screen grid electrode of
an inline electron gun -4523123

D'Augustine, F.T.
Method for reducing degradation of an
optical image in a exposure
lighthouse -4521501

Deyer, G.E.
System for inputting a security code to a
computer -4538027

Duschl, R.A.
Charge coupled device based system and
method for inspecting and modifying
images -4542404

Frantz, K.R. I Barnes, R.A. I Marks, B.G.
Resonant degaussing without residual
magnetism -4535270

Krufka, F.S.
System for measuring and identifying line
spacing on a curved surface -4525735

Ragland, F.R., Jr
Color picture tube having spring supports
for a mask -free assembly -4528475

Stone, R.P.
Electron gun having arc suppression
means -4531075
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Pen and Podium Recent RCA technical papers and presentations

To obtain copies of papers, check your library or contact the author or divisional
Technical Publications Administrator (listed on back cover) for a reprint.

Advanced Technology
Laboratories

E.J. Braude
Expert Systems for Equipment
Maintenance-Proceedings: A Major New
Conference on Expert Systems (Sept. 30,
1985)

W.A. Helbig I R.H. Schellack I R.M. Zieger
The Design and Construction of a GaAs
Technology Microprocessor-
Proceedings, MIDCON 85: VLSI
Architectures for Silicon and GaAs
(September 10-12, 1985)

V. Milutinovic I D. Fura I W.A. Helbig
Impacts of GaAs Technology on
Computer Architecture for VLSI-
Proceedings, IEEE International
Conference on Computer Design VLSI in
Computers, ICCD '85, Rye Brook, N.Y.
(October 7-10, 1985)

W. Moyers
Impacts of GaAs on Computer Design-
Presented at ICCD '85, Rye Brook, N.Y.
(October 7, 1985).

Americom

R. Stevens
Management Communication in the
Cybernetic Age-Technical Excellence
Committee Lecture Series (August 23,
1985)

Astro-Electronics Division

J. Frohbieter I C. White
ACTS-Presented at IEEE EASCON '85,
Washington, D.C., (October 28-30, 1985)

R.S. Green
Impact of Shuttle Environment on Pre -
Launch Handling of Nickel -Hydrogen
Batteries (Revision) -1985 NASA/GSFC
Battery Workshop, NASA Goddard,
Greenbelt, Md. (November 19, 1985)

C.R. Larsen I D.L. Balzer
Shuttle Compatible Orbit Transfer
Subsystem (SCOTS)-American
Astronautical Society Proceedings

R.C. Maehl
Commercialization of Space: A

Comprehensive Approach-IAF
Congress, 36th, Stockholm, Sweden
(October 7-12, 1985)

P.K. Oey I F.X. O'Connell I S. Teitelbaum
G. Brucker
The SCP-STAR, A MIL -STD -1750A
Survivable CMOS/SOS Computer-AIAA
Computers in Aerospace V Conference,
Long Beach, Ca. (October 21-23, 1985)

S. Parvez I S. Fox
Orbit Achievement of RCA
Communication Satellites-International
Conference, Space Dynamics for
Geostationary Satellites, Toulouse,
France (October 28-31, 1985)

P.C. Wise
Spacecraft Thermal Control Technology:
Design Challenges into the 1990s-IAF
Congress, 36th, Stockholm, Sweden
(October 7-12, 1985)

Automated Systems Division

G.L. Anderson I W.S. Radcliffe I T H
Allick I J. Habersat I A. Pinto
Performance of a Nd:Cr:GSGG AN/GVS-
5 Rangefinder -1985 Meeting of the IRIS
Specialty Group on Active Systems,
Monterey, Ca. (November 1985)

L. Arlan
Techniques for enhancement of
interactive color graphics for C'l
Systems-RCA Engineer, Vol. 30 No. 4
(September/October 1985)

W.B. Bradbury I D.M. Kulig
Reconfigurable Test Equipment-
AUTOTESTCON '85, Long Island, N.Y.
(October 1985)

O.T. Carver
RCA Supports AH-64A and Looks to
Logistic Support of LHX-Vertiflite
Magazine (September/October 1985)

K.E. Ghostlaw J.A. McNamee
Lightweight expansible semi -trailer van
for military systems-RCA Engineer, Vol.
30 No. 6 (November/December 1985)

D.A. Gore I J.E. Greenup
Recent Developments in Vibration
Signature Processing-AUTOTESTCON
'85, Long Island, N.Y. (October 1985)

E. Kramer F.J.Murphy
Signal Conditioner Techniques used to
Augment Test of Microprocessor Circuit
Cards on Existing Military ATE-
AUTOTESTCON '85, Long Island, N.Y.
(October 1985)

D.A. Krieger
Alternate Representations for Diagnostic
Software-AUTOTESTCON '85, Long
Island, N.Y. (October 1985)

D.A. Krieger
Alternate Representations for Diagnostic
Software-RCA Corporate Symposium,
Princeton, N.J. (October 1985)

P.F. McCarthy
A High Voltage Monolithic Multiplexer for
Use in Vehicler Tester Applications -
1985 Government Microcircuit
Applications Conference, Orlando, Fla.
(November 1985)

E.M. Melendez I H.L. Resnick
Vetronics: An Ada Application-IEEE
Computer Society 2nd Internation
Conference on Ada Applications and
Environments, Miami, Fla. (April 1986)

M.E. Petty
Location of Multiple Faults by Diagnostic
Expert Systems-Artificial Intelligence
Conference from Outer Space... Down to
Earth, Huntsville, Ala. (October 1985)

T.J. Plunket
Embedded Software Design for
Testability-AUTOTESTCON
'85, Long Island, N.Y. (October 1985)

R.M. Wilson
QC of the Wave Solder Operation-ASQC
N. New England Section, Manchester,
N.H. (October 24, 1985)

Broadcast Systems Division

T.M. Gurley I C.J. Haslett
The CCD Camera-A New Way to Look
at Television -39th Annual NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference, Las
Vegas, N.V. (April 1985)

T.M. Gurley I C.J. Haslett
Resolution Considerations in Using CCD
Imagers in Broadcast -Quality Cameras-
19th Annual SMPTE Television
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Conference, San Francisco, Ca. (February
1985), and published in Components of
the Future, SMPTE (1985)

Communication and
Information Systems Division

D.E. Britton
Verlangen: A Verifiable Design Language
for Secure Systems-Presented at 1st
Annual AFCEA (Armed Forces Commu-
nications and Electronics Association)
Symposium & Exposition on Physical/
Electronic Security, Philadelphia, Pa.
(August 20, 1985) and published in the
Proceedings

D.E.Britton
Verlangen: A Verification Language for
Designs of Secure Systems-Presented
at National Bureau of Standards/ DoD
Eighth National Computer Security
Conference, Gaithersburg, Md.
(September 30, 1985) and published in the
Proceedings

D. Hampel I K. Prost I D. Mawhinney
A Personal Tracking System-Presented
at 1st Annual AFCEA (Armed Forces
Communications and Electronics
Association) Symposium & Exposition on
Physical/Electronic Security,
Philadelphia, Pa. (August 18, 1985) and
published in the Proceedings

S.M. Rayner
High Performance Optical Disk System-
Presented at Nonvolatile Memory
Technology Review, NADC Sponsored
Symposium Baltimore, Md. (August 28,
1985)

RCA Laboratories

J.H. Arbeiter
A Multi -Dimensional Video Image
Processing Architecture-Presented at
SPIE Conference, San Diego, Ca. (August
1985) and published in Real Time Signal
Processing VIII, Proc. of SPIE

R.F. Bessler
A Video Real -Time Pyramid Processor-
Presented at SPIE Conference, San
Diego, Ca. (August 1985) and published in
Real Time Signal Processing VIII, Proc. of
SPIE

F.H. Arbeiter R.F. Bessler
A Multi -Dimensional Video Real -Time
Pyramid Processor-Presented at SPSE,
Boston, Mass. (October 1985) and
published in Electronic Imaging 85,
International Electronic Imaging
Exposition & Conference

D.J. Channin
Optoelectronic Performance Issues in

Fiber -Optic Communications-RCA
Review, Vol. 46 (June 1985)

J.F. Clark
DBS Television Systems Under
Development in the United States of
America-IEEE Journal on Selected
Areas in Communications, Vol. SAC -3,
No. 1 (January 1985)

R.S. Crandall
Staebler-Wronski Effect in Hydrogenated
Amorphous Silicon-Tetrahedrally-
Bonded Amorphous Semiconductors,
Edited by David Adler and Hellmut
Fritzsche (Plenum Publishing
Corporation, 1985)

L. Faraone I R.D. Vibronek J.T. McGinn
Characterization of Thermally Oxidized
n4 Polycrystalline Silicon-IEEE
Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol.
ED -32, No. 3 (March 1985)

B.W. Faughnan
Experimental Observation of Light
Trapping in Hydrogenated Amorphous
Silicon Solar Cells-J. Appl. Phys. 58, (7)
(October 1, 1985)

B. Goldstein I M. Ettenbert I N.A. Dinkel
J.K. Butler
A High -Power Channeled -Substrate -
Planar AIGaAs Laser-Appl. Phys. Lett. 47
(7) (October 1, 1985)

R.E. Flory
Image Acquisition Technology-
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 73, No. 4
(April 1985)

J.M. Hammer C.C. Neil N.W. Carlson
M.T. Duffy I J.M. Shaw
Single -Wavelength Operation of the
Hybrid -External Bragg-Reflector-
Waveguide Laser Under Dynamic
Conditions-Appl. Phys. Lett. 47 (3)
(August 1, 1985)

G. Harbeke I E. Meier I W. Kobel I M. Egli
H. Kiess I E. Tosatti
Spectroscopic Evidence for Polarons in
Poly(3-Methylthiophene)-Solid State
Communications, Vol. 55, No. 5 (1985)

S.T. Hsu I J. Maa
Barrier -Height Measurements of
Tantalum Silicide on Silicon-RCA
Review, Vol. 46 (June 1985)

S.T. Hsu
The Limitation of Short -Channel -Length
N+-Polysilicon-Gate CMOS ICs-RCA
Review, Vol. 46 (June 1985)

P.G. Huggett H.W. Lehmann
The Germanium Selenide/Polymer
Bilevel Photoresist System -A Review-
Journal of Electronic Materials, Vol. 14,
No. 3 (1985)

J.J. Hughes I D.B. Gilbert I F.Z. Hawrylo
Measurement of the Thermal Resistance
of Packaged Laser Diodes-RCA Review,
Vol. 46 (June 1985)

A.C. Ipri R.G. Stewart I L. Faraone J.M.
Cartwright I K.M. Schlesier
A New High -Density Low -Voltage
SSIMOS EEPROM Cell-IEEE
Transactions on Electron Devices, Vol.
ED -32, No. 4 (April 1985)

A.C. Ipri I L. Jastrzebski J.F. Corboy R.

Metzl
Selective Epitaxial Growth for the
Fabrication of CMOS Integrated
Circuits-IEEE Transactions on Electron
Devices, Vol. ED -31, No. 12 (December
1984)

J. Lagowski I L. Jastrzebski I M.T. Duffy
G.W. Cullen
Interference Photovoltage Spectroscopy.
Probing of the Silicon -Sapphire Interface
of SOS Films-Journal of the Electro
chemical Society, Vol. 132, No. 8 (August
1985)

D. Redfield
The Study of Disordered Semiconductors
by Compensation-Physics of Disordered
Materials, edited by David Adler, Hellmut
Fritzsche and Stanford R. Ovshinsky
(Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1985)

W. Rehwald I A. Vonlanthen
Ultrasonic Study of the Structural Phase
Transitions in [N(CH,),],CuCI,-Z. Phys.
B -Condensed Matter 61 (1985)

J.H. Thomas, III J.T. McGinn I L.H.

Hammer
Analysis of Ion Induced Surface Damage
on Silicon Etched in a CF, Plasma-App/.
Phys. Lett. 47 (7) (October 1, 1985)

J.H. Thomas III S. Hofmann
Ion Bombardment Induced Changes in
Silicon Dioxide Surface Composition
Studied by X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy-J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A
3(5) (September/October 1985)

W. Kern I W.A. Kurylo C.J. Tino
Optimized Chemical Vapor Deposition of
Borophosphosilicate Glass Films-RCA
Review, Vol. 46 (June 1985)

R. Paglione I F. Sterzer I A. Winter I J.

Laing
Microwave Hyperthermia for Brain
Tumors-Neurosurgery, Vol. 17, No. 3
(1985)

J.I. Pankove I C.W. Magee I R.O. Wance
Hole -Mediated Chemisorption of Atomic
Hydrogen in Silicon-AppI, Phys. Lett. 47
(7) (October 1, 1985)

J.I. Pankove
Hydrogen Neutralization of Defects in
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Silicon-Tetrahedrally-Bonded
Amorphous Semiconductors, edited by
David Adler and Hellmut Fritzsche
(Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1985)

W.R. Roach I I. Gorog
Preparing Master Grooves for Lapping
Discs Used in Micromachining of
VideoDisc Styli-RCA Review, Vol. 46
(June 1985)

H. Schade Z.E. Smith
Optical Scattering at Conductive
Transparent Oxide Surfaces-Application
of Surface Science, 22/23 (1985)

J.L. Vossen
In situ Low Damage Techniques for
Cleaning Silicon Surfaces Prior to Metal
Deposition-Thin Solid Films, 126 (1985)

R. Williams I P.N. Yocom F.S. Stofko
Preparation and Properties of Spherical
Zinc Sulfide Particles-Journal of Colloid
and Interface Science, Vol. 106, No. 2
(August 1985)

R. Williams I R.W. Nosker
Dust-Chemtech (July 1985)

L.K. White
Spun -on Contour -Coating
Characterizations for Advanced
Lithography-Presented at Seventh
International Conference on
Photopolymers, Ellenville, N.Y. (October
28-30, 1985)

Missile and Surface Radar
Division

J.A. Bauer
Electronic Surface -Mounted Devices-
Year Book of Science and Technology
(1986)

J.A. Bauer
Design Considerations with Leadless
Chip Carriers-ISHM Surface Mount
Symposium, Anaheim, Ca. (November 12,
1985) and published in Surface Mount
Technology, ISHM Technical Monograph
Series, 6984-002

J.A. Bauer I P. Scher M. Davis I R.L.
Schelhorn I P.N. Bronecke
The Missile and Surface Radar Division
Hybrid Facility- Trend, Vol. 25, No. 7
(November 1985)

M.E. Breese I L.H. Yorinks
AN/SPY-1B Array Design (U)-Phased
Arrays '85 Symposium, Mitre Corp.,
Bedford, Mass. (October 15-18, 1985)

W.J. Brown
LCC Comparison: VHSIC vs. SOA-
PRICE Models Symposium, Dayton, Ohio
(October 23, 1985)

F.J. Buckley
The Search for Software Quality, or One
More Trip Down the Yellow Brick Road-
Quality in Electronics Conference, Long
Island, N.Y. (November 7, 1985) and
published in Proceedings

R. Cheng I J. Welsh
High Performance MIL -STD -1862B
Implementation-Computers in
Aerospace V Conference, Long Beach,
Ca. (October 21-23, 1985) and published
in Proceedings

T.L. Figgins
Devising a Tracking Sheet: A Case
Study-IEEE Professional
Communication Society Conference,
Williamsburg, Va. (October 16-19, 1985)
and published in Proceedings

T.L. Figgins I D. E. Milley D.L. Williams
Spanning the Gap: Computerized
Document Control Systems-IEEE
Professional Communication Society
Conference, Williamsburg, Va. (October
16-18, 1985)

J. Haness
Managing Contracted Documentation
Requirements Using a Database
System-IEEE Professional
Communication Society Conference,
Williamsburg, Va. (October 16-18, 1985)

D.M. Jones
Solid Modeling Applications for Radar
Manufacturing-Applicon Users' Group
Fall Technical Meeting, Boston, Mass.
(October 27, 1985)

S. Kreitzberg J.E. Krupa
Engineering an Electrically Powered
Automobile-RCA Engineer, Vol. 30 No. 5
(September/October 1985)

R.W. Lampe
Design Formulas for an Asymmetrical,
Coplanar Strip, Folded Dipole-IEEE
Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation, Vol. AP -33, No. 9
(September 1985)

R.W. Lampe
Integral Transforms Useful for the
Accelerated Summation of Periodic,
Free -Space Green's Functions-IEEE
Transactions on Microwave Theory and
Techniques, Vol. MTT-33, No. 8 (August
1985)

N.R. Landry I M.S. Perry
Precision Garnet Phase Shifter for Low
Sidelobe Phased Arrays-Phased Arrays
'85 Symposium, Mitre Corp., Bedford,
Mass. (October 1985)

B.J. Matulis R.W. Howery
The Role of Technical Planning in System
Life Cycle Management-MILCOMP 85,

London, England (October 1-3, 1985) and
published in Proceedings

W.L. Mays I R.A. Faust, Jr.
The Operator Display Emulation
Facility-RCA Engineer, Vol. 30, No. 5
(September/October 1985)

R.F. Miller
Development of a Nine Layer 38.3 Inch
Backplane-Connectors & Inter-
connection Technology Symposium,
Philadelphia, Pa. (November 18, 1985)
and published in Proceedings

D.E. Milley
Institutionalized Tracking Sheets for
Document Production-IEEE
Professional Communication Society
Conference, Williamsburg, Va. (October
16-19, 1985) and published in
Proceedings

E.J. Monastra I B.S. Griffin
Effective Application of VLSI Systems
Design-Computers in Aerospace V
Conference, Long Beach, Ca. (October
21-23, 1985)

G.A. Perschnick
Short Course-Introduction to Copper
Technology (Furnace & Atmosphere
Section)-ISHM '85, Anaheim, Ca.
(November 14, 1985)

J. Pryzbylkowski
Reverse Engineering-Applications
Examples-Applicon Users' Group Fall
Technical Meeting, Boston, Mass.
(October 27, 1985)

R. Pschunder M. Weiss
Evaluation of Shock Trial Data for the
Structural Design of Soft Mounted
Watercooler Assemblies -56th Shock
and Vibration Symposium, Monterey, Ca.
(October 22-24, 1985) and published in
Bulletin

J.H. Rochester I J.D. McCann
Using More than One Text Editor-A
User's Point of View-IEEE Professional
Communication Society Conference,
Williamsburg, Va. (October 16-19, 1985)
and published in Proceedings

P.Scher I M. Davis
Quality Control Considerations in the
Manufacture of Ceramic Circuits with
Surface Mount Technology-Quality in
Electronics Conference, Garden City, L.I.,
N.Y. (November 7, 1985) and published in
Proceedings

P.J. Schick
Generic Pulse Doppler Systems (U)-ETR
II meeting, NSA Ft. George G. Meade, Md.
(October 15-17, 1985)
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H. Urkowitz
Hansen's Method Applied to the
Inversion of the Incomplete Gamma
Function, with Applications-IEEE
Transactions Aerospace and Electronic
Systems, Vol. AES-21 (September 1985)

A.W. Wainwright, Jr.
Reverse Engineering: Access to Your
System Software-Applicon Users' Group
Fall Technical Meeting, Boston, Mass.
(October 27, 1985)

J.M. Ward
Interface: Engineers Using Word
Processors-IEEE Professional
Communication Society Conference,
Williamsburg, Va. (October 16-19, 1985)
and published in Proceedings

D.L. Williams
Control Methods for Meeting
Coordination-IEEE Professional
Communication Society Conference,
Williamsburg, Va. (October 16-19, 1985)
and published in Proceedings

L.H. Yorinks1 W.T. Patton L.J. Clayton
A Near Field Antenna Range for Ultra -
Low Sidelobe Antennas (U)-Phased
Arrays '85 Symposium, Mitre Corp.,
Bedford, Mass. (October 15-18, 1985)

RCA Service Company

R.L. Layton
Business Solutions for the Professional-

Do we have your correct address?

If not, please return the mailing label
from the back cover and write your
new address below.

* Note that we must have the code
printed on the first line of your mailing
label in order to properly correct the
mailing list database.

Mail to: Robin Bernheim, RCA Engineer,
13 Roszel Rd., P.O. Box 432,
Princeton, N.J. 08540-0432

Name

Street Address

City, State and Zip Code

Unix Expo Conference, New York, N.Y.
(September 18-20, 1985)

R.W. Mauldin
Unix/Xenix for Accountants-Unix Expo
Conference, New York, N.Y. (September
18-20, 1985)

Solid State Division

G. Dolnyl C.F. Wheatly1 H.R. Ronan
A Spice -II Subcircuit Representation for
Power MOSFETs, Using Empirical
Methods-Presented at the Power
Electronics Design Conference, Anahiem,
Ca. (October 15-17, 1985)

Mail Code*
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Engineering News and Highlights

Brandinger is Staff VP,
Engineering

Jay J. Brandinger, formerly Staff Vice -
President, Systems Engineering, Electronic
Products and Technology, has been named
to succeed Howard Rosenthal as Staff
Vice -President, Engineering. Dr. Brandinger
continues to report to Roy H. Pollack,
Executive Vice -President, Electronic Prod-
ucts and Technology. Mr. Rosenthal retired
December 31, 1985.

Dr. Brandinger received a BEE from Cooper
Union in 1951. In 1962 he received an
MSEE from Rutgers University. He joined
RCA Radio Research Laboratories in River
Head, Long Island as a Member of the
Technical Staff in 1951. From 1959 to 1974
he had responsibility for communication
systems, display, and television systems
research. In 1974 he was appointed Divi-
sion Vice -President, Television Engineer-
ing, and was responsible for the develop-
ment and design of all RCA Consumer
Electronics television products. Between
1979 and 1984, Dr. Brandinger was Division
Vice -President and General Manager, RCA
SelectaVision VideoDisc Operations in
Indianapolis.

Frank E. Burris has been named Director
of the Technical Excellence Center, suc-
ceeding William J. Underwood, who retired
December 31, 1985. Dr. Burris will report
to the Staff Vice -President, Engineering.

Dr. Burris was formerly Manager, Engi-
neering Education, a position he has held
since joining RCA in 1978. Before that he
spent eleven years as a faculty member in
EE at the University of Cincinnati and at
Bradley University. He also has coop and

Burris is Director of TEC

summer experience with Honeywell and
IBM. He holds BSEE, MS, and PhD degrees
in Electrical Engineering from the University
of Cincinnati.

He has been very active in the American
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE),
and he is currently Chairman of the College -
Industry Council and Vice President, Institu-
tional Councils.

Staff announcements

Advanced Technology
Laboratories

Ronald A. Andrews, Staff Vice President,
Advanced Technology Laboratories, an-
nounces his organization as follows: Ronald
A. Andrews, Acting, Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory; Eric J. Braude, Manager, Pro-
gram Development-Intelligent Systems;
Leonard W. Braverman, Manager, Marketing
and Advanced Planning; Gerald M. Claffie,
Manager, Optical Storage Laboratory; Bruce
A. Deresh, Manager, Systems Engineering
Laboratory; William R. Ealy, Manager, Image
Technology Laboratory; William F.
Gehweiler, Manager, Microelectronics Lab-
oratory; Paul B. Pierson, Manager, Robotics
Laboratory; Jerry R. Richards, Manager, Pro-
gram Development-Computer Systems;
Harry Rosenthal, Manager, Software Engi-
neering Laboratory; Robert J. Shirley, Man-

ager, Business Operations; Frank B. Warren,
Manager, Device Technology Laboratory;
and John R. Welch, Manager, Speech Tech-
nology Laboratory.

Aerospace and Defense

John D. Rittenhouse, Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Aerospace and Defense, has an-
nounced that Charles A. Schmidt will as-
sume responsibility for the Government
Communications Systems organization,
which will consist of the following: Com-
munication and Information Systems Divi-
sion and Government Volume Production.
Mr. Schmidt was proposed for election as
a Group Vice President at the December 4,
1985 meeting of the RCA Board of Directors.

Astro-Electronics Division
John D. Rittenhouse, Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Aerospace and Defense announces
the appointment of Jack A. Frohbieter as
Division Vice President and General Man-
ager, Astro-Electronics Division.

Jack A. Frohbieter, Division Vice President
and General Manager, Astro-Electronics
Division, announces the appointment of
Ricardo deBastos as Division Vice Presi-
dent, Communications Satellite Programs.

Consumer Electronics
Operations

Andrew G. Kolbeck, Manager, Materials
Engineering and Development, announces
his organization as follows: Robert R. Russo,
Manager, Process Development Engineer-
ing; and William L Vroom, Manager, Materi-
als Testing and Specification.

Harry Anderson, Division Vice President,
Program Management, announces the ap-
pointment of Eric R. Bennett as Manager,
Productivity Improvement Projects.

Alfred L. Baker, Program Manager, CTC140,
announces the organization of the Program
Team for the CTC140 as follows: David G.
Campbell, Administrator, Production Plan-
ning and Control; John J. Drake, Administra-
tor, New Product Manufacturability; James
C. Marsh, Jr., Manager Project Engineering;
Abdul A. Pirani, Quality Assurance/Reli-
ability Engineer; and Jacquelyn S. Taylor -

Boggs, Administrator, Procurement.
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Terry J. Burns, General Manager, RCA
Componentes, S.A. de C.V., announces his
organization as follows: Joe D. Andrews,
Manager, Materials; Raul Neri, Manager,
Materials Distribution; Hector Barrio, Man-
ager, Manufacturing and Plant Engineering;
Alfred Crager, Manager, Test Engineering;
Jose Mijares, Manager, Plant Engineering;
Hector Escobedo, Manager, ACI Operations;
Hans P. Krolow, Manager, ACI Operations;
Ernesto Ramirez, Manager, ACI Manfactur-
ing; David E. King, Manager, Financial
Operations; Enrique Perez, Manager, Plant
Quality Control; Ariel Reyes, Manager, Man-
ufacturing Operations; Francisco Casas,
Manager, Components Manufacturing; and
Raphael Ouiroz, Manager, Chassis
Manufacturing.

Electronic Products and
Technology
Roy H. Pollack, Executive Vice President,
Electronic Products and Technology,
announces the appointment of Jay J.
Brandinger as Staff Vice President, Engi-

- neering. Dr. Brandinger replaces Howard
Rosenthal, who retired on December 31,
1985.

Howard Rosenthal, Staff Vice President,
Engineering, announce the appointment of
Frank E. Burris as Director, Technical
Excellence Center. Dr. Burris replaces

who retired on
December 31, 1985.

Microelectronics Center
James B. Feller, Staff Vice President, Tech-
nology, Aerospace and Defense announces
that, effective immediately, the name of the
Solid State Technology Center is changed
to the Microelectronics Center. Also, the
title of John M. Herman III is changed to
Staff Vice President, Microelectronics Cen-
ter. Mr. Herman will continue to report to
the Staff Vice President, Technology.

John M. Herman III, Staff Vice President,
Microelectronics Center, announces his
organization as follows: Ronald C. Bracken,
Director Integrated Circuit Design and
Development; Nancy -Lynn Broderick, Man-
ager, Administration and Training; Richard
J. Haug, Director, Integrated Circuit Support
Operations; David S. Jacobson, Director,
Integrated Circuit Product Operations;
William D. Oldt, Manager, Financial Opera-
tions; and James E. Saultz, Manager,
Program Management.

James E. Saultz, Manager, Program Man-
agement, announces his organization as
follows: Richard Glicksman, Manager, Mar-
keting; James E. Saultz, Acting Manager,
Program Management; and Joseph J.
Snack, Jr., Manager, Program Control and
Contracts.

David S. Jacobson, Director, Integrated Cir-
cuit Product Operations, announces his
organization as follows: Richard H.
Bergman, Manager, Test Operation; Robert
A. Donnelly, Manager, Production Control
and Product Engineering; David S.
Jacobson, Acting Manager, Wafer Fabrica-
tion Operation; and Richard H. Zeien, Man-
ager, Package and Assembly Operation.

Richard J. Haug, Director, Integrated Circuit
Support Operations, announces his organi-
zation as follows: Robert A. Geshner, Man-
ager, Photomask Operation; Fred J. Reiss,
Manager, Quality and Reliability Assurance;
Dennis R. Rickmon, Manager, Computer
and Design Services; and Ronald A. White,
Manager, Equipment and Facilities
Engineering.

Ronald C. Bracken, Director, Integrated Cir-
cuit Design and Development, announces
his organization as follows: Edward C.
Douglas, Manager, Advanced Integrated Cir-
cuit Development; Albert Feller, Manager,
Integrated Circuit Computer Aided Design
Development; Michael A. Gianfagna, Man-
ager, Computer and Design Automation; and
Carl N. Puschak, Manager, Integrated Circuit
Design.

NBC

Michael Sherlock, Executive Vice President,
Operations & Technical Services, an-
nounces the following appointments: S.
Merrill Weiss, Director, Broadcast Systems
Engineering; Marilyn Altman, Technical Man-
ager, Network News; and John Bennett III,
Technical Facilities Manager.

RCA Network Services

Lawrence T. Driscoll, Vice President and
General Manager, RCA Network Services,
Inc., announces his organization as follows:
Holmes Bailey, Director, Automated Market-
place Services; Wesley W. Bomm, Director,
Multi -Tenant and Consulting Services;
Leonard V. Dorrian, Director, Corporate Tele-
communications; David M. Friedman, Direc-
tor, Business Networks and Systems Sales;
Terrance P. McGarty, Director, Systems
Engineering and Programs; and Robert E.
Ott, Director, Finance.

Leonard V. Dorrian, Director, Corporate Tele-
communications, announces his organiza-
tion as follows: Thomas G. Hammett, Man-
ager, Digital Planning; Robert H. Hanford,
Manager, Network Operations; Fred W.
Huffman, Director, Service Development;
David J. Marutiak, Manager, Telecommuni-
cations Engineering; and Richard D.
Spencer, Manager, Facilities and Services.

Robert H. Hanford, Manager, Network
Operations, announces his organization

as follows: Terry A. Carmichael, Manager, CTO;
and Joseph J. Sacks, Manager, Systems
Operations.

Video Display Monitor Products

Jack K. Sauter, Group Vice President, Con-
sumer Electronics and Video Components,
announces the appointment of Lawrence
J. Schipper as Division Vice President and
General Manager, Video Display Monitor
Products.

Professional activities

1985 Ebers Award to
Kosonocky

Walter F. Kosonocky, Fellow of the Tech-
nical Staff, RCA Laboratories, has received
the 1985 J.J. Ebers Award for his "pioneer-
ing and innovative contributions to the
development of charge -coupled devices and
Schottky -Barrier infrared image sensors."

The J.J. Ebers Award is intended to foster
progress in electron devices and to com-
memorate the life and activities of Jewell
James Ebers. The award recognizes and
honors accomplishment of unusual merit
in the electron device field.

CISD Engineer of the Month

William Farrey has been named the CISD
Engineer of the Month for August in recog-
nition of his contribution to the development
of sophisticated software that is presently
being used on the GPCP, Watchmate, and
Data Concentrator systems. Mr. Farrey's
development of these programs for the
IBM PC enables the user to enter wire lists
directly into the computer, and the Cable
Marker program automatically formats the
"to" and "from" information.
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Gore receives award

Douglas A. Gore, a Vehicle Test Systems
Engineering Scientist at Automated Systems
Division, has received the 1984 SAE Colwell
Merit Award. The Society of Automotive
Engineers presents this award for outstand-
ing technical papers. Mr. Gore's paper,
"Techniques for the Early Detection of Roll-
ing Element Bearing Failures," was one of
15 selected from over 1200 presented at
1984 SAE meetings.

Meyer is Director of Old Crows

William T. Meyer, Manager, Cl Require-
ments at the Automated Systems Division
Field Office at Sierra Vista, Arizona, has
been reelected as the Mountain Region
Director on the National Board of Directors
of the Association of Old Crows.

Ogden receives NSF award

Joan M. Ogden, a member of the Advanced
Image Processing Research Group at RCA
Laboratories, was one of 30 scientists and
engineers awarded the NSF Visiting Profes-
sorship for Women in 1985. For the 1985/86
academic year, she will have a joint ap-
pointment in the Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering and the Center
for Energy and Environmental Studies at
Princeton University. While on leave from
RCA, she will be doing research on alter-
native energy systems and conservation,
and will also be teaching a graduate -level
course titled "Digital Image Processing and
Applications."

Carver is "Man of the Year"

Tom Carver, right, receiving award from Harry Kline, General Chairman of
AUTOTESTCON.

O.T. (Tom) Carver, Manager of Marketing
and Planning Operations at Automated Sys-
tems Division, has been named "Man of
the Year" by the IEEE International Auto-
matic Testing Conference (AUTOTESTCON)
in recognition of his contributions toward
advancing the state of automatic test equip-
ment. Mr. Carver is a Senior Member of the
IEEE and served on the AUTOTESTCON
Board of Directors for four years. He is

on the Administrative Committee
of the IEEE Instrumentation and Measure-
ment Society.

This year marks the second year in a row
that an RCA employee has received the
AUTOTESTCON "Man of the Year" award.
Last year's recipient was Pat Toscano, Pro-
gram Manager at the RCA Oak Park facility
in Bedford, Mass.

Vossen receives Nerken Award

John L. Vossen, Head of Thin Film Tech-
nology at RCA Laboratories, has been
selected as the 1985 winner of the Albert
Nerken Award "for his insightful contribu-
tions into the control of thin film deposition/
etching processes and his application of these
technologies to product development."

The Albert Nerken Award was established
by Veeco Instruments, Inc. in 1984 to corn-

memorate the efforts of Albert Nerken as a
founding member of AVS and as a major
contributor to the commercial development
of instrumentation for high vacuum systems.
The award winner must have made out-
standing contributions to the solution of
technological problems through the use of
vacuum and surface science principles.
The award is annual but is conferred only
when a worthy candidate appears.
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Technical excellence

Third quarter PBG awards

Left to right: Foulks, Corneail, Stout, Amirrezvani,
Vasudevan.

S. Amirrezvani, L. Corneail, R. Foulks, M.
Stout, and K. Vasudevan received the third
quarter Palm Beach Gardens Technical
Excellence Team Award for their effort in
identifying CMOS1 yield inhibiting factors
and implementing corrective action. This
resulted in an increase in circuit probe
yield of from 24 to 40 percent.

R. Kleppinger received the Individual Tech-
nical Excellence Award for developing an
all -electronic process control chart system
for wafer production processes. As a result,
production operators routinely enter data
and automatically obtain calculations and
graphs.

Burlington awards
Automated Systems Division has an-
nounced the following Technical Excel-
lence Awards:

Joseph M. Chirnitch-for contributions in
implementing an objective computerized
analysis for costing test program set (TPS)
development. His work in evaluating the
TPS development process, identifying key
parameters, assessing their schedule and

Left to right: Ford, Kleppinger, Cocozza.

cost impact, and implementing their inter-
active effect on overall program cost was
applied to the Navy F-18 TPS proposal.
Furthermore, the labor allocation and
schedule milestones resulting from his
modeling are the cornerstones of the pro-
gram plan. His initiative and resourceful-
ness at work and at home have contributed
significantly to ASD's standing in the TPS
development area.

Albert H. Frim, Wheeler X. Johnson,
Michael E. Rockenhauser, and Kevin J.
Sullivan-for contributions in redesigning
the REMBASS Classifier using a VLSI
design approach. The recent REMBASS
production award required building over
1000 classifying sensor units that use
seismic/acoustic inputs to differentiate
between people, wheeled vehicles, and
tracked vehicles. The classifier algorithm
had been implemented on a complex board
incorporating ceramic substrates and con-
taining over 50 digital integrated circuits.
The team took on a difficult task with a
finite schedule, and met all goals the first
time with an error -free design. They com-
pleted the analysis, design, fabrication, and
exhaustive testing and statistical analysis

resulting in a Value Engineering Change
Proposal to the customer for over one
million dollars, the largest VECP ever at
Burlington. Their work allows a simpler,
less expensive build and test, an effort
that greatly enhances our position in the
REMBASS program, and which already has
been the basis for a business expansion
into algorithm implementation for expend-
able mines.
David P. Edwards-for innovation and dili-
gence in solving the hardware and soft-
ware problems associated with the TCAC
dual disk upgrade. The initial approach
depended on MILTOPE, a subcontractor,
to perform the necessary militarization
effort on existing commercial designs. The
subcontractor was unable to provide the
solutions, and Dave, first working indepen-
dently and then with the subcontractor,
selected a different drive, modified it, and
modified the chosen controller to work
with the existing TCAC hardware. His effort
involved a creative approach using a data-
base manager to analyze test results,
modifying an offset constant in the software
driver, changing firmware in the drive, solv-
ing a head switch problem, and coordinat-
ing the drive -controller effort at MILTOPE.
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CE Technical Excellence Awards

Milnes

Bishop

Whipple

Owens

A

The recipients of the Consumer Electronics
second quarter Technical Excellence
Awards are:

James A. Milnes, Bruce A. Whipple, and
Danny L. Wilson-for the successful imple-
mentation of the first drawingless CAD/
CAM fast track tool procurement program
for the number 68 mask mold. Extensive
and thorough analysis of the mold design
was done using new computer mold analy-
sis software. This resulted in several mold
designs before the mold was fabricated
and tested. The development cycle was
shortened by 27 weeks by overlapping

Wilson

Benton

Young

Rupp

f
000.M...

tasks that had previously been performed
sequentially. The mold tool was made di-
rectly from computer -generated tapes with-
out the aid of paper prints. The fast track
design cycle enables CE to be much more
responsive to changing consumer tastes
and will be used on more projects in the
future.

James R. Young-for selecting and devel-
oping the solder reflow technique used to
connect the high voltage windings to the
high voltage diodes in the ROSE HVT. The
technique has come to be known as fusion.
Jim took the basic idea of solder reflow

and turned it into a practical and reliable
connection system.

Will Bishop and Mark J. Owens-for the
mechanical design of the CRK-39 and
CRK-40 remote transmitters. Both em-
ployed design creativity, technical innova-
tion, and attention to detail in the produc-
tion design cycle. Their thoroughness led
to the best remote transmitter startup in
recent Consumer Electronics history.

John E. Rupp-for the development of a
form of flow charting for the instrument
assembly process on the Automated Instru-
ment Line. He also provided a means of
evaluating labor impact as instrument rede-
signs were accomplished for cost reduc-
tions. The flow charts reduced the process
documents to a form that was easier to
understand and explain. Process steps
requiring high labor content were clearly
shown and "before" and "after" compari-
sons were conveniently made. The accom-
panying line balancing program allowed
surplus labor to be reduced to a minimum.
Ronald E. Benton-for innovative design
and support of the product cost reduction
program. Ron suggested and developed
the means to use square LEDs in a unique
mounting scheme that eliminates the use

light pipe lenses. The new
design is less expensive and provides an
improved display. He also suggested a
keyboard redesign for the number 65 mask.
Models were made to demonstrate both
ideas. A third innovation involves a new
kine grounding scheme for which a patent
application has been made.
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Editorial Representatives
and Technical Publications Administrators

Contact your Editorial Representative at the Tacnet
numbers listed below to plan your RCA Engineer article
and to announce your professional activities.

*Technical Publications Administrators, responsible
for review and approval of papers and presentations,
are indicated here with asterisks before their names.

Advanced Technology Laboratories Tacnet Network Services Tacnet
*Merle Pietz Moorestown, New Jersey 253-6429 *Bill Brown Princeton, New Jersey 272-7601

Ed Master Moorestown, New Jersey 253-6436
New Products Division

Aerospace & Defense Staff
*Art Sweet Lancaster, Pennsylvania 227-6878

*Theresa Law Cherry Hill, New Jersey 222-5833 Bob McIntyre Ste Anne de Bellevue 514-457-9000
(Approvals only)

Patent Operations
American Communications

George Haas Princeton, New Jersey 226-2888
*Anita Labib Princeton, New Jersey 258-4346

(Approvals only) RCA Cylix
Carolyn Powell Princeton, New Jersey 272-4194 Paul Dixon Memphis, Tenn. 739-0214

Astro-Electronics Division RCA Laboratories
*Frank Yannotti Princeton, New Jersey
Carol Coleman Princeton, New Jersey

229-2544
229-2919 *Julie Dann

(Approvals only)
Princeton, New Jersey 226-2061

Automated Systems Division Eva Dukes Princeton, New Jersey 226-2882

*Gene Galton Burlington, Massachusetts 326-3775 RCA Records Division
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